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that the candidates for membership had been
unanimously elected, as follows :-LAMB . .JOHN, P. O. Box 217, Bulawayo, Rliodesia.
Mining Engineer.
S~Hl'H, ARTHUR LOUIS, Esperanza Gold Mine,
.
U ms'yeswe,. Rhor.1esia. 1\1 ine Manager. '.

AT

Ordinary General Meeting,
May 2'0, 1911.
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Proceedings

'rhe Ordinary General' Meeting of the Society
was held in the Lecture Theatre of the South
African School of Mines, on Saturday evening,
~1ay 20th, Dr. James Moir (President) in the
chair. There were also'present :-55 Members: Messrs. W. R. Dow li'ng, , Tom
Johnson,: A. Richardson, A. Whitby, H. A. WIJite,
Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, James Littlejohn, A, F,
Crosse, R. G Bevington. A. MeA. Johnston,
(~Iembers of Council), S. Beaton, W. Beaver, A. J.
Bowness, J. Chilton, A. A. Coaton, M. H. Coombe,
D: E. Damant, J. M. Dixon, P. L, Edwards, R.
Gascoyne, J a.mes Gray, B. C. Gullachsen, B. J,
Hastings, J. l'Ons, J. A. Jones, W. W. Lawrie,
.r. Lea, L. Marh, 'r. G. Martyn, Hans Meyer,
P T. Morrisby, S. Newton, W. Nicklin, J. C.
Phillips, .J. R. Polglase, S. C. Quin, E. Roberts,
0, A. Robertson, A. Salkinson, A. Schwarz,
f-). Shlom, G. Hildick Smith, A. L. Spoor, R. .
f-)tokes, J. A. Taylor, Prof. G. R. Thompson, O.
'l'onnesen, J. T. Triggs, J. Walker; J. P. Ward,
Il Warren, F. ,Yo 'Vatson, Jolin Watson and H.
Wyndham.
.
18 Associates and Students: Dr. J. L. Aymard,
G. J. V. Clarence, P. A; Cloete, C. A. Damant
J. Davidson, W. J. N. Dunnachie, J. Gib~on,
A. King, H. Lomberg, F. J. Pooler, Alex.
Purser, J. M. Robinson, A. G. Rusden, H.
Rusden, W. Russell,R. Sawyer, H. Stadler and
R~W~f.

anD ~ining, ~o£ietD
AFRICA.

I

12 Visitors, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary.
The minutes. of the previous monthly meeting,
'\8 printed in the' April Joul"nal, were confirmed.

NEW MEMBERS.
Messrs. W .. Beaver-',: a:nd' A. Salkinson were
appointed scrutineers, and after their scrutiny
of the ballot papers, the Preside'nt' announced

The Secretary': Since the last ~eeting of
the Society the following have been admitted :py
the Council:As Associates.CLOETE, PHILIP ALBERT, Ferreira Deep, Lt,!., P: O.
Box 1056, Johannesburg. Surveyor.
Gow, GEORGE AUBRlcY, Lehong Soelit, llenko'elen,
Sumatra. Reduction 'Works Assist.ant.
IRWIN, R. 'W., Knights Deep, P. 0 .. Box 143, Germiston. Amalgamator.
POOLI" CLAUD8 'WILLIAM, MercnrGold Mines Co.,
Mercnr, Utah, U.S.A. Snperintenuent. '
GENERAL BUSINESS.
The President: The first thing under
general business is the election of scrutineers for
our annual election next month.
On the motion of Mr. H. A. White"the following gentlemen were appointed scrutineers : Messrs. S. Newton, 'V. BeavPT, Harry Lea,
F. G. GuthriE', A. Thomas, W. M. Coulter, G.
'Melvill and O. Hildick Smith.

Mr. A. F. Crosse' (Past-Pr'esident): I should
like to propose' a hearty vote of thanks to the
Dinner Committee. I may say that although our
Annual Dinner was n6t'as numerously attended as
I should like to have seen it--there were so
many other meet~ngs the same evening--yet the
dinner was a great success. I think, as a dinner,
it was one of the' best we have had for many
years.
The President: I am sure the Dinner Committee will much appreciate Mr. Crosse's remarks.
It was very unfortunate certainly that the rairway people had that accident which mixed up their
arrangements and spoiled the evening for' so
many members coming from out of tOWIl.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MINE VENTILATION
AND TEMPERATURE ON THE
WITWATERSRAND.
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By J. WHITEHOUSE, B.Sc., M.I.M.E. (Associate)
, and W. L.' WO'l'HER81'00N
The ventilation of the mines of the Witwatersrand, more especially the deeper ones, has, within
the last three years, received very careful consideration from those whose interests lie in this
great industry. It has' been realised that in the
past very little attention has been paid to the
health conditions underground, the whole question having been n~glected, and as a result of
this the death rate amongst underground workers
has been very high.
Attention has already been drawn to the chief
causes of disease amongst miners; namely, dust
from machine drills, infective processes, and the
gases resulting from the UEe of explosives. The
object of this paper is not to dwell further upon
these points or to explain how anyone mine has
been ventilated, but rather to view the subject
from the standpoint of economics.
'
The mineg of the Witwatersrand are 'year
by year becoming deeper: hence new undertakings will be on a much larger scale than
in the past, and owing to gl'ef1ter capital
outlay and to the greater expense of hanrlling
Tock, the efficiency of the underground workers
must be increased. As we go deeper, however,
the rock temperatures increase: hence the workings of the deeper levels will be considerably
hotter than those of outcrop mines.
This,
instead of making for efficiency, will tend to
reduce the miner's capacity for work and hence
some meahs must be introduced to counteract
this increase of temperature at depth.
Fig. I is a chart showing rock, temperatures
in deep' level mines on the Rand. The plain
eircles represent observations made by Mr. H. F.
Marriott some years ago,* and the black circles
indicate the more recent observations by Mr.
Wotherspoon. It is apparent from the chart that
,the estimated rate of mean temperature rise is
now represented to be 1 F. for 253'9 ft. vertical depth. the temperature of the rock varying
from 65" F. at 200 ft. to 98° Fah. at 7,000 ft.
-depth, whereas the former results indicated a rise
The
of 1 F. for 208 ft. vertical depth.
favourable nature of Mr. Marriott's observations
occasioned some surprise, and the authors therefore think an explanation for the still more favour c
able results recently obtained ,will be of interest,
{)n examination of the former data it is apparent
,that the estimate of the rate of increase was based
-on the mean of two dist,inct types of observations
• This Journal, Vol, VI., p: 389,
0

0

,
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or conditions: (1) those in mines having open
workings; (2) those in bor~holes or shafts dur_
ing sinking, and although Mr. Marriott iu his
paper said "the experiments have shown that
the natural ventilation of the mines decr'eases the
rock temperature in the vicinity of the workings
0
by from 50 to 10 F,," yet he did not give
weight to that statement in plotting his chart
and in estimating his temperature-gradient. In
view of this ,and also the, fact that facilities for
obtaining deep level temperatures are now
more abundant, it therefore follows that recent
'data should be more reliable. It is interesting
to see from the chart that the line connecting
three observations taken at the Cinderella Deep
at depths of 1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 ft, respectively is exactly parallel to the main line of temperature rise, the only difference being that it
falls somewhat below it, and this is due to the
locality of the observations being in large pump
chambers close to the shaft andfavourablysituated
for cooling effect. The question of rock temperatures at depth is of considerable interest since the
rate of increase varies very much in different
parts of the world. For instance at the Dolcoath
mine in Cornwl1.11 the rate of increase in virgin
rock is about 1 F. in 60 ft., whereas at Barnstead and other deep mines near Birmingham the
rate of increase is about 1° F. in 110 ft. and
then' we have the local. rate of increase as already
shewn, viz., 1 F. in 253'9 ft. If, however, mining
is to be carried on at the great depths which we
expect, even at the _slow rate of increase-which
by the way is exceedingly fortunate, and makes
the problem' much, easierc..:....our temperatures will
be very considerable.
.
.,
With regard to the temperature of mme aIr It
is equally important to consider the quantity of
moisture it contains, for that decides the temperature at which men cease to work 'efficiently.
The point has. already been dealt with by J?r.
Haldane and one of the authors is indebted to him
for infor'mation on the subject during his last
visit ,to England, a"d it is proposed to repeat
some 'of the' points raised by him in a recent
paper on this' subject. The cooling down of the
body of a man at work occurs partly by conduction and partly by'conversion into latent heat.by
the evaporation of moistu~e. In a hot workl~g
place when a miner is at work, the increased skID
circulat:on cannot get rid of the surplus heat by
conduction and radiation, and in ,this case the
loss by evaporation' is.increased by sweating, and
when, the external temperature exceeds the .body
'temperature: the 'whole of the'heat' is got rid of
by evaporation. If the'air-t~mperature is ~elo~
the body-temperat~re, heat .los:~ by cO;'lductlo n of
increased greatly If the aIr IS movwg and~ .
course, evaporation is alsoproI!loted if the aIr IS
0

0
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in motion, provided that the dew-point is below
greater tempe~atures could be borne without
the body temperature. Hence the velocity of the
great lllconvemence.
.
air is of considerable importance. Evaporation
It will be seen from the above remarks th t
from the body can only occur if the dew point is
our air currents must be sufficiently large
below the body temperature, but even if the dew
volume and have an ample velocity to cool thn
point were below the body temperature it
intake roads or drives so that the temperature ~
does not follow that any cooling action would
~he air cannot be raised too much before reac~.
be produced by such evaporation for if the
~ng the. faces, and also to p.reven.t the air gather_
air were warmer. than the body, it might
lllg mOIsture. In connectlOn WIth this subject
communicate more heat than' was lost
the results obtained at the Village Deep Min'
by evaporation.
The body during sweating are interesting, and show a decided improvemen~
might be compared to a wet bulb thermometer
on the starting up of the fan. Temperatures
which indicates not the dew point but a temperawere taken before the fan started and were again
ture intermediate between the dew point and the
taken after the fan had been running three
actual temperature of the air and dependent on
months: the results were as follows : both. If the wet bulb temperature is below the
No. 1 ,shaft, Stations Nos. :3 to 10 inclusive._
body temperature heat is lost by the body, but , A verage temperature of air before
74'6' F.
otherwise there can be no loss of heat. Really
"
"
"
after
66'7° F.
the wet bulb temperature and the movement
Difference ...
...
7'9° F.
of the air are the only things that matter, and
The average drop in humidity was 9'3%.
hence we may say that what we want in our
No.2 Shaft, Stations Nos. 1 to 13 in~lu8ive._
workings are large volumes of air circulating
Average temperature of air before
76'6' F.
'at a good velocity, this air to be as free from
"
"
"
after
68'3° F.
moisture as possible. It would appear that
Difference.
8'3° F.
where there is no current of air the temperature
The average drop in humidity was 10'9%.
should never exceed 78° F., and where there
Tables A, B, C, D, are records of the observais a good current it should not exceed 85" F.
tions taken underground at the Village Deep,
If the intake air takes up much moisture in
and Table E shows surface readings. The first
the downcast shaft or main drives and cross- column shows the date and time, and it will be
cuts, it will be cooled or. prevented from
noticed th,tt in each hne we have an observation
heating. Every grain of moisture added by
before and after the fan started. In the second
evaporation to a cubic foot of air C'JlTesponds to
column the reference number on the plan is given.
a cooling effect to the extent of about So F.
In the succeeding columns are given the locality
There is no immediate disadvantage in cooling
of observations, the depth from the surface,
the intake air by evaporation of moisture, for in
distance along the .level from shaft, barometer
spite of the increased saturation of the air the
readings, dry bulb and wet bulb readings, and
wet bulb temperature is slightly lowered. The
the relatiVe humidity.
secondary effects, however, must lie dis::td vallThe positions where these observations were
tageous in deep mines, for the cooler the intake
made are shown on Figs. 2 and 3.
air is kept the more rapidly will it tend to take
The following is an observation made at the
up heat from the surrounding strata; and if it is
beginning of the year in the upcast at fan
already highly charged with moisture, the range
chamber: within which its temperature can be allowed to
Depth below surface 2,100 ft. j height above
rise, without interference with the working
sea level, 3,640 ft. j surface temperature, 84' F.j
mine temperature, 76'5° F ..
capacity of the men, is much restricted. If, for
Again the observations of rock temperatures
instance, the air has already been saturated with
moisture at 70°, its temperature cannot subseare very interesting, and illustrate what has
already been said concerning the reduction in
quently rise beyond about 96° even if no further
moisture is added, without affecting working
temperature oi the rock surface due to the
capacity j whereas. if no moisture had been added
passage of large volumes of air through the shafts.
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Date nnd l'irne

~....

.,1 'of Obseryation~:

. § ~.

DisLance

,
L

. t'
f Ob .
.
oca 1011.0
sel vatIOns.

~

a ong"
Level,::;,,;
from
~ efj

~ .S

Shaft.
In' feet. ..
In feet.

.B'A

::,'!'-

,Depth
floll!
Surface

§

8~

~ ~

Psyc:tu~o;a g
metric'sRe",ding'., " 1/
_ _ _ _ _ P:: '"
I
a:,.;:
Dry 'Vet
~
Bulb l~nlb
"lrah. °F'Lh. ~?i.

:

.z.s E

1tl~j)JARKS.

1

1

)6th·i:tn .• 1ino.10,l'5'a,Ill.}
.)O.th l\Icl..Y, ,191(1, 10'10 a.lll.
"2Dth,Jan., 1010, 1u.2[) n, Ill.
19th i\I",y, 1910, 10,15 a.lll.
20th,J,LII., 1inO, 1".30 a m.
i9~h ilh,y, 1910, 10 a. In.
20th Jan" 1910, 10,4!; a,m.
lSth IIIny, 1910, 12,50 p.Ill,
20t,h Jan., t910, 11 n.m.
~
18th :II"y, '1910, 12,30 p,m
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26 . No. ,5 Level, S.~D: Centre
'27 No.5 Level, S. D. West
28 No., 5 Level, S. D. East
29 No.5 Level" West Drive
30 No.5 Level, between Shafts
· 29th "Tart· ,.uno, 11.10 a.m.
31 No.5 Level Station, No.1 Shaft
,,lSth ilI"y, 1910, '12 noon. ,
:29~h}:tn., '1;~111, 11:.;5 a.nt.}
32 No.5 Level, East Dri\-e
ISth III"y, 1,.10,11,.,0 n.lll.

,.2lith Jan, :1910,11.50 a.Ill.}
· 21:3t,l\Ia,y, 1!110, lU.12 a.m.
::2lith J".Il.,)910, 12 Iloon. }
21sl~

3J
34

l\Jay, l!110, 10.25 a.m.

20th' Jail. , ']910,,12,10 P,IlI.}
~1st, May, I910, 10.<5 a.lll.
20th Jan" 19 10,12,25 p.m,}

.2~.~t·1\Ja,y, 1910, 10.[,0 a.m.

• 20Lh Jan., 1910, 12.35 p.m,}
,19th l\l;ty, 1i11U. 10,45 a, Ill.
2~Lh Jan:, 1910, 12.40 p.m'.}
,-"l,9t,h May, 1910, 11.5 a.m.
· 20th, Jail., 1910, 12,45,p.m,}
':l,9th, May, 1910, I U.55 a Ill,
;.. 20th Jan" 1910,12.55 p,m,}
, ~~!ith May,-19IQ,-lO, ~"-"~lii.
• ,21st Jan" 1910, !I,55 a.m.
' :.i~(,h lIiay,.1910, 12.JO·p,m.
21st Jan., ,1910, 10.1:) a.m,
. ,21st May,'1910, 12 noon.
: '2ist:Ja.n., 1910, ]@~,19 a.m.
, Igth lIiay,,1910, 12,22 p.m. f
, 2ist Jan" 1910, 10,25 a.m.}
19th May, 1910, 12.30 p.m.
21st .Jan., 1910, 10.30 a.m, ~
19th May, 1910, 12.37 p.m.
21st Jan., 1910, 10.10 a.m.
21st lIIay, 11)10, 11.33 a.m.
21st Jan., 1910, 1UJ:O a,m.}
21st \\Iay, 1910, 11.15 a.m.
21st'Jan., 1910, 11. a.m.
}
21st 1\Ia.y, 1910, 11.5 a.TI1.
21st, Jan., 1910. 11.23a.m.}
!3nll\1ay. 1910, 11.15 a.m.

3,5

36
·37
··31:5

!

No.6 Level Station, No.1 Shaft
No.6 Level"East Dri"e
No.6 Level, between Shafts
No.6 Le\ el, West Drive
No.6 Level, S. D. Centre
, No.6 Level, S. D. 'Vest

·39 , No., 6 Level, S. D. EaR t

·40
41

42

I' 4
I 44
45
q
i)

-

46

47
48

49

No.6 Level Statjon, No.2 Shaft
No.7 Level Station, No.2 Shaft
No.7 Level: West Drive
No.7 Level, S. D. Centre
No.7 Level, S. D. West
No.7 Level, S. D. East
No.7 Level, between Shafts
No.7 Level, East Drive
No.7 Level Station, No.1 Shaft
No. 8 Level Station, No. 1 Shaft

2395
2~95

2395
2394

80
980
956
1228

2375
2382

772

2373
2471
, 2467

911

2467
24g8

995
821
1136

90

2497
2494

410

2497

410

2500
2600
25S7
2602
2602
2602
2557
2560
2569
2663

939

90
455
469
739
1059

' 20'5S . i5'o , 74'5 ,95'0 Curta.in between Box a.IHl South Drive
8 Persons present
{ ~O'19 71'2 (f)'1 73'2 Strong Current L'ulluing "Eifst
(2 '51i 73'9
72'7 94'0 4 Persons present
93'1 Air very bad
74'1
-{"6'(i7 75'6
2fj'55
75'0 74'3
97'0 4 Persons pl'esen t
26'\;S 75'6
,:l'O 89'1 4 boys and 2 l\Iachines here. Door :;hnt to Crosscnt
f20'5:l 7:;'2
72'1
86'0 Door shut, also linge leakage of [til' from lll:whine here
\ 26'62 75'0 73'9 9:"1 3 Persons present
26'54 7·f '7 n,s V6'0 4 Persons pre~ent
26'62 72'0 69'6 S5'5 Door open West of No, I Station
20'55 73'~ 71'6 92'0 8 PersollA presen t
20'68 66'6
77'() 4 Pel'~ons and Trammer Boys here
01'fi
J 26'53 7'-)'4 74'S 97'5 G Persons presen t
2662 72'3 70'fi 91'7 3 Persons present,. Sacking o\"er door p~tS5illg ail'
,
72'0 02'0 4 Persons present
{ 26'63 73'S
20'S1 , 5'3 0['2
SO'l 3 Penwns present. Very littlt' .til' paRsing
.
20',jO 7fd) 7fi'2
97'0 3 Persons present
Stopes beillg' .fully worked -along t}ll~
{ 26'80 76':l 71)'2
9S'7
])rive Sack Curtain East of,Statiun
20'02 (fJ'G 74'5
95'5 4 Persons pl'esen t
{ 26'81 74 '5 72'5 91'3 4 Persons pl'esen t
26'6:"
i5'6 73'9 93'3 o Persons presell t
26'SO (;S'4 (12'0
73'5 Strong wind along Drive. 3 l'ers6ns pre~ent
2G'G~{
75'6 75'2 98'0 8 Pei'sl)ns present
26'i7 73'4 69'S S4'2 No floor from box
74';'
20'65 7(\'1
93'3 9 Persons present
{ ?6'74 75'2 70'5 so·o 3 Persons present,
26'62 75'9 75"1
96'0 4 Persons present
{ 26-75 i7'4 76'3 , 95'3 3 Persons pi'esent
20'G1 76'6 75'6 9[)'4 16 Persons pre5en t
{ 26'78 G5'8
60'S 76'0 6_Person~ present, Dool'~ to Dl'ire~ shut
20'90 75'4 75'2 99'2 4 Persons present
{ 20'S6 66'9 ~3'O 81'4 (3 Persons present Door here shut, bilt passing air
26'S7
75'1
70'0
82'0 7 Persons present, 2 :Machines workillg her,e
7;)'7
26'91 7S'1
89'9 Door open to Sta.tion, 4 Persons present
26'S9 75'9 75'2 97'0 4 Persolls present
26'S2 75-7 7:')'2 97'; 3 Persons present
26'85 7(j'3 7;)'6 97'0 4 Persons pl'e:3ent
76';l 75'2
26'~1
95'1 3 Persons presell~
26'S7 76'3 7:1 '4 97'0 4 Persons pcesent
20'82 76'5 75'6
f-5'l 3 Persons present
20'SI) 76<)
75'2 94'5 4 Persons pesent
26'91 74'1
72'0 90'6 Doms open at No.2 Shaft. Will(1 West to East
26'73 76'1 . 75'2 9U'0 4 Persons present
.
{ 26'911 73'~ ! 71'2 S8'4 3 Persons present, Door open to Station
26 '87 74'7 1 72'7
91'0 4 Persons present
26'91
63'3 S2'8 4 Persons present.
66'91
72'7, 92'0 4 l'ersons present
74'5
26'9"
26'80 7['6 65'5 73'3 3 Persons present, Door open 'Vest of Sta.tion

1
~
~

1

1

XOTK-lst line of observations taken BEFORE Installing .Fan.
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EFFECT O:s" llI:s"E

c.-p·'n'CffRO.\fJITRICAL OBSERVATIOXS

TE~IPERATURES

l'XDERGROU~D

§
Da5p. ami Tillie
of Obsen'ations.

~~
$i

ta.nce

Location of

OhseI~'·iLtion~.

,,~o

'26th Jan, 1910, 10,50 am
:27th:l1 y, 1!l10; 11.40 am
'26th J"n, 1010,11.2 am
'26th !IIay, 1910, IV,"5 Hm
'26th J"'l, 1!Jl0, 11 10 [LIn
26th ~hL)', 1!Jl0, 11.0:t1ll
1st :Feb, 1910, 9,20 am
27th May, I!)lO, 10, 2~ am
1st Feb, 1910, lO,20 ~Lm
27th lIIay, 1910, 10.4" am
1st :Feb, 1910, 10,0 am
27th May, I!JlO, 11.10 am
18th JaIl, 19LO, 11.5" 'Llll
26th \la.y, HnO, 11.10 'Llll
18th Jan, 1910, 12,:!!> pm
'26th )1<LY, 1910, n,:l!) am
18th Jan, l!1l0, 12,25 pm
'26th .\Iay. uno, 11.4fi am

'\

r 50
't 51
52

No.8 Level Station, No.2 Shaft

'}

54

No, 9 Level Station, No, 1 Shaft

{

00

No 9 Level, East Drive

l 57

56

f

58

~

}
I

f
l

j
}

~

I,

}

1
f
'}
,
}

13th .JlLll, 1910, 11.:15 am i.
28th )IOLY, WlO, 11,0 am f
13th J OLn. lillO, 11. f,O OLm 1
28th lIIOLY, 1910. 11.40 am j

2653
~649

2759
2747
2745

No \} Level, "Test Drive
No, 9 Level, East Dl'i"e

2768
2783
2766
2881
286H
2868

No.9 Level Station, No, 2 Shaft
No.9 Level, 'Vest Drive

61
62

No. 10 Level, 'Vest Drive

·63
64
65

268.3

Sbaft~

5H
'60

66
}

No.8 Level, between'

No. 10 Level Station, No, 2 Shaft
No. 10 Level, East Drive
No. 10 Le,'el Station, No.1 Shaft

:2858
2850
2851

No, 10 Le"el, 'Vest Dri~'e
No. 10 Level, EasL Drive
No. 11 Level SLation, 1"0. 1 Shaft
No,' 11 Level, East Drive

69

No, 11 Level Station, No.2 Shaft

70

No, 11 Level, East Dri,'e

2861
2943
2HI2
2076
2969

No, 11 Level "Test Drive

2071

67
68
71
72

73

No. 11 Level, "Test Drhe

No, 12 Level Station, No.2 Shaft
No. 12 Level Drh'e 'Vest

fee~.

2688

No.8 Level;:'Vest Drive

,- .,
;)iI

I

I along
Level
In

No.8 Level, East Dri'·e.

'\

])epth
from

Surface Shaft.
frOIU l'
In feet.
'

~~

'21st Jan, 1910, n·li7 'Ull
25th May, 1910,9.30 am
llth Feb, 1910, 10 30:tUl
'~3rd May, 1910, 10.15 am
14th Join, l!JlO, 10,50 am
'23,d MOLY, lillO, 11.30 mn
14th Jan, 1910, 10.40 am
:23r<l 1I1oiy, 1910, 11.15 am
26,th Jui), l!HO, j 010 am
'23rd ~lay, 1910, 11.40 alll
'26th Jan, 1910, to 35 alll
'2al'd ~lfLY, 1910, 11.5~ mn
26th .]:m, liHO. 10.17 am
'23"IIII:ty, 1910, 12.:l2 pm
'18th Jan, 13H), 10,50:t1ll
',2:jrd lIIay, 1910, 12,37 pm
18th Jan, 1910, 10,O:LIn
25th lI1ay, 1910, 9.45 am
18th Jan. 1910, 10,35 am
',23 .. 1 May, 1910, 12 40 pm
18th Jan, 1310, 11.10 am
25th May, 1910, 9,115 am
18th Jan, 1910, 11.20 am
'26th M",y, 1\HO, 10 35 ,un
18th Jan, 1910, n,30 am
'~6th IIIay, lillO, 1015 am

Psychroluetric
lteadings.

Dis-

Zd

I
I

500
1230
(li5
250
1068
1059
104g
1024

776
791

764

766

3091

"

,,""
=.-=
0""
,"oil

~~

26'9b
{ 20"82
( 26'79

') 26'82
j26'So
120'82
26'88
{ 26'80
J2707

120'97
(27'05

Dry Wet
Bulb Bulb

I

77'4
68'0
77'5
78'8
70'0
70';l
70'3
74'8
70'3

U~

9~'5

~~
n~

95'5
80'9
95'1
96'2
95'1
96'6
95'5
97'0
937
89'2
9"'3
96'2
[4'0

19?

TI4
~~
~6
~6

no
~~
~~

(Zi'15

~~

127'09
27'15
{ 27'10
27'15
{ 27°10

OO~
77~

74':l
('0'9
706
7(;':l
75'0

~

77?
193

77?

~'2

,t"o

580

127'25
'(27'18

~~
~~

61l

27"2'(
{ 27'21

77?

620
618

127'34
'1 27 '17
127'20
,(27'16
(27'22
(27'15
27·28
{ 27'20
{ 27"28

"'''

190

M~

19?

26'f5
27'05
26'92
27'08
{ 20'89
27'06
{ 26'85
27'21
{ 27'12
[.27'19
127'10
(27'14
'(27'10

R\<~~IARKS.

~~

97'5
84'9
9i'O
94'7
954
96'9
97'4
'87'8
86'0
85'"
93'0
934

78'3
75'6
779
7(j°u
77'0
75'6
78'3
69'8,
78'8
70'0
78'8
74'7
76'0
774
78,:)
78'4

'27'04

-

'.C

.~ ii

~~
79~

~'2
19~
~~
~~
77~
19~
77~

19'2
~~

~

""
"'1

19~

71'6

'I 26'fJO

-'"

..,.
'-j

O}"ah. °Fah. ~i

{ 27'18

361;

JOHA~NESBURG.

'"
gg
~.§

~~

"'!,7°21

3095

Fc"~.

AT VILLAGE DEEP, LD'UTED,

;;

.,::

O}-' I:-;;<;TALLI:-;;O

U~

77~
~~

77?
~~

~I
n~
U~

19~

774
~O

7()';3

74'7
69'4
77'2

7:l'4
7/'7
77'0
70'4

no

78'8
77'4
77'4
70'8
78'8
75'7
777
77'7

NOTE.-lst line of ohsel \'Ittions taken BEFOlm Installing' Fan.
2J1(l
A FTEIt

~.

".,..

.( persons present
3

FowleI' hoist hel'e

4

'-"

5
3
5

..

8

4

~oY"

S
~

filling truck.

::;,

;:,

"

:::...

Good wind west. to east.
perSOll:3 present
S
"
7

Door open at No. 2 slmft

!)

4

7
:l

5
6

"
3

~
Good .win I west to

8
3

'.

,.

"

e;l,~t

2 mftchines working here

;~

9~'3

3
5

":::

T

a

::l
1 nlfLchine working here
"rangh drill working we:3t of obsel'Ya.tion.
Door open ec-vst of sta.tion

95'4

;;:,.

2

'v,

930 6
88'3 4
98'0 IJ
1 machine working here
94,0 4 I "
97'0 6
94'0 4 "
"
97'5:)"
"
Air pUlllp in Cl'OSM cut
89 9 J~arge pump here and sma.ll one in cross cut
96'0 :3 persons present
90'4 3
Good wind west to east
955 4
96'9 2
3 trauniIel's here
95''; :l
90'4 4
07']
:3
n59 a
a,utl 3 trammel''''
970
93'1
942
95'4

~
;;;,
~

1 mfLchine working here

fi

3
8
6

~

,"

....

~

"'.
~

"

~
.~

""'1

~
~.
~

2 machines allil 4 hoys here

164
3

,~ ~

~

~'

EFFECT ON, "tINE TEMPERATURES OF INSTALLING FAN,
D,-PSYCHROMETR1CAL OBSERVATIONS UNDERGlWUND AT VILLAGE DEEP, LUrITED, JOHA~NESBURG.

~

~>i

Ha,Le n,nll Time

Depth

8~

of ()bSel'YH,tioH:5.

Vsych~'ometriC

Dis,
tn.nce
Loca,tion of Observn,tions.

"blJ

fr011l

Surface

]~

along
Level
from
Shaft,

,

Re.l..dmgs,
~

~~
S,:
e'3a:;

,~

~§

;::<::.:1

I ,;::;0
~·ci

!:j

(;;

~.-<

5 II

;D"

I

D,y Wet
li\t h, F.th,

Bulb Bulh
o

0

I ~'~

RE:lIARKS,

~'

~,

~;

'i ~

.~
.....,
.....,

",en

1>
13th .Jall, UHO, 12 Iloon

28th .May, 1910, 11.2:i am
1st Feu, 1910, 10,0 am

'}

74

~

75

f

89

No. 9 Le~·el,:S,RD .. Centre
N0, 9 Level, S,R. D, East

3090
3073
3240
:3238
3238
3239
3239
3239
3095
3096
3094
2781
2780
2782

f

91;

No. 10 Level, S, R. D. Centre

2879

~o.:

2878
2877

13th.lallu~\1·~·,]010,
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25th

]0.8 am
:\Iay, H)JO, 10.28 am
.lall, l!)LO, "10.1;, am
}
)Iay, 1010, 11-25 am
.JUIl, 19to, to.2fi am
}

1:1th
25th
li3t,h
25th :\lay, 1\)10, 11.:17 am
13th Jail, l!llO, 10,45 am
25th lIay, HHO, 11.15 am
13t,h .ran, 1010, ll,10 am
25th May, 1910, 11.;;0 alll
13th Jan, lillO, 11,:10 alii
25th May, 1910, 11.f)5 am
13th Jail, lUIO. l'l.5 pHi
28th May, IlnO, II.I5 am
lath .Tmi, 1010, 12,12 aIll
28th May, 1nl0, 11, Hi am
13th Jall, 1!)10, 12,20 pIll
28th May, 1910, 11:1;; aIll
18th Jan, 19H1, 10,lii aIll
23rd May, 1!fJO, 12 fiO IJlll
18th Jan, l!HO, 10.20 am
23rd )Iay, 1IHO, 12,55 pill,
18th .lan, 1U10, 10,2:) am
23rd .May, 1m 0, 1 pill
18th .fall, 11)10, 11.40 am
'26th May, 1910, 10,00 am
18th Jail, 1910, ll,45 am
,26th ,i\lay,,),tHO, 11 am
18th .Jan, 1~nO, 11.44' am
26th )lay, 1!H0, 10, fir) am
18th .1 all, l!llO, 12,0 pm
26th ~l"y, 1910, 12,10 pm
18th .)all, 1910, 12,8 pm
26th :\Iay, l!HO, 12,17 pm
18th .Ia,n, HnO, 12, Hi pm
26th llay, uno, 12.,25 pm

78.

No. 12 J"evel, Station No.1 Shaft
No. 13 Level, Station No, '2 Shaft

79

No; 13 Level, E>l.sL Drive

80

No. 13 Level, 'Vest Dri\'e
N'o, 13 Level, S,R.D, Centrc

t 8L
,

No. 12 Level, East Drh'c

{

82
8"

J

84'

}

85

No; 1"2 Level, S,R.D. Centre
No. 12 Le\;el; S.R.D. East

8G

No, f2 Le\'el, S,R.D.:West

87
88

No, 9 Level, S,R.D. West

1

1.

J

~

,

i)

t 91
,

I

No: 13 Lc\'el"S,I:'D, East
No~ 13 Level; 8.ILD, West

OJi)

19}.evel, S, R. D, East
No. 10 Le\'el, f),RD. West
No. 11 Level, S,R.D. Centre

94
95

No. 11 Level, 8.RD, East
No. 11 Level, S,R.D, "'est

92
().)

411

127'28
l27'22

{2~!J

236
241
'98

170
165
198

210
447
435

278

{ 27'37
27':'n
{ 27';;7
27'30
{ 27'37
2730

79-2
78 S
700

70'2
77'7
79'f)
80 :1
79'f)
ifr2

{ 0"'3"
•., t . I

7n-~

27'30

78'8
80'2
78'8

!""

27'30
27':17
27'30
27'28
27'22
{ 27'28
27'22 '
7
'28
27'22
27'08
2680
J 27'07
l26'87
{ 27'09
26'S7
{ 27'lfi
2710
{ 27'14
2i'10
j 27'14
l2710
{ 27'23
27'15
{27'25
27'19
'{ 2725

f

27'W

79'5
78'S
78'4
7S'S
78'4
788
78'S
78'S
77 f,

no

78'4 \ 97'2
70'3 89'0
75'2 94'0
78'4
770
,78'S
7O'!)
7S'8
760
78'4
78'1
79'0
77'9
78'6
779
77'7
77'4
78'177-4
78'1
77-4

Z,8}

770 763
77'0 76'0
i7'4 76'0
774
70'3
7i'7 77'0
75'9
7:7'4
i7'!) , 77'2
77'7 76'3
7S'4
77'4
77'7
70'3
78 1 77'4
77'7 76'0
78'S
78'1
77'7 77'0
7S'1 77'4
7S'1 77'4

5 Pcr1!OllS present
3 trammel'S here

:J

'Vatel;'OJl thid'level

';:'

r;"
~~

07'0
!lO'O

4 PerSOlls present

1)5'3

4
4 trammcl's hero
4
4
4 Boy~'al)(l I. ;:lachine hera

!)S 4
n7'O
8!l'4
B7'1
96'1
U7'O
06'2
!JO'O
00'2
908
94'1
9/'9
9~ 1
96'8
!J4'1
90'0
97'0
97'0
95'3
!J7'0
9;;'3
07'0
93'7

97'1

94'0
!)5'4
94'0
!J7'3
95'3
97'0
97'3
H7 ;j
97'0

4

4

;1
4
8
4
3

Per~Olls pre~eTlt
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4
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~
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~
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3
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3
3
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EFFECT ON MINE TE\[PEHATUHES OF

l~STALLING
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~
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""...........

K-PSYCHROMETIUCAL OBSEHVATIONS AT VILLAGE DEEP,LBUTEl.l, JOHANNESBURG,
~
.=>

"
~S

Date awl Time
of OlJsCl'\'Oltions.

~.~

Location of Observations.

14th Jan, l!)lO, 1,30 pill
18th Jan, HnO, I).H)::nn
"

"

,.

1.:10 pm

19th J'an, 1910, 9 30 ,Ult
"
"
,,1.15 pill
1l0th Jan, 1010, n,10 Hili
,,
, , 1 40 }Jill
"
21st J~111, 1910, 1).20 'Llll
"

12.1lJ pm

"
"

]2.25 pm
lL.O pm
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."
"
,,1120 PUt
lWth Jan, 10,0,0,10 am

"

"

,,12.:m

pill

1st Feh, 1910, 0,0 ,un
"
"
11
l.:JO Inll
Hh Feb, 1910, 1.0 pili
17th ,\ tty, 1010, 9,ro am

18t'h ~i:\,y,

uY:O, o.ifi 11111

" ."
"
1.15 pm
19th ;\Iay, 1010, !Ui am
110 pm
1.~5 pili

Ust May, 1910, (\,,10 am
"
• I
,,12.15 pill
23nlMI1.Y, 1910,9.10 am
"
"
"
135 pIn
~5th May, 1910, (\ 5 am
"
"
"
1.25 pHI
26th May, HllO, 0 10 am
II
"
.,
1.10 pm
'l7th May, 1910, 9,15 am
"

"

"

120'pm

'28th May, 1DlO, 10,0 am
, "
0, 1230 pill
!lOt·h May, 1910, 10,0 am
11.30"m

} I, ,

On Surface Collar, No, 2 Shaft

{

Ir

On Surfa'ce Collar,-No, 1 Shaft
On Surface Collar: No, 2 Shaft

f

tl

}
}

}

uie] ric
Heading:-:.

<1lon~

" -n

Le\'cl
from
'Shaft

'C

In feet.

£~

feet,

I~

r

440
24'46
{ 24'48
24'50
{ 24'40
24'33
{ 24'38
24 :J2
(24'1)4
\24'48
4 '50
',1" 24'6:3
j 246:3
l24'50
{24'48
24'48
{ 24'45
24'51
{2402
24 52
{24'54
24'47
4 '55
24'45

e

e

}

I

Depth
from
Sllrface

t'

~A

'" ~
P:<c
14th Ja.ll, 11)10, 0.4U <tm

P~\Thl'o

nista,nce

On Surface Collar, No, 1 Sh~ft

{2~~

On Surface Collar, No, 2 Shaft

{2460
24 '51
4 '47
24'32
(24"46
124'30
452
24'40
{24'50
24'40
{24'.'i<l
24'46
, {24"49
24'45

e
e

'"
:.eg
-"',

:-.

'§"ii

~~

I

REMARK~,

~'~

Drv Wet
Blll'h Bulh ~B
'Fall. 'Fall. ~,.}5

~

~

";:,..

'~'"

e

7 I'D
77'-1-

G4'O
G33

(iii 9

02"0

80'2

77';)

65'!)

(HO
0:1 a
fiS'8

71 2
60'S
i:.!·7
65'5
716
60'4
57'2
57'0
7:3'2
70'U
05'5
70'0
71'1
60'6
65'1
60'1
GG'G
63'7
691
716

67'1
58'3
62'9
59'7
53"0
50'0
63'3
64'0
588
61'2
597
45'7
47'1
.457
47'8
17"1
49'3
50'7

62'6 48'2
(i8'4 5(H
61'5 47'8
673 66'9
36'7
38'1
44'G 39"2
47'5 I '2'3
59 71 48'0
5fi'4
48'2
5S (i '4S'6
54 i \'44'2
5f,·..j. "45'3
54'0 30'6
50', 41°4

.....-

07 1 15,717 feet "bove ,ea level
482 "Ja.x. alHllllin. thermometer 72"0· to 78'5· Fah
7!1'8
64' to 79' Fah
010
77 4
67' to 71' l,'ah
6U 8
90'0
767"
62' to 69' Fah

I

0"'9

(;4'5
59"0 I 5,G32 f"eet above sea, level
824
84'9
61'0 l\Iu,x, antlmin thermometer iO° to 74· l?n.h
53'0
605
66? to 75' Fah
60'0
54'0
74' to 76' Fah
"
32'4 ' Bdght lllorn'i'llg
257 \Ia.x, and min. thermometer G4° to G6° Fi\,h
:337 Fine day, cloudless
24'7
ao'!) Bl'igllt morning
24'1
23"~
5,692 fect a.hove sea. leYcl
,'lG',1
29'0
38'1
98'1
89'1
64'6
677
46'0
G2'l
51'0
459
482
26'0
36'1

BI'ight marllinp:
<Lnd llIill, thel'lllOllleter 63' to 68' Fah
Bright lllol'lIing1
Mn,x, <1ud min, thermometer 60° to 65° Fah
Cloudy weathe,'
Max and min. thermometer 42" to 44° Fah
Bright morning .
.:\Ii\,X. and min" thermometer 56° to (i4° Fah
Bright morning
.'
.'\I,\,x. :tnll min. qlCl'lllnlllcter 58° to 04° Fah
Glo11l1v wea.ther
.:\J01X. M,nd mill ......thcnpometer 5e- Fah
Glomly we:ttliel'"'"' .
i\Ja,x. alHlmill·. thermometer 59° Fah
~In,x,
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Plan of South Heef, giving Position oful1(l~rgrouna
Psychrometrieal Observations.
: ", :; : "

FIG. 3.-Village Deep, ·Ltd.

-:1

Rock temperatures, Nos. 3 to 12 levels inclusive:Average temperature before
76'2· F.
"
"
after,
73'0° F.
difference
3'2° F:
The rock temperatures were taken at dead ends
and in stopes, with an electric resistance therrpometer placed in holes of an average depth of 5 ft.
With regard to dead ends, although no special
means such as pipes were provided for transmitting or aiding the circulat ion of fresh air from
the stations to dead ends, yet, the observations in
general show tangible improvements both in
temperature and humidity. At distances up to
1,000 ft. from the shaft stations a decrease of 2°
t03· F. occurred, and the humidity which had been
~reviously very high was reduced by from 2% to
6%. The records also show that thefanjs exhaust~?g a very large quantity of water from the mine.
~he average qU9.ntity of air dealt with at the
time of these observations was 260,000 cub. ft.
per. minute, for 23~ hours per day. The average
mOIsture in the upcast is about 8'2 grains per
c~b. ft. The surface or intake conditions of the
all' show a wide range of humidity, but. ca.reful'

records show the moistu;e, ext;a6t~d from the
mine by means of the fap.,to ha~~::'been'as high
as 40,400 gallons per .day, or roughly 202 tons.
The removal of such ala:ige qual)ti~y of' water
~rom the mine workings,4aily has patui'ally a
tendency to make them-:-verydry; which~on the
Rand 'results, in ,their being very:.', <;iusty, and
hence in the workings. ~hemselves a' plentiful
supply of water is abs9hitiily.ne:ce.ssary to make
up for this daily dl'ying;proces'salid~:to':keep the
dust down, otherwise good ven tihi.tiop,as far as
dust is concerned may m:;tke ,,'matters: worse tllan
before. Therefore the efforts 'keep) the aidas
free from moisture as 'possible" alrea~dy-refe~~ed
to; can only be applied to J~e 'currents bef~re
they reach the faces.
. ' .'.
:
nil': Whitehouse cannot say·.",hat'has been the
exper.ience on the East R~g.d:])oprietarY·MiI1es,
since he left there soon ,after', the [ventilation
scheme was conlpleted, btl} t~'eefl:'ect pf this d~y
ing process has been very'miuked on the Village
Deep where, as shown, the air carries :away latge
quantities of water, and it has been necessary ~to
provide a plentiful supply ofwate.r_~for laying
dust in stopes.

i

to

5_4_4_' _ _ _ _Th_··'_6_J,_'o_u_r_n_al_'o_f_T_h_'e_C_hC_,_;a_'c_al_',_M_''_~t_a_ii_u_rg,i_ca_i_a_~_d_'M_·in_t_·n_.'l_S_O_ct_·e_ty_oJ_S_O_u_t_h_A_fi_1'_ic_a_._~May 19iJ
.Again, the presence of varying quantities of
CO and COo in mine air .calls for some consideration. The" average figures for the East Rand
Proprietary Mine h.aye been given as:(a) Before the adoption 6fthe· ventilation
schemepel' cent.

0'493
0012

/.

----------n

(b) After the adoption of the y'entilatio
~cheme-

per cent.

0:127
0'005
The corresponding fignres for the Villaae Deep
will b\\ seen in Table F and the fOllowing diaara
· 4 :.
0
III
F Ig.

F.-ANALYSIS OF .SAMPLES OF M.INE AIR BEFORE INSTALLATION
OF FAN-:-VILLAGE DEEP.
A:SAI,YI;Il=i,

Chart

Dnte and Time.

Position.

No.

1{1I::\IARI\S.

Oxyg'en.

Oarbon
Monoxide.

Oarholl
"Uioxide.

20'7

0'003

0'295

20'6:--)

. 0'007

0'366

20'80
2070
20'60

0'001
0'005
0'002

0'205
0'254
0'293

-
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---- - - Jan. 18, 1910,6.10 a.m.

50

Jan. 14, 1910,6.30 p.llI.

50

Jan. 18, ]910, 6.15p.m.
.THIl. ]4, 1910, 6 p.m.
Feb. 10, 1910, 4,.15 p.m.

9
9
50

No. 8 station
No.2 shaft
No. 8 sta tion
No.2 'shaft
Fan chamber
Fan chamber
No.8 station
:N o. 2 shaft
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Fig. ~.-oCUl'ye of Daily Variation of CO 2 after Installation of Fan.'
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Before the fan'started the ~verage percentage
f COo was 0'282 an:d afterwards it 'will be seen
~hat the highest p~rc~~tage !reached is 0'12, thi,s
being after blft.stmg m the afternoon, whereas
during the_ ~.~X ~t averages less than ;0'09.
From the foregoing remarks it will be seen'
that the only way to overcome the increased '
temperature in ·our deep mines so that tile \vorkiog s may be kept cool and" free from fuul air,
and men mRy work efficiently, is to provide,large
volumes of' fresh air throughout the workings.
The queBtion of how' this should be attained may
then be considered.
It will be clear that th,,'
deeper the mine'the stronger will be the natural
ventilation, and it might be supposed that the
deeper,mines would ventilate naturally. for this
reason.
The shafts, however, are generally'
speaking of far too small a section ·to :permit of
large quantities being passed through them by
the natural pressure obtainable and due to
"
difference of tern peratures.
Where a property has two shafts the natural
ventihttion caT)not. exceed a certain amount.
This amonnt depends upon the difference of
temperature ·in the upcast and downcftst . shafts
and also en the resistance offered to the current~
in the shafts and mine. The p~essure due
to the difference of tern perature, can be ca1cu-'
lated by taking the difference in wf'ight, :0£
two columns of ::tir, say 1 sq. ft. section _and'
of the :same I~'ngth as the depths of the
shafts in ,question, one in the downcast and one
in the upcast.
The temperatme mnst be take~:
from the downcast to be that experienced on th'e
surface during summer, when the difference in
temperature of the two shafts is leRst. Assnming
the temperature at the surface to be say 70 and
that in the upcast 85 we have a difference of
15' F .. For shafts having a depth of say 3,000
feet thIS reprpsents a difference of pressure of
5'4 lb. per sq. foot or just ov~r 1 in. of W.G, If
natural ventilation is to be used,. this pressure
must overcome the resistance of the downcast
t~e mine, and the upcast. Taking this pressur~
With two five compartment shafts, 3,000 ft, deep,
iLnd an assumed length of drives, and working
')ut by the formula,
KSQ~

p=---

. A3

~~ will be seen th~tt only a:bout 50,000 cub. ft. of
:l1r can be circulated.
Since the' Government
regulations require 70 cub. ft. per person under·
~round, this would only allow about 750 at one
tllne, and with this small );tbonr force no deep
level cOlllpany could obtain a sufficiently .large
output to justify the large outlay required.
Hence mech,Rnical ventilation is 'l.bsolutely
necessary in the deep mines, and the large

undertakings which are now in hand cftnn~t be
considere~ without its adoption.
'
'
., AI?ain; in considering the deep level mines, the
questIOn of the size and shape of th~ shafts is of
considerable importance.
Let us assume, for instance, that 250,0IJOcub. ft. permihuteare required,
and have to pftSS through a live co III partment shaft
3,000 ft. dt'ep. The pressure required would b~
something like 7 in. of W.G.
This would be
far too expensive since the power required to
.circulate ai~ at ,7 in. W. G, would be very great.
It IS most Important, then~fore, that as large an
.are~ as possible s.hould be' provided through
whICh to pass the air from the surface and hence
the advantage of circular shafts.
O;e of these
is [lOW being sunk at New Mddderfontein and it
will deliver a fresh supply of air right to the
deepest workings. It is also !desirable'that the
incli,ne shaft leading from the verticals should be
of sufficient size and be sunk in the ,footwall so
that they may always stand as;the intakes of the
mine and the workings the upcast.
The importance of large areas a'nd hence low
\V.G. can be seen in the followipg example':At 5 in. W.G, the fan exhausted 456,000 c, ft.
.
requiring 480 RH.P.
At 2t in. W. G. the fan exhausted 3:l2,000 c. ft.
requiring 194 B.H.P.
i,e, when the W.G. was halved the volume of
air circulating was 75% of the former volnme
and the power required less than half.
From these rem~Iks it will be seen that in
layi~g ~u~ a deep level property tIre question of
ventilatIOn must receive very seriou8 considera·
tion, and provision must be made in the shafts
and in the hying out of the workings for the
passage, of large volume's of air free from exce~sive resistance.
If this'is not done the mine
will have to carry throughout its life.a much
greater expense for ventilation owing to its high
W.G. In cases where a connection can be made
with an outcrop mine this difficulty can be overcome, since the two deep level shafts can be made
downcast and the whole of the workings to the
surface become the upcast. This is the arrangement on the Village' Deep.
There is also the
timber in the shafts to be considered, and if the
upcast air is passed through them the life of the
timber is sh,ortened considerably .
In laying out a ventilation scheme it is desirable
that the air should be split into sma]1 circuitH, in
, order to give. each district a cool supply, since air
'which has been carried over great distances is
usually
hot and IDllist. After traversin 0lT these dis.
•
tncts It should be brought iuto the main retllrll,a~
late as possible, so that the velocity in the latter i8
k pt down and hence the pressure reqnir~d i~
kept low.
When calcubtillg the rellllirecl W.G
for a mine about to be ventila.ted the W.G. to

No. 88 Double Inlet" Sirocco" Mine F'an. Ililet are~=259'7 sq·. ft. Dischargearea=95 'lq. ft.
.\Vhen working on a mine having an equivalent orifice=81'55 sq. ft.
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0 :
forward, so tnat 'there is hey~r:- a, long ;length of

ventilate the most distant workings is the one
drive unconnected.-., .
__,
,that must be found, and the resistance of. tbe
ot-her splits must be increased by the use of
The cost of mechanicl)'L-ventilation is'by' no
If this were not done all the air
means excessive, although at: one_ ti~e anyone
regulators.
would pass through th!=l nearest splits and, the
suggesting it was looked :upon with amazement
more distant parts of :the mine would be- left
by the so-called practj~a:r -n\en;:,who' 'would
stagnant. Having picked out the split which
tell you that it was impossible, and -sqme
has the greatest resistance, the W.G. required for
miners regarded it with susp~cion thin1.:ing .!lither
the. mine can then be calculated by taking the
that if healthy condition,s, were, proyided the
res~:ltance of the shafts, drives leading to this
large cheques would cease, or . perhaps, that it
spILt, and the resistance of the split itself
would be too cold for him, to spend _the day' on
Reparately.
These added together 'Yill give the
his box. However it has been notice~ tp.at
W,G. of the mine.
.
;:
miners generally show very_grea~,appreciatio~ of
Local ventilation" .too, is Of great assistance
the iinproved conditions,~ arld tq-Clay those 'mines
wher~ conditions do not allow of part of the
which can offer the best' condit.ions attract the
workmgs being brought into the general system,
best llIen. The cost of ventilation per ton mi]Jed
and some p:,trts. of- our m~res ~re ;to:day beillg, on the Eas,t Rand Propr~e~btyMil}es': has" l:ie'!ln
very well supplied by! tHis meaiIs,', The small
givEm as less than ld. per ton: ;fhe fic,tual runset~ required for ·this are cheap and extremely
ning cost at the Village Deep is P·~43d. per ton
h!lndy, and, where cables are-alreaqy laid they ; milled'- This'fan passes' presept 288,000 cuj:Jic
prove most convenient. ;- Agai~, the condition of 'feet of air at a W.G. of 2*", the revolution!!: of
t?e air in aUf 'development drives "can be CODthe fan being 176, and H.I:'., required_ todriv.e', it
sldera.bly improved by' having the 'ivinlles well
~05.
.

at

--

,The JOll1'1w,l of TI,e Chcmicnl, lIfetn.ll",·qi~{/.1 ;I,nd lIf,:",':,,(t .<;()r;lCI'l of ."outh A.f,·ica.
~
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The position of the fan itt' any mine' depends 'scheme as no\v installed will be found in tl'
entirely upon the conditions obtaining t!ierein,
J01Lmal (Aug., 1910, p. 62, Supplement) and f lIS
and it will be seen that this varies in almost
this it will be seen that all the shafts are ~ow d rom
d f
bl .
h
'
OWn_
every case.
For instance at the East ,Rand
ca~ts, a~ a te~ ~stmg t ~ men go to stations
Proprietary Mines the fans are placed at' the
w Fe~e t gey ahre m airhas goo .as ~hat at the surfac;
surface. At the Village Deep it is'placed underIg.
sews t e venti latlOn chart at th'
ground at the northern boundary and exhausts
Village Deep, and here again it will be seen t\ e
into the outcrqp mine. In the other example given
all the shafts are downcasts. The air desce l~t
(Fig. 7) it wiII be noticed that the fan is placed
throu~h. these and splits off east and west al~~ ~
at the very bottom of the mine.
'
,the 'different levels, and from these it pas g
Fig. 8 show's the conditions obtaining on the
through the workings to the fan at the north:~~
boundary of the property.
western section of the East Rand Proprietary
Mine before the fan was installed. The Angelo
Fig. 7 represents a third scheme which it h
(or No. 1 South) shaft was the naturalupcast for
?een c~nsidered worth including as 'in excee~~
the Driefontein, Angelo- and Comet (part of)
mgly simple arrangement made possible by th
mines. This condition of things was exceedingly
natural conditions of the mine, the dykes actin ge
detrimenta.l to the Angelo mine. The smoke at , as natural brattices. The diagrams with thei
r
arrows explain the arrangement.
blasting time travelled to the shaft hefore the
men could get there, and they \\'ould have to
It may interest members to know that there are
remain in the smoke until they could all be
to-day far more ventilation schemes in hand than
raised by the skips. The' mechanical ventilation
have already been, completed, and in the Hand

)~~"/

'Fig, 7.-Ex&JlIple of a "'ilwaterRrand Gold Mine ill ",hieh tile natnral,eflnfiitiops l'!lnder meehi.\llicl\l
rentililotion el'ceedingl~' simple and inexpensfye:
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Mines and Ecksteill Groups alone, there are nine
different fans already installed.
In a paper of this description it is realised that
such· a wide subject cannot fully be dealt with,
but it will bave served its purpose·if it has made
clear to the members of this Society that in the
great undertakings of the future, if 'we are to get
efficient work from our labour, the very best
underground conditions must be provided.

The President: This is a most valuable
paper. I have, however, a certain grievance
against Mr. Whitehouse-at the annual dinner I
sa,id the mine managers were very slack, yet here
we have a mine manager coming along immediately afterwards and giving us an excellent paper.
Tile striking point about this paper is its wealth
of experimental detail-detail which we did not
get in the previous one on ventilation. I do not
think I shall be hurting anyone's feelings if I say
these experimenta.l results are very satisfactory indeed, and are much more reasonable than those we
received from the East Rand Proprietary Mines.
These results show that Dr. Krause's Commission
on Mining Regulati~ns did not go far enough: in
fact they had not the courage of their convictions.
1 do nClt know if Mr. Whitehouse can tell us how
many cubic feet a minute per head he is giving.
I think it must be somewhere about 70, whereas
Dr. Krause's Commission recommended a figure
which works out at only about 25 cub. ft. per
man. Therefore I think that no mining house
has any right to complain and say that Dr.
Krause's Commission was too strict. I think
this paper shows that it will actually pay the
mines to give 70 cub. ft. or more. They may
have to sp'md a halfpenny per ton in doing so,
but they will swe a great deal more than that in
efficiencY. 1 would like to m6ve a hearty vote of
thanks to the authors.
Mr. J. Whitehouse (Associate): I think I
may' say that the number of cubic feet for every
person underground is very consirlerably over 70
a minute; nearly double I fancy. Provision, of
course, has been made in the scheme for the
natural increase in the workings.

THE MINE DUST PROBLEM.

(Read at January

Meet~ng,

1911.)

By DR. J. L. AYMARD (Associate).
REPLY TO DISCUSSION.

Dr. J. L. Aymard (Associate): I wish
to· thank you for the kind remarks which
have been expressed from time to time' -with
regard, to my contrib,qtions to t4is e~t~emely
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importa,nt and urgent s~bject.
It is Som
what difficult for a nj{jdlCal man to tackl emini~g s~bject with suc?ess, ~pposed to SIlC~ a
comblllatlOu of profeSSIOnal Intelligence. Th a
doctrine which I have preached both pl'ivat Ie
and publicly for many months past as to ~hY
undesirability of circulating dust-laden
,e
throughout a mine, either slowly or rapidly tIl'
I am ,glad to say, taken effect. I am told th~t t;as
one mining subject I may dilate upon is d
llS
but that with regard to ventilation I must le ,
.It aI one. If you remem b
'
er III my preambleaVe
t
this subject I assumed no special knowledge ~
have since come to the conclusion, that neith er
does anyone else, unless it ,be the mine manage
who under the shadow of the mining engine 1',
d o.es not care to all'
. h'IS practica
. 1 knowledge in
el'
pnnt.
_
Mr. Tom Johnson accuses me of using a special
terminology of my own, which he is unable to
understand. I have often listened to this gentleman criticising other papers, and it appears to
me that he does s6 more from a feeling of necessity to say something, than from any real desire
to assist the subject or the contributor. With
regard to my, remarks on the small fan which I
used to cause an upward movement of the
air in the upcast shaft of my model, I merely said
I had not got a proper exhaust fan but made use
of what came to hand, and with regard to my
reference to the ventilatio.n of. the Village Deep
Mr. Johnson accuses me of passing the foul air into
the Village Main. I was not discussing the ventilation of the Village Main. :M r. Gascoyne state,~
that I think managers ought to sandpaper their
drives. Here we have ahother valuable contribution in the form of criticism on a par with Mr,
Johnson's remarks. MI'. G<Lscoyne says what is
wanted is area in a drive and that it is not the
height that makes it better for ventilation. MI'.
Gascoyne knows perfectly well that I asked for 110
absurd coriditions such as he depicts, but only 1\
decently dressed roof or hanging' wall; one which
will offer the least resistance to the passage of air
and give an element of safety for the worker.~,
Some of the mines in this respect are a disgrace.
One member says I am entirely wrong in saying
that disused stopes should be left open because
gases accumulate there. If the writer will demon,
strate before this Society the retention of minp
gases in a vessel with neither top nor bottom J
for one will be:quite interested. A stope is usual!y
open above and below, and gases collect only JII
such places as !winzes and the bottom of shafts.
Auother member stated that I was wrong as to
the usual method in which air enters a drive frolll
an upcast shaft. I said it entered along the
roof. If this member will renew his acquaintan~e
with rtand <;oIlditiqn~ 4e witl se~ t4e error of thiS

I:
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d other remarks which he maqe. '1" ask him

~~wenr in returning after a. blast, would he

advise the men to c.rawl alon~ the floor ~f the
dive! When making expcrIments on this sub':ct SOllle years ago I found that only by keeping
J y hea.d above. the smoke could effectual progress
:e made. This I think goes to prove my theory.
I must once again take Mr. Johnson to task.
Dome months ago he stated in the Joy,rnai that
ny destructor was not original, and when shown
~y new pattern he again repeated the remark but
could not substantiate his statement by any fac.ts.
'fwo of my medical brethren at difl'erent times
have made precisely similar statements which
they are quite unable to confirm.
I most
strongly resent such statemt?nts, and I repeat I
am not in the habit of copying anyone, having
sufticient intelligence and perseverance to make
use of my own brains in original form. I hope,
therefore, that this will be the last occasion upon
which I shall have to refer to this matter.
~Ir. Griffiths raised one point to the effect that
dust once precipitated upon the rock easily became dislodged and he suggests the use of some
adhesive substance. I think this is quite unnecessary, dust once adhering to a damp rock
Hurface cakes quite hftrd and is not easily dislodged. The ordinal'Y slime pit walls do not
readily part with their component parts otherwise the result on the surface would be disastrous.

At our la~t Illeeting Mr. Purser expressed regret that I had not discussed his
invention and suggested that I had departed from
some prearranged understanding with him. I
wrote to. Mr. .Purser inviting him to send his
invention to be shown when I read my paper,
and intimated that I did not propose to criticise
it myself as I did not think it would be becoming
on my part. Mr. Pursel' did not send a reply
until the day before I r.ead my paper, therefore,
the few remarh I did make were not printed in
the paper nor did the reporter corisider them of
suficient importance to insert at the time of
reading. Mr. Purser in his letter says, "referring
to your letter of the 16th I shall be glad of' any
criticism you can offer provided it is reported in
the daily papers, etc." Now the remarks I made
we~e these.
., Many of you are aware of the
nature of Mr. Purser's clever invention, but it
w~~l? be quite out of place for me to either
cr~tlclse from his blue print or model." N ow I
fall to see how the above can in anyway be construed into a breach of faith on' my part. It is
f\ matter for regret that ~-[l'. Purser's invention
has not been supported at any of these meetings
by. even a representative of the East Rand Propnetary Mines. I need only add that I quite

agree with Mr. Purser's remarks as to the four
points that ought to be aimed at, and in my
simple device, applicable for both kirid of drills
thE. whole of these four points have been complied
with. The Nourse Mines' management is, I
believe, willing to supply my destructors for a
small sum to any mine managers desiring to
adopt the syRtem, but I strongly urge that under
these circumstances, a competent man should be
sent in the first instance to see the full system of
working j one day spent under the. able guidance of Mr. Murray, of the Nourse Mine, will
give a better idea than any amount of paper
explanation.
One member caused considerable amusement
by referring to a portable air pu~ifier I think
he is illventing j he should not be discouraged,
as I am convinced that there will be a great
future for some simple electrical-driven contrivance on these lines.
One member regrets that I have not more fully
gone into the medical aspect. Advanced work in
this subject can only be undertaken by those who
have access to a well equipped laboratory and who
are specially licensed to experiment on animals,
and until that work has been undertaken, I fear
it would be only waste of time to try and elaborate
the physical symptoms. Upon one point alone I
would like to make a statement, because it is one
which has gut such an extensive hold not only
upon employes but employers and even medical
men. It is as to whether mine gases have any
permanent effect upon a miner's health. I unhesitatingly state that in my opinion such gases
have no pp.rmanent effect upon the miner whatever.
My long connection with mines where no drills
were used, but where the hard dolomite involved
the extensive use of explosivE's, leads me to the conclusion that no more healthy body of miners were
to be found under these conditions. The anremia
which one so often sees on the Rand was conspicuous by its absence. I therefore give my unqualified opinion that the gases produced by
blasting are in no way permanently detrimental
either directly 01' indirectly' to the health of the
miner. The argument that in combination with
the dust permanent damage llIay ensue has no
fact to support it. Mr. Hildick Smith has very
kindly supplied me with several rats from the
Ferreira Gold Mine.
The really old rat I have
here shows little sign of an abnormal lung condition, nor any of the others, even after long life
in the' mine There is only one test for a
doubtful case of miners' phthisis, and that is the
Xray.
The fact that we are all agreed on this
question of prevention is indeed a hopeful' sign.
Everyone of us could have done better than we
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.have, 'andwe, ~ight, hav.eqa,ste,ned llla~ters t.o ,the
16g ic'al. coriclusiori: Great' irritation' nas in' the
:past . oe~n shown by all parti'es' coqc~rri~~. when
',brought face to f>\ce ~ith their indivi.d,ual. shortcomings. I appeal to you, gentleme~, not to, put
off till to:morrow what you ca~ do t'J-d\ty, bearing
ever in mind that the prevention ?~ this :scou,rge
,must begin immediat~ly. You. ask me what is
being done. Well, you are all aware of the
Parliamentary proceadipgs which have taken place.
'If'the result of such proceedings delay in any way
the beginning of the enforcement of precautionary
measures then the waste of time will' have dis"astrous results. 'I 'can only"h~pe that . wise
,practical regulations are being framed \vhich will
· in the immediate future be pUi into 'force .. There
· appears to 'm,e to be a, very unnecessary 'delay
,about to be, or being caused, by reference to
fui-tiler commissions for information. ' I do not
like this further wasteof.time in'the least; I say
waste of time because I am con vinced ·that it will
\be. Surely every mine on the Rand has, or
! should have, .its own. competent medical man, and
,silrely,every such medical ,officer is in :eomplete
,touch with, the ,men ,uhder .him. ,These· medical
.. hlen are 'able .to furnish the mining' h'Quses . with
all the particulars within a week, which Parliament asks a year for.
Here. is where a
deplorable waste of time is asked for, which
- ,-only, savours, of a very ugly. appearance oLprocras'..tination. -, , ...
, ~ .

wants .a: ~a~,.or,mep,:.wh0 .wil~ g9 ,to all.parts of
the mille. rhe post IS a very arduO)ls .one a d
until an. ~he drills are equipped,a very dang~ro:s
one. Mr. Murray, who has done such ex celIe t
wor~' during the past six months will on ~
advice, soon have to relinquish the same; as he .y
developing the tiisease even in this short perio~a
"1 do sincerely hope that this excellent exampl'
now set by the ~ourse Mines will be rapidl e
copied in all its .details· throughout. the whole
the mines without waiting for th'e formulation of
regulations .. What can be done in one large mine
with success can b.e done in all mines. It only
remains for you ~o a~si~t with all p~ssibl~ speed,
those. whose dutIes It IS to move 1D this great
questlOn.
I have not referred to the Phthis.is Bill, because
it is of secondary cOllsideration ~o the question of
prevention, now that it has be!'l.n pO,stponed. indefinitely. Miners' phthisis is a pr~v~ntible disease
and bears no relation to any,,-, g~neral il)suranc~
scheme. General insurance can wait., but miners'
phthisis can not.
Why .tuperculosis is' to be
included in the, Miners' Phthisis Ei:1l I fail to see
aS'in m'y opinion the connection is'only incidental
and' not' i'n any 'way related by ,cause or effect.

:r

The President: We must':congratulate Dr.
Aymard on his reply. He has certainly given
us some v:ery straight spe\1king. indeed, and I
-think'I'may'safely say that it waS needed.

Prof. :Wl1kinson objects to th~ private examinaMINE DUST SLIDES.
tio!)' of, the Ihe~;and with him I' strCingly agree;
- there is no argunfent which' can be brought for. Prof.. J. A. Wilkinson (Member of Council)
ward of suffiGi~nt weight to support a 'private here exhibited a number of.. slides showing the
examination, ,The examinations should be straight- 'cl].aracter of the dust prevalent in the air, from
, forward 'and' opel! . if they ire to be of the l'east ,samples taken underground (see p. 553, and p[J.
'value'.
'
'
,'496-7 of the April Journal).,
'
· ' . -Agjiip). v~ry strongly condemn, those who want
·t9 n:iake a mystery as to t~e cause of the disease.
, A hundred ,further commissions ,or, enquiries will
PROFIT PER FATHOM:
: onlY,col1!irm' the fact that 90/~ of phthisis is
, c;iusedb'y ~he 'dust from 'the drill and, the remain(Reml at FebrUa1'Y Meeting" i911.)
ing' ten from subsidiary cause~, such as, blasting
· and shovelling. This 90% can be stopped within
By R. E. SAWYER, A.R.S.M.,' A.IM.M
· one ~on.th from this date, if all are willing to
(Associate).
'
co-operate and. make a beginning.
Effe«tivE'
prove.d means· are now at hand and the cost
DISCUSSION.
'
is. tri vial.
'Mr.
Tom
Johnson
(Member of Council): Tbe
Yo,u are all aware ,that, many trials: have
author
like
all
other
advocates of the square
· ,b,e~n made, tluring the past twelve months· for
,tp,e: I'r~vention' of r.ock drill dust. Th~ ,work fatho~ system of distributing costs, starts with
,:.of.- i,ns,tr~ctipg the mep".of seeing the· ,work is 'the poor despised ton, gets to fathoms and back
·,to'the' ton' aga:in. It seems strange to me, but
~ e~rr:~e!i :):?u.t,,: ap!i: .of '. seeipg' th~, machines; are
.in order, must be elltrusted to one or:more ,perma- if. the ton i:s not good enough, 'why do all squiLre
fathoIil:adv'ocates use it as a base?
nent special men with authority and with an
The author thinks that we cannot get tbbC
efficient staff of boys working under them. The
. I e
shift boss is not the man for this work. It actual costs of any particular stope; certalD Y
I

:

;~
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ha.s not helped us much. I am sure that. it is
possible for 'a ma:nr..ger knowing i~is average c~sts
for the different branches of work, on lookwg
through a stope, to figure out in less than five
. minutes the profit (to within 3d. per ton) to be
made from that Atope until conditions change.,
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Take the author's tables. He shows in Taqle
I the avera"e costs of different classes of stapes,
hammer, la~ge machine and small machine" and
uses these average costs· for stapes of varying
widths in each chtss. This is very far from being
good work and is nothing like as close an approximation as at present obtains on many mines.
There is a mistake of 6s. short per fathom in the
reduction costs for the hammer stapes. Why are
,small machines used in narrower stapes than
hamn~er boys are?
In Apeaking of fathomage the author lays
stress on ~he difficul ty of getting it correct, yet
he builds a system on fathoms.

I~ 'fable III the author has 1W 3W stope 133
in. wide costing 92 ·8s. per fathom and 6. W 1~
, stope 1~17 in. wide costing 42·3s. pe~ fathom' (or
say l·os. per ton difference, in stores 'and labour
costsy; but in :fable I he u~e~the average cost
'for'that class of stope~that is 60'5s. Tn the
same class of stope we have a 55 in. stope cost~
ing 61'9s. for reduction charged up the same .as
a 143 in'. stope costing 160·9s. for reduction, that
.is ll'2,·-7s .. ,a 37 in. or an SO in, hammer stop,e is
charge<i,' f~~ .reduction '60·ls. i~stead of 42·75s.
and,90,Os.' respectively; a 26 in. smalL'machine
st0pe and a 52 in. one costing 29'~5s; and 5S:,58.
',re~pectively are charged up at the same figure~
that is 41·Ss. The same thing, applies right
through. This ,is not the way to find the cost .of
working the different stapes.
By dealing in this way with average costs o(a
class of stope;.)nstead of different individual
stapes, the author',s figures and curves lose some
of their value. r notice that the curves represent stopes'up to IS ft. in width or 54 tons per
fathom. 'If we take the 100s. curve it comes to
I'S5s, per ton. The ,author has twelve charges
a.gainst this, of which tramming and hoisting
take 1·5s., leaving O'35s. to pay for the breaking
and other nine charges enumerated. Shovelling,
tramming and hoisting are cheap at 1·5s., but
the other work is cheaper. Although I critiCise
the lower parts of the curves and the use of them
for a certain class of stope, there is quite an
amount of useful knowledge to be gained from
them if used for the usual stoping widths and the
cost of individual stapes instead, of the average
cost 'of a'-Class' stope:"
'" " .. .
'

of

For instance, take the 100s. curve'again. To
get the figures for a 6 ft. stope and a 3 ft. s~ope,
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[ find on figuring,out in my own way, that the
author's, yalues sho\V'n as necessary..to e.rlable thOse
stopesto be worked at 100s. per fathom each are
as ;nearly correct as one can get. I allow 50s
fOl~., t,he breaking costs in the stope and 50s'
fOF the other charges in the 3 ft. stope and
40s. for breaking lnd 60s. other charges in the
6 ft. stope. The values are 144s. and 19Ss. res_
pecti vely ; this gives the 6 ft. stQpe 54s. advan_
tage in gold value, and lOs. ad'vantage in
breaking per fathom, equal to 64s. From this
64s. there are tramming and hoisting charges
1·5s. per ton on 9 tons equals 13.5s., also 45s.
reduction charges making 58·5s.; to which must
be added the charges for the extra, 9 tons for
pumping, administration, etc., so the total
charges approximate 'closely to the 64s. difference.
From the higher parts of the curve it can be
seen how quickly the value must increase to
make narrow stoping pay. On the 100s. curve
the difference in value between the 6 ft. and 3
ft stapes is 5s., that is a 3 ft. drop in width;
but for the next foot, alone the difference is 4·75s.
....:.pr~~tically the saml as for the 3 ft., From the
cur ves one cuuld, wi th a little figu,r'ing, get the
lllost'~ecotlomicalfowe~t stoping 'width. On caleulation a mistake or two will be found in the
value line at the bottoIU of the curve sheet.
Also in Table I general ch~rges per fathom on
reduction win be found ,to" be" lIs.; whether the
redudion charges p;oper are 30·6s. or 101 5s.,
and whether the fathom comes froni a 26 in. stope
, or a 143 in. stope. In fact Table I hristles with
s~perlative accuracy.
': Up to this point I have disagreed with the
paper, but I can heartily agree with the author's
assertion that it does not always pay to shut
down stapes of less value per ton thrtn the average cost per ton for the reasons he gives, and
this is one of the faults to be found in Mr. Marriott's square fathom_system' where all stapes
must at least equal the average working costs in
value.
I have in mind a mine where they are trying
to follow out ~Ir: Marriott's idea. This mine,
before the trial of the square fathom method,
never had its mill shut down for want of rock for
some years. The square fathom method had not
been in use long, however, before that mill could
be shut down on Sundays. Now it is a certainty thlLt that mill could be run on rock of less
value th'an average cost and make a profit on
these Sundays-or perhaps they hoped to forestal the Governlllellts .idea of shuttiQg, d9~,n the
mills on Sundays. I know other instances where
the mill cannot be kept goJng, and yet lOs. rock
would return a profit on the amount necessary to
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believing this, I shDuld like a little cDnfirmatiDn
keep the mill gDing full time, even if the average
frDm SDme .of the managers. The fathDms brDken
' .
sts be 2Ds. per tDn.
in any stDpe fluctuate mDre, mDnth by mDnth,
co I have se~n stDpes in several Iilin'es, in which
.than the tons shDvelled' dD. ' If a inanager wanted
art .of the stope width is .of .bett~r value tha..n
mDre rock frDm a particular stDpe, he wDuld prDfhe remainder. The best pDrtlOn IS wDrked; It
bably get itfrDm the rDck' already brDken, that
ay be .of a value .of 7 dwt. or mDre per tDn for
~l~is pDrtiDn .of, l~t us saJ~' 42 in. stDpi~g wi~th; is, he wDuld skin that stope. He CDuld .only
nder Dr .over tIns may be an .other 42 m . .of· 3 Dr increase his breaking by putting a better man in
~ dwt. rDck. N .ow lDDking at the figures casually the place, Dr by increasing the machines, steps
which are nDt taken in a hurry. TD my mind a
.one wDuld say that this 3 Dr 4 d wt. rDck will nDt
m~.nager has a better idea ..of his CDSt per tDn
ay with CDStS at an average .of 2,os per tDn, but
than CDSt perfathDm, and he gets a fair idea .of
will. If .one stDpS tD cDnsider amDment, it is
the mDney cDming in frDm the mill and cyanide,
fDund that a 7 ft.. stDpe is cheaper tD break than
wDrks assay values. The authDr says the manager
a 3~ ft. stDpe, SD there are nD breaking CDStS
knows what stDpes tD push when the prDfit falls.
against the lDW value rock; alsD that there are
HDW dDes he knDw when theprDfit falls ~ He nn,
other CDStS that are small. Taking all these
nDt tell frDm any .of the figures the authDr uses. ' It
things intD CDnsideratiDn, it pays tD break this
the value cDntained in each square fathDm .of a
low value rDck. There are cases where' rDck .of
stDpe remained the same, the thickness .of thc nief,
still lDwer value can be milled at a prDfit, supposing a plant fully staffed tD' handle 4,.0.0.0 Dr ,the stDping width and the amDunt brDken per shift
alsD, then he wDuld have a chance, but unfDr5 .0.00 tDns mDre than it is dDing per mDnth.
tunately they dD nDt. SD the sensible manager
Then in the case .of stopes, as mentiDned abDve,
will wDrk .on the tDn basi~;. The authDr himself
2 dwt. lOck will prDvide a prDfit; fDr as I said
ShDWS us truly enDugh that stDpes .of the sarile
before, such rock CDStS nDthing tD break, in fact
width vary greatly in CDSt fDr stDres and labour
saves mDney; alsD, all .other labDur charges,
per fathDm, nDt SD much because .of anything
except shDvelling and tramming and emptying
vats, are paid for, SD that the CDSt against· this ,inherent in the stDpe, but because .of the different
value .of the human element as a directDr .of rock
4.0.0.0 tD 5,.0.0.0 tons is at mDst 5s. per tDn.
, It must be distinctly understDDd that I am nDt
breaking appliances. Seeing that stDping widths
saying that the rDck can be broken separately' are nearly always given in inches and nDt' feet,
why nDt use this rule :-tDns per fathDm equals
and handled fDr 5s. per tDn, but it can be under
.
stDping width in inches divided by fDur 1
the cDnditions mentiDned.
IlL-That it will help the manager tD get
Now fDr the claims the authDr makes fDr
away frDm the terrible bDgey "grade.:' There
hit system.-L-Granted that the gDld CDnBeems, tD my mind, tD be a misCDnCel)tiDn .of the
tents are the same; even, if stDpe width is nDt
meaning of grade. Grade, tD me, means the
mentiDned, it is nevertheless a' very im pDrtan t
factDr. FDr instance, a 12 ft. stDpe .of 2 dwt.
handling .of rDck that will give a return greater
than the CDst .of handling that rDck, that is,
value carries as much gDld as a 4 ft. stDpe .of 6
return a certain amDunt .of prDfit. Surely the
dwt. value, Dr a 2 ft. stDpe .of 12 dwt. value, but
I knDw which I shDuld prefer, tD wDrk. Again,
authDr admits that in his system we must lDDk tD
It stope .of 4 feet width, with 3 ft. .of reef with , the same thing.
It is impDseible tD get away
such It value as·tD make the stDpe wDrth '5 dwt.
frDm grade. , In the authDr's system YDU' must
get a fathDm .of rDck .of value greater than the
per ton (equal tD 24.0 in.-dwt) is nDt SD gDDd Dr
CDst .of handling-" grade >, represents the value.
valuable as a 6 in. leader stDpe .of the same
in.-dwt. value. AlthDugh the gDld per fathDm is
A 2.0 tDn per fathDm stDpe giving a prDfit .of 6s.
tht) same, it is certain that the prDfit per fathDm
per ton, gives 'Dnly a 'prDfit .of £6 per fathDm
would be greater from the 6 in. leader stDpe.
and nD mDre, even if YDU dD SH.Y "prDfit per
TIle .old Jumpers and .other mines have turned fathDm."
non-paying places intD paying places, althDugh
I must say I have nDt yet heard, Dr seen, any
c011taining the same amDunt .of gDld per fathDm-- , valid argument frDm the square fathDm advocates
not by changing their system .of, ,distributing
tD cause us tD alter 'the methDd .of recDrding .our
?osts, but by changing their system .of wDrk- , wDrking CDst~. It is nDt'this that needs altering,
lng.
'
but the manner .of dDing the wDrk that shDuld be
It is this pDssibility .of having nDn-payable and
altered SD as tD better results.
payable stDpes cDntaining the same amDunt .of
I have purpDsely used the wDrd "rDck" ingold per tDn that has caused Mr: MarriDtt and his
stead .of ".ore" Dr "reef," seeing that we mill SD
followers tD miss the whDle crux .of the questiDn.
much that is nDt .ore. If we milled a less diluted
n.-profit per fathDm cDnveys' mDre tD
.ore instead .of the mixture' we . d~, th~re wDuld
the manager than any .other figure. BefDre
have'been nD square'fathDm cDntrDversy.
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'FAULTING PHENOMENA IN RAND
MINES.
(l?ead at Feb1'uu1'Y Meeting, 1911.)
By G. H. BEATTY (Member).
DISCUSSION
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Mr. Tom Johnson (Member of Council): I
must congratulate the author on his interesting
paper, which is on a subject that constantly
crops up in work, but which to my knowledge
has not been brought to the notice of this Society
'before, I agree with much that the author has
said, and on some points would like a little more
enlighten men t.
The terms "upthrow" and "downthrow,"
when applied to normal faults are much used
by 9ther than ordinary miners; although the
term upthrow is not correct, it is very expressive, and is in use the world over. The one
term down throw would suffice if the 'direction in
which the fault did downthrow was mentioned.
In the diagram D.F. 2 is a down throw S.W.
dipping 85° and D ..F. 3 is a downthrr.w E. dipping 85·. . I agree with the author that normal
faults must be mostly due to gravity, and reverse
faults to pressure. If note be taken of drive
pillars in some of the mines where the pillars are
being crushed, the action that causes normal
faults can be seen. A break, or in other words
a fault, is seen going right through the pillanind
dipping towards the drive, the southern portion
of the pillar slipping down the hanging of the
break. The amount of faulting can sometimes
be seen on the bottom of the southern portion of
the pillar. Then if props are noticed, some will
be found which give a good illustration of how
reverse faults are formed. It will be seen on
those props 'that break by crushing and not
buckling. Anyone whose business it is to deal
with faults, should take all opportunities of
examining the ground both above and below the
reefs, . noting the characteristics of any reef
matter near to and also of the reefs being worked.
When crossing faults in. drives, if the rlief has
gone out of sight, an extra hole put up in the
roof near fhe dip side, and one in the foot near'
the rise side gives informa'tion, as the holes sometimes expose the reef. Care should be used
when deciding whether a fault is down throw
towards or away from one, when the break is
ver,tical or nearly so, as most fault planes vary a
little in their dip in different parts. It is a good,
precaution to have the places surveyed and
plotted up to date when dealing with a fault that
is new to one, as it is bad policy to drive in all
directions just for the purpose of 'keeping the"
place going. It is better to be sure even if it

does mean t,he place standing for a shift or two
Faults crossing a rise or winze are more difficulb
~o solve :vith the ~ye alone than the same faults
III the drIve, the pItch of the reef complicating
the problem
somewhat.
The author says.
"almost every fault will, be found to have an
increa'sing or dimini~hing throw, ultimately dying
out in both directions." My experience teaches
me otherwise as main faults diminish both ways
but as the author remarks "very often' a big
fault is accompanied by smaller faults of similar
trend and dip." These s:naller faults start at thebig fault with maximum throw and die out in
the d,istance. I have seen this often 'with both
faults and dykes, and there are more branch
faults than mains. The small faults do not
always have the same dip or throw the same way
as the parent fault, as the author says. F')r
example, see his sketch between the underground
shaft and D.F. 3; there on the 6th leve], South
Reef a down throw west fault is seen eoming off
D.F. 2 which is also ~, downthrow west fault, but
on the 5th level there is a smaJ.l downthrow east
fault coming off D.F. 2 ; that is two faults of
opposite dip and throw coming from the same
parent fault, forming what is called' a trough
fault. It will also be seen that the fault crossing
the 5th level dies out before reaching the 6th leveL
The author says on page 369 of the February
Jom'nal that "it would be expected to find on
the underlap portion corresponding to the section
Fig. 1 dip faults similar to those of the overlap."
This is very true, and I should like to know the
author's opinion why they are no~ there, for it is.
certain they should be there if the faults were
formed before the dyke. Also I would ask
, where is the reef that has moved horizontally to
the north, as there should be some tFace of it.
Possibly the westerly movement accounts for it,
I think all the ground between the George Goch
and Metropolitan faults moved westwards a considerable distance. I heartily agree with theauthor that a deal of inefficient driving is done
and as to the benefits to be gained from straight
drives. I do not think that any official should.
in a manner, be forced to work just for his own
term of office, instead of for the ultimate g00d of
the mine itself.
Coming back to f~ults again, it is always inter,esting to hear the experiences of others, whether
'successes or failures there is something to be
,
learnt.
I have seen some rery stupid work in conn~c
'tion with faults in ,both' old and new work III
mines here and elsewheFe. ,I have seen cases on
the Rand, in whic.h ~ery prominent men ,in the
mining world,have been' concerned, that w~uld
:be nothing but disgraceful if., a student Just
from college had been r;espollsible.,
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It is bad work when mistakes made on one
level where the signs of what had happened were
quite plain, but the same mistake repeated on
tWO levels with the same fault is inexcusable.
1 have noticed this in several mines, and the only
conclusion is. that the perpetrators would rather
trust to luck and keep the places going, than let
one stand while the truth is found in the other.
It seems to have been the aim to keep moving
right or wrong, like the mine-captftin who used
to blast down the hanging to find rock to keep
the mill going; it did not trouble him that there
waS nO gold in it, as work was going on.
.
I remember two cases I saw when I 'first came
to the Rand. One was a drive west in which the
reef had been lost somehow aiJd could not be
found even by boreholes both up and down.
'fhere was n) fault, the. dip of the reef having
swung to the north a httle, but the drive had
been driven straight ahead and over the reef. A
lleW man coming in traced the reef into the floor
and got the mine-captain to have the mitchines
brought back, and started working bearing northwards a little and the reef was found to be continuous. One may ask how was it that the bore
holes did not find the reef seeing that one went
into the footwall. It did, but the reef was not
noticed, it being so close that the guide pipe at
the mouth of the hole was b-ctually in the reef.
They wer~ mis~aken because they thought they
were deahng With a fault where there was none
a?d did not think that the reef th~y were chip~
pll1g up was the one they were searching for. In
the same mine I saw another case in which boreholes wef/~ used with no result beyond perplexing the officials. This case was in a back
stope which had reached disturbed ground. A
short cross-cut was put in to get room for the
diamond-drill to work beyond the fault, as they
thought, and a bottom and top hole were drilled
but no reef found. The man who had shown'
them what was wrong in the drive was asked to
look at this stope. He found the stope to be on
the main reef, the reef to be up beyond the fault,
so of course the down hole could not find reef
ar,d the top hole was angled back across the'
measures and crossed the 'fault, missing the main
reef on the north side of the' fault and the south
reef on the south side of the fault. This was his
reading of the indications and subsequent work
,
proved him correct.'
. I mention these two cases to show that the
Idea that boreholes will prove a fault is fa.llacious
~nless commonsense is used in directing opera~
~ons, also that in neither of these cas~s were
oreh.oles necessary .
. It I~ to be hoped that this paper of the author!
~i11 stimulate interest in the study offaults. It
18 a very fascinating s~udy, and it is really very.

littie trouble to solve most of the fll,ults met
with. A study of the ftuthor's paper would
amply repay anyone.
THE AMALGAMATIO~ OF GOLD IN
BANKET ORE.
,(Read at Ma1'ch Jfeet-il1[J, 1911.)

By W. R. DOWLI:-!G, M.I.M.M. (Vice-President)._
DISCUSSION.

Mr. ~. A. WI~ite (Member of Council): The
conclUSIOn at wInch the author has arrived res-·
p~cting tbe. reduction in plate area, feasible·
Without s~nou~ decrease in' the extraction bY'
amftlgamatlOn, IS undoubtedly satisfactorily demonstrated by the careful experiments th'at have·
been performed and the proof is emphasized QY
the results he reports from both an ou'tcrop and
a very deep level mine. For thE, ordinary case·
along the reef I consider that he has shown that
the stationary plate can be used, with the suit-·
able precautions he has mentioned to give
approximately as good results as, 'the more·
expensive shaking plate. It is curious that.
before a single tubf;l !Dill was erected on the Rand
their introduce~ stat~d .that . the stationary plate·
would be sUI;!enorlto,~ ~hakmg .plate.*
The expen!llep.t.s: above. refe(red to are, as is
too frequently 'the fcase here,' too closely confined,
to the immediate point at issue, and I would
suggest that the Mines Trials Committee might
well pursue. the matter further. For example 1!-n
18% grade IS selected as the most suitable and a
water percentage of 55. It would be valuable to·
know the exact effect of varying the fall and the·
water percentage: further it would not be too difti-·
c~lt to have a plate cut up into strips a foot in
Width and mount them on a table in such a manner
'that each strip might he cleaned up separately ..
It would then be possible to ascertain the amalgam caught by each foot of the plate and thus
d~termine what area of plate per ton of ore per
dwm can most profitably be employed. If some
such course is not adopted some future discoverer
may come along and shew that 100 sq. ft. of
copper suitably disposed can do the work the.
author now requires 1,700 sq. ft. for, and still
more .copper may be scrapped, more in triumph
than I~ sorrow. As presented, the figures from.
the Simmer Deep suggest that an increase in,
extraction may be expected by eliminating amal-·
gamation altogether-in this case nb doubt the
increase reported must be entirely due to the
finer grinding mentioned, tho'ugh it is curious
that the slime value has not increased. It is no·
dou'ot true that on several mines experiment on
. * H. S. Denhy, Proceedings of this Society Vol. IV. April
1904, p. 22i. .
.
. ,
,
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a small If.l.coratory scale indicates that total ex- extra cost of ltmalgamation will .be secured in
.
traction would be scarcely affected by omitting lllOSt cases.
It will be evident that the point at issue is not
amalgamation. Admitting that in many cases
the total abandonment of .amalgamation, which
.amalgamation is not absolutely necess'l.ry· to
secming the highest possible (theoretical) extrac- the author in no way supports, but whether the
tion the qnestion remains why do all the mines overflow from the tube mill ~lassifi~rs shall go.
here retain it in spite of the many prophecies of over plates or not. A certam pr?pC'ftion, de·doom in the past-prophecies still current with
pendiqg upon 'coarseness of lJrelin~il}ary cn:shing,.
does not pass through the tube mill clfcuit, and
the exponents of the "New Metallurgy."*
The answer to this question brings me to the consequently will not go over plates at all unless
·only point in this iilteresting paper where I feel
special arrangements are made, assuming that the
bound tv join issue with the conclusions arrived
mill plates are discarded. In this way a loss of
at. The reduction in extraction by amalgama.- about 15% of the po~sible amalgam recovery is
tion consequent upon neglect of the tube mill shewn by the author In the case of the Simmer
·overflow is regarded by the author with too and Jack plant. This loss may be considered
under four heads:
friendly an eye as 'oeing in itself not necessarily
.an evil. . I do not entirely agree, and I will
(1) Fine gold to sand plant.
(~) Black sand to sand plant.
briefly outline the case for the other side. One
(3) Fine gold to slime plant.
·of the standard requirements upon the mine
management is a uniform monthly production,
(4-) Black sand to slime plant.
anci as fluctuations adversely affect the average'
(1) The fi:1e gold sent to sand plant will no
doubt be very speedily dissolved by the strong
value of shares, this is not wholly unreasonable.
'The establishment of a gold reserve is only a
cyanide solution, but will either cause a small
.slight help, for the effect upon the value of an
loss in dis~olved gold in the residue or occasion
investment of a drop of 1,000 ounces in a reserve
extra .washing treatmen t in con seq uence of the
must be nearly as bad as that of a similar fall in
higher gold value of the solution. If the per·output. The maintenance of an even output has
fectly collected sand from the Caldecott table be
compared with the usua,] more slimy product
.been in the past estimated as costing more than
6d. per ton extra for mining owing to .excessive
from vat collection, no doubt this real disadvan.development ahead of requirements, extra tram·
tage will be hopelessly concealed and the cnly
.ming costs from numerous levels and other
useful comparison will be'with everything Ullreasons. Whether this figure be exces.sive or no
changed except amalgamation.
The cost of
it is obvious that regularity of profit i~ worth
recovering the extra gold from solution is greater
.something and in order to secure it some idea of than from amalgam and this extra 'expense must
the gold actually won must be available daily.
also be borne in all foUl' cases.
From a given amount of amalgam it is 'possible
(2) As black sand particles caught on an
to gauge the yield in fine gold within 1 % or 2%
amalgamated plate are of all sizes down to fine
.and the amount of amalgam to' be obtained by
slime it is probable. that the tube mill outflow
will carry some away to the sand and slimc
.steaming the plates when required may be estimaplants which would be retained on an amalgated without very large error. In this manner the
forecast of results is very much more certain than
mated plate. As such particles yield an extra
is the case with the yield from the cyanide works.
profit to differential treatment a small .Ioss musL
be caused by their neglect.
There a variation of 10% between theoretical and
.actual extraction for anyone month 'is easily
(3) The very fine free, gold sent to the slime
plant is probably very quickly dissolved: in depossible, and if all the gold were derived from
cantation plants this will occasion greater loss in
this source the fluctuation on a low grade mine
might be greater than the average monthly profit
dissolved gold sent to the residue dam or wiJI
require greater vat capacity .'md extra dilution,
'unless extra clean up expenses were undertaken
that is must increase either the capital and workin order. to palliate the evil. A reduction
manager, even as things now are, is. only prudent ing costs or decrease the extraction obtainable.
The author's presentat.ion of. this point almost
in having his cyanide clean up finished before the
end of the month.
implie!;! that the better washing owing to denser
. This consideration alone demands that all tlie settlement is in some way connected witq ab~encc
of overflow amalgamation. If, as he leads us to
.gold possible shall be won by 'amalgamation even
believe, the difference in original value of slime
though some slight loss of profit is involved in
securing it. I will attempt to shew that· such amounts to 0'3 dwt.' the actual .loss on the
loss is problematic at least and that a small gHin . residue (35% moisture considered) is, 0'011 d,,:t.
;n Hctual extraction Rllffir.ipnt to shew a profit on
or ~d. per ton. In,some cases the difference I.n
value of slime before and after amalgamation IS
*. ~ee S.A. -Ali'ntng JOltrnal, April 15, IHll, p. :!51.
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'm uch higher than 0'3 dwt. (D]lrant* shows
1'75 dwt. difference in one. case:) I have
obtained differences of 0'5. dwt. .Even where
vacuum filters are used this point would not be
absolutely negligible as absolute .displacement is
never possible, not only because of the necesRary
"dead" spaces but because of adsorption and
surface concentration effects .. This is illustrated
by the washing diagram on the Crown :Mines
filter plant and by common experience in removing zinc salts from filter pressed gold slime. In
this case also there would therefore be a sJightly
great:r proportion of was~ solutio? necessary and
l' simIlar though smaller lllcrease III the expense.
(4) It might be doubted that black sand could
be fine enough to get away to the slime plant, but
I have a case where simil~.r material going 40 oz.
to the ton and in quantity equivalent to about
5% of the total value of the slime is. collected'
from launders after the sand retul'll spltzkasten,
though the value of the slime is less than 1'5
dwt. and it contains less than 0'5% of + :l00
sand. If an increase in this fine black sand
is causecl by omitting th~ amalgamation of
the tube mill overflow, the undissolved gold in
the slime residue will be a little higher because
s\lch material requires a longer treatment. It is'
possible that part of the difference of 0'02 d wt.
in the undissolved gold of the slime residue
quoted by the author is due to this cause for the
East Rand Proprietary Mines, results given
by Mr. Joryt where a similar collection
arrangement is in use, shew that their washed
residue value remains at 0'08 dwt. and all their
pulp was amalgamated at the tim'e and the other
conditions are not apparently more favourable.
Now I cio not pretend that any of these items
amounts to very much, I only contend that in
the aggregate they would slightly more than
cover the increased cost of complete amalgamation. It must be borne in mind that the small
normal variations in extractio;l percentages common to all gold mines are yet large enough to
hide such small losses unless they are specially
searched for, but they are not the less certain on
that account. I am fairly safe in saying that no
special black sand plants would have been erected
On the mines with which the author is connected
if their warrant had been searched for III the
total residue value only.
I would point out with regard to cost of extracting the extra gold Oil overflow plates that a
small extra elevation only is necessary and in
few cases would a separate elevation be required'.
If w~ put the extra lift at 4 ft. the extra power
reqUIred, all other costs being practically unaltered, would be about 0.03 of a penny per ton
; !his S?ciety's Proceedings, y~l. Ill., June, H)03, p. 325.
See thIS JOH1''1Iol, Vol. Xl., February. 1911, p. 3i3.

crushed. Under the specially favourable circum·stances we cannot put·the extra ,cost of mercury'
higher than O·IOd., the extra 'interest and depreciation on plates, tables, buildings, etc., will
hardly exceed 0·20d. and the extra labour'
0'67 d., although in a case I have in mind owing.
to gold law regulations no extra labour costs will
be involved. These figures are of course only
estimates, but even if in special cases' they hai1
to be doubled I am under the impression that 1
have shewn the 2d. per ton will be profitably spent.
Mr. G. A. Robertson (Member)·: I am quite
in agreement with the author as to the merits of
stati9nary pl,ates, and. to install shaking plates.
nowadays means expenditure for no economic·
purpose. In this respect the Wolhuter and Knight
Central Mines w'ere amongst the first to follow the·
lead of the Randfontein Group, by adopting
stationary plates
The author does not make his point quite clear
when he states that diagram "A" is' the same as at
the Randfontein Central and Knight Central Mines·
There is only one elevation of pulp on the Knight
.Central, as on' diagram B, there being how-·
ever four stationary plates in the clfcuit and seven·
stationary plates for the overflow en route for the
cyanide works When it is borne in mind that stag-·
ing and platforms are required for the cones and
feed launders to cones, also that separate trestles.
for the overflow launders ate required, the cost of
building a: plate house is. not a heavy item'
if designed on the' principle of reduced amalgamated plate area, sufficient plate area being
provided in the circuit to prevent the enrichment
of pulp. On the Knight Central the water-tight
plate house floor forms the roof 6f the pump and
me>tor house. A fall of 10% to 12% for amal-·
gamated plates was a more generally accepted
principle by mill designers than it was by
operators.
During additions to. the tube milL·
equipment of the Knights Deep Mine in 1906,
the shaking plates (12 for 3 tube mills).
wElre made stationary. and lifted up at their'
heads to slopes allowing the pulp to run without
any appreciable silting of the sand on the plates.
The idea was a makeshift not intended to· b6
permanent and as it successf)llly served'its purpose
for two months, the results appeared to me to
justify experiment in connection with the distribution of pulp over the plate. The method of
distribution then was a process of concentration,.
the pulp discharging itself through holes in the·
launder which carried the tube outlet flow.
The reduction of the amalgamated plate
area as shown by the author is a step in the
right direction and certainly shows a method
wherflby a saving can be made in capital cost and.
labour 'together with economy in mercury
consumption.

The Joimwl of l'he Chemical, jUetallw'gical
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. Though in most cases on the Rand large is lost in the stamp mill is caught on the tube
·quantiLies of amalgam are "locked up" on the
mill plates.
plates, it is very questionable whether this is nec- . It is doubtful if a sav.ing in time in dres .
-essary. Some mines clean up all the plates each .plates is effected by having the plates out of s~~g
':month leaving sufficient amalgam on them so as stamp mill.
On the East and "Yest Ran~
not to interfere with the extraction. The appli- some years .ago and when an ample suppl f
·cation of 'elbow grease' to the amalgam left ore was avaIlable for crushing,. the pnlp - f~o~
allows the plate to be made in good condition with
on~ battery was by-passed to the next plate there
·quite a small quantity of gold amalgam.
beIng no stoppages for dressing plates.
The
method may have been crude bnt if the plates
The c0J;lper amalgamated plate in one piece
had b~en a few feet from the mortar box the
.generally III use could advantageously be cut in
~etho~~ould have been perfect. Similar dethree pieces 3 ft. long to form a series of steps.
vices are III u~e elsewhere.*
E!l.ch part should be detachable and laid on the
table in order of condition, the poor~st piece~eing . 'fbe question now is can we get a satisfacto
extrac~ion by cyaniding withont previous am:rplaced at the head. One spare piece of am algam'ltlOn of the free fine gold or i~ it necessary
. gamated plattl should be kept and substitnted for
.any well set piece of plate which can then be to recover a,ll the amalganiable gold befo
cyan~ding With fine crushing and effieie~~
·carried to the clean up room. 'l'here the.amalgam
?yamde treatment the author has shown that it
can be mechanically peeled off, the plate scoured
IS not necessary to recover the fine metallic gold
.and put back on the table, thus avoiding a monthly
?y amalga£?ation, .but the question here is what
·event known on the mines as "clean up day:"
Mr. H. W. Mac Farren * in writing of the drop plate IS the cost 111 c~aI1lde consumption against mprmethod sayS''' the only objection to drops is that · cury cons<.!mptlOn for the recovery of this gold
So fa~ the author. has not shown that there i~
they .interfere to a"slight extent with the quick
anythmg to be gained by only amalgamating
.dressillgof plates but I cannot see even this
part of the gol.d recoverable by this process,
object.ion. A small mine belonging to the Man·
exce~t
perh~ps. 111 the. case of fine crushing to
hatten. Milling and Leasing Co. Nevada obtain a
9.2%" extmction by "careful plate amalgama- 77'6% or 81% -90 mesh product. In fact the
author goes on to show that " where the ratio is
hon by the method above described.
The
lower" as at the Simmer and Jack the residues
ad.vantages alone 0: facilitating the clean up by
are" normal" "and a trace of fine gold can be dethIS method make It worthy of consideration on
tected by panning the final pul p," this when deo.ling
the Rand.
with the residue from a "freely leachable sand."
As .regards the erosion of amalgam by coarse
It goes without saying then that traces of fin~
cr,:shlllg we. seem ,t? be much divided in opinion.
gold would be detected by panning the final pulp
WIth the great effiCIency of the tube-mill circuit
:with" slimy semi-permeable sand charges," that
asa mercury trap it is reasonable. to suppose
IS cf course provided the fine gold is in the sand
that the amalgam eroded from the stamp-mill
charges before treatment. In the case of the
plate~ would be. caught on the tube-mill plates.
Simmer Deep the ~xtraction goes up to 93'5%
ConsIderable dIfficulty has been occasioned in
on the fine crushlllg stated. While I admit
some quarters. by. amalgam erosion from
that fine crushing costs are rapidly corning
coarse cr~shing, .at others full amalgamation
down. and have 'not by Ii long way reached
recovery IS obtailled wh«;ln crushing through
· the hmit, nor has the ultimate fineness been
·64 and 36 .mesh screens, and even these it
reached, nevertheless, in view of the recent
is claimed do not mark the limit of coarse
light thrown upon the subject of fine crushing by
erushing screens in the stamp mill with full
one who ought by actual investigation to know, t
amalgamati':n results. The eroded amalgam in
I wonder if this fine grinding is profitable. N odoubt
many ca~es IS recovered through the medium of
un~er certa.in conditions it is so. It is p9.rticularly
the much criticised and as often condemned spitz~otlceable, however, that owing to the recent
lutten. As the result of experimental work con
Illcreased efficiency of the tube-mill a.s the fruitful
·ducted by J. W. Elmed at Tuolumne Californirt
outcome of previous wholesale condemnations,
the stamp-mill is now crushing throu~h a 4 mesh
owing also to the increased capacity of stamps
screen, the pulp passing over an amalgamated
and to native labour troubles, there are large
plate, followed by a conical pebble mill and
numbers of idle stamps on the Rand which
.secondary amalgam!l.tion. These are but a few
the mines are quite 'unable to feed. This fine
instances where it is claimed that what amalgam
crushing is obvi,)usly not profifable to those
.* H. \V. MacFarren, "Pradical Stamp iliUling and Amalga~ H. 'v. }lacFarren, ,; Practical Stamp 31illillg' and AIllalg-amabon, p. 96.
,t ""IJehble .!\Jill Amalgamation" .ilnnlng and
AprIl 30, 1910.
'
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. les which have an ample supply of ore in the
Crushing to 81 % - 90 mesh in order
:Iensure a high extraeti.on could not b~ effected on
many mines to-day without a .considerable re,duction in the tonnage of ore mllled and conseueut reduction in profits.
-q The considerations which enter into the
roblem of double stage crushing and getfing say, a 93~'~ extrflction with or without
full 'amalgamati?n result~ are simpl~ mercury
.consumption agaillst cyamde consumptIOn for the
recovery of the fine metallic gold. It 1V0uld
seem as if the author over states his caEe when
he puts down the disadvantages of recovering the
fine metallic gold by amalgamation to the neces.sity for" extra capital outlay and buildings, the
capital locked up as amalgam as setting to the
plates, the increased area of amalgamated surface
to guard, theconsulllption of mercury, the labour
.of dressing and the additional elevation of pulp
necessitated by its fall during this amalgamation
}Jrocess." I admit the extra mercury consul11)J- '
tion, but nothillg else, and then take aR a basis
the layout in the proposed method "E" as an
illustration in the saving of .' extra capital outlay," etc. This design possesses the advantages:
(1) The pulp is fairly well comminuted before
being pumped, thereby economising in pump
liners which become more rapidly abraded by
coarse pulp than by fine pulp. , (2) Part of the
fine sand, slime and a proportion of water as
these come from the mortar box gravitate direct
to the cyanide plant. The disad vantages of the
design are the unnecessary capital expenditure
for excavation work, else double pumping is
a necessity, and a questionable proposition
as to whether a single classifier for classifying both stamp mill pulp and tube mill pulp
gives the best results. In. a recent criticism
on diaphragm classification I confronted Mr.
C. O. Smart* with two difficulties which'
went unchallenged, viz., (I) the uneven distribution of pulp to each cone, and (2) the
uneven delivery of pulp flow from the pumps.
Hoth these questions had a direct bearing on tl:e
final results of diaphragm cl>1ssification as outlined
by him. These questions, however, being no
~()nger matters of difficulty, I have no hesitation
1:1 st:tingthat the good worK done by diaphragm
c,asslfication for tube milling is quite undisputed,
~:\Ve under certain conditions.
There is such a
thi\Jg as overloading a single classifier for each
t.'lbe. mill, and I am .of opinion that stage classificatl.on would do better work, utilising one
classifier for the stamp mill pulp and the other
fo~' the tube outlet flow plus overflow from the
pl'llnary classifier.. My reasons are that if 50

stamps and three tube mills, where the stamps
have a 15 ton duty through a nine mesh screen,
are started with an empty tube mill circuit, there
will be an all slime overflolV for half an hour.
During this time all the sand which comes goesbltCk
again to the tube mill until it is ground up. This
goeH on until the circuit is full, and not till then
does the overflow grading bEgin to be normal. A
diaphragm cone 9 ft. deep is larger than necessary,
atthe start up of the mill but two hours afterwards,
there is the possibility uf overloading such a classifier. If the tube mills get out of sorts, for their
digestive organs do fail them sometimes, the same
single cones have got to deal with these troubles.
We have command over the tonnage of ore from
the stamp mill, the propdr method then is to
classify the stamp mill pulp in one classifier and
the tube mill pulp in a separate classifier.
Within' certain limits the classification of a
9 mesh product is extremely simple. It is just
like dropping stones into a bucket of water when
they immediately sink; so a small classifier
is able to classify the stamp mill pulp so as
to give a ,clean underflow and a larger classifier
may be used for the comminuted' pulp. The
Benoni Consolidated Mine is the first to set this
example* where the pulp gravitates from the
mortar boxes to the primary classifiers which are
of the Stadler type, 4 ft. deep. By this method
of primary and secondary classification less
excavation work has to be done, and by
periodic'lJly testing the underflow from the secondary classifiers an intelligent shiftsman can detect
any symptoms of trouble in the crushing work of
the tube mills. This method requires no greater
height of pulp elevation than single unit classification. There is a slight disadvantdge that all
the pulp has to be elevated, but that is offset by
the advantages accruing from stage classification,
which on the other himd again allows full amalgainable gold to be recovered as set forth in the
accompanying diagram.
It will be seen that two elevations of pnlp are
only incidental to the sitnation of- "the amalgamated plates, there being the following alternatives :---(1) The placing of the plates in excavated
ground below the tube outlets. (2) The placing
of the plates over the tube mills so that the pulp
after being elevateJ will pass over t.he plates en
1'01?te to the secondary classifiers. (3) 'fhe elevating of the pulp on to natural ground where the
plates can be situated away from the crushing
plant, the gold being amalgamated there prior to
the pulp being pumped to the secondary classifiers. The engineers of the Benoni Consolidated
mine have adopted the latter system. It will
further be seen that if necessary the underflow

1hi J See Discussion, "The Tube Mill Circuit and Cla~sification,~'
IS. UHI'llal, Vol. X., )'lay, 1910, p. 4 0 0 . '
'
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from the secor,dary classifiers can be delivered
direct tl) the tnb~ inlets and thereby .neutralise
any excess of moisture in the underfl,ow of the
priUla'ry clai;sifiers. According to the plan of thn.t
plant the grades of the launders are such that the
pulp from any mortar box.can gravitate through a
distributor to any.tube mill or a certain number of
stamps and a tube' mill can act as an independent
unit for the reduction of the .stamp mill product .
. I have to thank Mr. E. J. Way, consulting
engineer to the Anglo-French Exploration Co.,
Ltd., who on my application to him for permission to show the principles of the classification
system adopted at the Benoni Consolidated mill
was good enough to send me a blue print of the
crushing plant from which I had prepared
diagram Fig. 1. Fig. II. represents the class of
classifier adopted at that plant.
Before we had tube-mills all the amalgamable gold, except a small quan.tity which
remained in the stamp mill die sand was
recovered through a 1,600 mesh screen when
required.
Now st(:llE~S are run over plates
in the stamp-mill or large tonnages of coarse
sand over the tuhe mill plates.
If only the
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fine gold is required in the cyanide works the
underflow from the secondary classifiers contains
.the coarse gold.
Assuming this sand is too
coarse for amalgamation on plates surely it is
not a difficult matter to apply a suitable sizer
and get all the coarse gold in a few tons ofJairly
fine sand.
If it is deleterious tel progressive
mill practice to run a 9 mesh product over a
stamp mill plate, . is the only alternative to remove the plate? Many different types of sizers
are in suc<.:essful use on base metal ores in
different parts of the wbrld including the simple

t-"-----, AMAL(;. Pl-AT£5

r.

Callow Screen in front of the mortar box.
Has this screen been tried on the Rand to size off
the coarse sand? : Although the author'S arguments against the :recovery of all the free g?ld
by amalgamil.tion only had reference to existlOg
designs it wiII stimulate discussion by my assuming as. I have d0ge that 'IE proposed arrangement " was the cas~ in point .. The author is to be
congratulated for h;tving brought forward such. all
interesting subject .'for discussion, and I thlOk
our mining members have a good plan of thrashing out a subject, a method which our metallur

~.,-.l_ _ _ _ _ _C_._.O_.'_S_c_l_w_n_·t_t-_.F_~U~.t_llr_e_E_'_CO_l_W_l1--:-n_·e_s_il_L_I._ta_·n_d_·_R_.c_d_'Il_ct_io_l_L_P_I_aJ_L.t_s_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,,_"6~3·
embers really ought .to copy. . It gives
gicaI m
those members a chance ·to reply who have contributed at length to a discussion on. a paper of
so grcat importance to the industry.

EFFECT OF TJl\m OF AGITATION.,
Grading Analysis
IJercentages.
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All':, LIFT AGITATION OF. SLIME PULP.
(Read at March lvleeting, 1911.)
By ROBERT ALLEN, M.A., RSc., nLI.M.M.
(Member of Council).
DISCUSSION.
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Mr. C. 8. Kingston (Corresponding ille1ltbel'
of Council) : ~lr. Allen's paper on Air Lift Agit(ttion is of special interest to me, because some
months ago III consultation with Dr. W. A.
Caldecott and the author I decided to instal Air
Lift Agitation Vats to treat the ore from The
Lonely Reef Gold Mining Compg.ny's property in
Southern llhodesia.
Experiment showed that a satisfactory extraction could be obtained in a single operation by
agitating a mixture of fine sand and slime in this
manner Tests made with a snlall experimental
vat to determine the time of agitation and density
of pulp from which the most profitable extraction
might be expected gave the following results:----;
The experimental vat used was .48 in. x 12 in.
with conical bottom, and central pipe 2 m.
diameter.
EFFECT OF PULP DENSITY ON AIR LIFT AGITATION.
Sample
A8!:!ay

Pulp Density.

Solution after
Agitation
flwt. pel' tOil.

Residue after
Agitation
dwt. per tOn.

Hours S

Hours S Hours

Dry.

dwt.

s·;)
8';)

8'3

Solution

2
1'5
1

sliuic.

fi

HOHl's fi

1

3'9

I

5'0

4'l
5';)

1

7'6

7'9

0'5
0'8
0'7

0'1
0';)5
0'4

The denser pulps yield lower .extractions, but
concentrate the dissolved gold III a smaller
volume of solution. The difference in the results
obtained with pulps of 1'5 ,to 1, and 1 to 1 IS
slight. The saving in cost of plant, consumption
of power and loss of water makes it profitable to
work with a thick ]Julp. The Air Lift Vats have
been designed to work with a pulp of 1'5 to 1,
hut it is probable that a pulp of 1 to 1 will be
use:l in practice.
jlost of the .gold is dissolved in four hours.
'1'he vats installed provide for.18 hours agitation
if necessary. The point of maximum economy
will be determined in practice., These experililental residues lllchcate a good percentage extrac-

8'0
8'0
8'0
8'0
9'2
8'6
9';)
12'8
8'0

10

90
100
100
100

.
2'25

2'25
7'
4'
4'

9;)

I +l50

Residue after Agitation.
dwt. per ton.
-150

T\~'o
Four
Six' Eight
houl's hours hours hours.

4'2 2'0
3'2 1:9
3'2 2'5
2'5 2'2
7'5 90'25 1:6 '1-4
7'5 90'25 2'~ 1'7
3';) 7'0 89'00 2'9 2·7
7'0 89'00 0'9 1'0

2'0
1'9
2'0

1'9
1'8

2'1.

1'8

1'2
1':3
2';)
2'0
1'0

---

-

-

2'3
-

-

tion from the ore which goes to the mill at 18
dwts. to 22 dwts. pBr ton. Improved results
will no doubt be obtained with experience._ As
the complete plant possesses some features that
may be of interest to members, a description of
it will be contributed late)'..
'fd

FUTURE Et;ONO~UE~. IN RAND,;j
. REDUCTION PLANTS.
(Read at Apl'il llfeeting, 1911.)

By C. O. SCHMITT (Meinber.)
DISCUSSIO::<.

Mr. H. Stadler (Associate):

Owing' to the
increase of mining costs .with the increase of
depth any suggestion which may result .in . a
lowering of the working costs is of vital importance to the mining industry.
The subject of Mr. Schmitt's lengthy contribution is one, therefore, eminently suited .for discussIOn by technical societies, and for this reason
the thanks of. all men-_.bers interested In the
mining industry are due to the author.
The paper itself, however, has been so hurriedly
cOlllpiled, and iB consequently so full of obvious
and serious lllistakes that, pel' se, it hardly merits
serious consideration. As, however, a few people
may be misled by the mass of words and figurel!
used by the author, and as the discussion of even
an inaccurate paper may throw some light upon
the questions it deals with, I propose to subject
the author's papGr to a little unbiassed criticism.
1. Lowering of Gmdes and P1'ofits 1vith Increasing Depth. ~ In order to emphasise the
importance of his suggested schemes for the
reduction of costs, the author gives some data
on the falling off of the grade of the ore in the
deeper levels of the Rand. An article ID the
. S.A. l1hmng Journal (Apnl 29th, 1911), scrntl-

-
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lllSIllg th~. author's points, . concludes' with the
remark :-" That they are based upon entirely
misapplied premises, and are, consequently,
incorrect and misleading to the highest
,degree."
2. Savings Resulting from Redistribution and
Closer Classification of Ore in Breaking and
Sorting Plant. (a) Geheml.--In the comparative
statements of operating costs (Table IV. and
IVa.) it unfortunately haDpens that the author
(in the item "Sorting "), multiplied the unit
price given per ton of waste SOT ted by the
total tons s'ent to the sorting plant. This
serious error makes the sorting costs, in many
cases, as high as either the stamp milling or
the tube milling costs,and affects the figures
thmughout the paper.
The con~equences I
have not troubled to calculate, because in another
important particular also, the tonnages are entirely' wrong.
The sugge~ted improvements in the crushing
and sorting plant are based on the principle of
relieving the preliminary crushing units from the
" fines" in the feed by deviating them direct to
the secondary crushing appliances. As shown,
for instance, in diagram Fig. 6, only the + 2 in.
rock of the ore hoisted is run through the breaker
after sorting, whilst the - 2 in. portion is
c<leviated to a second screening and sorting plant,
whence the + i in. grade is sent to the stamp mill
and the - i in. grade (together with the ~ i in.
portion deviated from the ore breaker discharge)
to the tube mills.
By such elimination of
"fines" the tonnages fed to the preliminary
crushing appliances are brought down, but since
the 'feed becomes much coarser more energy is
required for reduction; in other words, the gain
in the tonnage is practically wiped out by a
corresponding loss in the duty. The presence of
" fines" in the feed has no detrimental effect on
the efficiency of an ore-breaker of sufficien t
'capacity, if tho volume of the" fi.nes" is not far
in excess of the volume of the interstices in the
coarse rock. The same reasoning is applicable
also to stamp crushing. This can be best demonstrated by an assumed example in which not only
the' tonnage crushed but also the work done is
taken into account by representing the gradings
by their mechanical value (E.D.)* Assuming
that a mixed feed of 70 tons (to a 5 stamp
mortar box with 4 mesh screen) contains, as per
Fig. 6, 46 tons + i in. rock of a mechanical
value 0 (equal to equivalents of 1 in. cubes) and
24 tons - i in. "fines" with a mechanical value
of 16 E. D., then the mechanical value of the
mixed feed works out at 5'5 E.D. The work
clone by t.he stamps is therefore in the two
-cases : * See this Jow'Hal, lIar, 1910.

1. Mixed FeedMech. value of. 4 mesh discharge
17'0 E.D.
Less mech. value of feed
5'5 E.D.

11'5 E. D. x 70 tons
=805 E.D.
2. "Fines" Disca7'dedMech. value of 4 mesh discharge
17"0 E.U.
Less mech. value of feed
0'0 E.U.

17'0 E. D. x 46 tons
E.D.
This shows, that the .work done is about the
~ame in ?oth cases, and that. no appreciable saving
III workmg costs and capital. expenditure can
therefore .be obtained by the deviation of the
" fines" and the consequent tonnage reduction
The battery ~creen beinl? of ample capacity th~
"fines" readily find their way through it and if
they are caught-well, they are cru8hed; exactly
what is wanted. The discharge pulp becomes
perhaps a little finer than the discharge through
the same mesh in the case of a clean coarse feed.
A reasonable percentage of "fines" present in
the battery feed does not affect the size-COlli position of the .mortar box content, which is
exclusively detenninedby the battery mesh. The
working conditions of the stamps are therefore
exactly the same whether the " fines" are
eliminated from the feed or not. Experiments
made at the New Kleinfontein llline confirm
these facts and' clearly prove that the tonnage
crushed of the separately measured coarse rock
portion of the battery feed.is not lessened by an
addition of "fines," on the contrary, the addition
of " fines" within well defined limits apparently
improves the efficiency of the stamp.
The
stamps will therefore hardly derive advantage
from the deviation of the -;~ in. portion to the
tube mills but, on the other hand, the tube mills
will doubtless benefit from this addition owing to
the consequent increase in coarseness of their
feed. HO\vever, an equally efficient coarse feed,
showing a similar grading to this combined feed,
can just as well be obtained by using a suitably
coarser battery s'creen. . Since a 4 mesh screen
does not seem, so far, to mark the limit of highest
efficiency, there is a possibility of success in the
new Giesecke mill (a combination of ball lIn(!
tube mill revolving on the same trunllions) noll'
under examination by the Mines Trials Committee.
This mill tllkes its feed direct from the ore
breakers.
(b) Sav£n,q in Workin,g Costs.-Inaccurate as
they are, the figures in Table IV., which compa~e
the operating costs in an existing plant (~6%
waste discarded) with the operating costs III a
= 7?2
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osed new plant (30% waste disca:ded), show
proPtically
no other advantage in favour of the
c
pra ested modifications than that resulting from
~~!gdiscarding of a larger per~e~tage. o~ was~e.
sting being cheaper than mllhng, It IS qUlte
o.rdent that the working costs, if distributed
eVl r the total ore hoisted, and 'therefore over the
oveste discarded as well as over the ore milled
\Va
.
I
.
must
fall approXImate
y 'III proportlOn
to t he
ercentage of the ore sorted.
p (r.) Sewing in Capital Expenditure. - Here
crain the reduction in capi,tal expenditure per
~n hoisted i~ the natural consequence of the
hlrger amount of waste sor~ed and therefore not
the result of the suggested Improvements. These
improvements . .req uiring, as 'they do, more complicated arr~ngements than d?es the present
practice-brlllg the cost up agam.
By debiting interest, depreciation and .redemption of capital expenditure (at 12% per annum)
to working costs, the author obtained for his
improved scheme, with 30% waste discarded (as
per diagram ~ig. 6, picked out .at random), ~he,
following savmgs compared wIth an eXlstlllg
plant with 16% waste discarded (diagram
Fig. 2);t:;aving in operating cQsts per
tOll hoisted ...
10·32d.
Saving in capital charges per
1·47d.
ton hoisted ...
Orand total per ton hoisted... 1l·79d. '= say Is.
It awears from the above figures that the
possible saving resulting from capital charges is
insigniJicant in comparison with the influence of
other more important factors affecting the work-
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ing costs, such as, for instance, amount of waste
discarded, etc.
(a) Economical Limit of S01·ting.-We do not
require lengthy papers~ to tell us that working
costs per ton hoisted can be reduced by an
increase in' the percentage of waste discarded.
What is really of importance is to determine, by
taking into account the operating costs of sorting
and the loss of the unrecovered gold in the waste,
what are actually the economic limits of sorting.
In compiling the following table for the purpose of comparing the reehl'::tion costs in two
cases, namely, no waste sorted and 30% waste
sorted, I have taken over part of 'the author's
figures as they stand, and any inar.cumcy that
may be present will not affect the purpose of this
comparison.
From these figures it' appears that witli 30%
waste (0'8 dwt.) sorted, the economical limit is
already paRsed. In practice the differences might
even bEl greater as tile value of the unrecovered
gold in the waste is almost sure/to increase with
the increase in the percentage of waste s'Orted
and as the operating costs with a ,more complicated sorting plant wil! also in all probability be
higher than those given in the table. On the
other hand" if no waste is sorted, the costs will'especially in the case of stamps hung up in consequence of shortage of labour-probably be
lower, owing to a greater tonnage being available
for crushing. 'l'his proves how easily sound
economy can be overlooked by those in a hurry
for lightning" progress."
As the author clai'ms to introduce improvements on present day practice, he will appreciate
my putting a skeleton sketch of the breaking
Tox HOISTED.
New Pl'opo::;al-Fig. G.

HED1,C'I'IOX COSTS l'ETt

Ratio
per Ton.

No "Taste Discarded.

30% Waste Discal'ded.

-----------Shillings.

Tons.

Shillings.

Tons.

Shillings.

70
82'5
100'
100'

105'00
61'88
175'00
4'16

46
58'5
70'
180'
30'

6\)'00
43'75

....

.. .
...
...
...
.. .
.. .
...

costs per 100 tons hoisted

...

362·74

I {eduction costs per ton hoisted . ...
...
Aelding los:.; of unrecovered gold 0'8 dwt.
(3' 3 3s.) per ton sorted
...
...

3'63

Total per ton hoisted

3'63

1Iil!ing
...
Tube milling ...
orinding
...
Screening
...
Sorting
...
Coarse breaking
F'ine breaking ...

n.eduction

-

...
..
...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...
...
....

...

...

...

...

1'5
'75
1'75
'0416
1'0
'167
'334

-

50'

-

-

16'70

-

30'

Ll~'50

7'49
30'00
-

10'00
----282'74
2'83

30

1'00
3'83
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and sorting plant of the New, Kleinfontein mine
-so frequently referred to in his .paper-before
him. This plant has now· been working for seven
years and its perfect arrangements will 'hardly be
'beaten by any of the author's" new proposals."
3. Sa'ving,i Re$~~ltin.r; fi'om I111pr'ovements in
Individual C1'1lshing Units.-At the end of the
ye'tr 1908, coarse crushing tests on a larger scale
were executed on the initiative of Dr. Caldecott by
The Uines Trials Committee at the Simmer
East :Mine under the direction of :Mr. W. R.
Dowling. In a report, dated 19th January,
'1910, dealing with the results of these tests I
clearly laid down and showed graphically, that
single stage crushing' appears to reach the limit
of economy at about 1,200 to 1,400 'Uesh, corresponding to a final pulp of about 24'5 KU. (say
17~0 of the+60 grade).
For the production of
fine final pllips stage crnshing proves to be more
'efficient, provided that the additional expenditure
is paid for' by the higher extraction to be ex-

the Cason and Angelo Mines on the East Rand-lf
,but he 'completely ,ignores my strong conUllent
upon 'these figures in my ·replyT ,to that discus_
sIOn.
.
,- \
Convincing argument~ have already: r~~~,~
brought forward::: agamst the. system of
creating a " ~oll1inalCrushing Unit," the estab_
lishment of an arbitrary ratio ,between the power
consumption in.tube-miHs to these N.O.U" and
the fallacy of using the production of the - 90
grade. as. a standard for efficiency measurement
but as :Mr. Schmitt. does not refute these plai~
statements, I stigmatise his figures, so far as
deduced therefrom, as misleading, . incorrect and
worthless.
4. Savings ResultiiL.q from lIighe< Extmct-ion
by F-i1Ler (h-incling.-The author reminds memo
bel'S of the, following paragraph contained in my
reply t,o the discussion on my Paper on Grading
Analyses§ : ,; By the statement made by Mr. KH. John-

MAIN·TROMMEL.
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TO SETTlIN' VA.T

Breaking and Sorting Plant, New Kleinfontein Co" Ltd.
pecteC/. The economical advantages of recrusbing by tube-mills are only pronounced when the
very coarsest battery screens are used, whilst the
intermediate stages all sllOw-if any-small
advantages, or, putting ihis statemeEt in the
words of one .of my conclusions: " Not only the
mechanical, but also the economical efficiency
increases with the coarseness of the battery
screen, and, even It 4- mesh screen ('4-04- in,)
(lppectrs not yet to InCt1'i.: the thnit of the hiyhest
~tJiciency." Dr. Oaldecott, who had pioneered
the coarse 'cruslling policy, guided by practical
considerations stopped at aboht 9 mesh, whilst
~Iessrs. Johnson and Way went still further in
an extreme coarse-crushing policy.
For the calculation of the "savings" to be
realised by improvements in the mill plant.as an
independent crushing unit; the a.J.lth9r falls back
upon the figures given hy -:MI'. Johnson 0il the
results of the' experimental tests carried out at

son in his contribution that the stamp and tubemill combination pl'oduce'd 9'5% more surfaces
than the stamps alone, the impression is-perhaps
nnintentionally-produced that the 'useful 1.001'1.'
,had been increased in this proportion, The assay
value of the ore being given by weight i~, ho~
ever, in both cases the same, and the only gam
to be derived from the additional energy spent
for the further l'eduction of the pulp, is to be
looked for in the, direction of higher extraction,
which in the present case, 1~nde1' fai1' ass1t1I1P'
tion, amounts to abm~t 1%,"
The pulps then' under consideration wel'e pulps
Nos, I. and II. (n~)t 1. and III.) between whic!l,
according to the author's own statement, thegalll
in extraction is only 1'.56 %. In reducing the
above 9'5%o to " about 1 °1
" I was therefore not
10'
"* See this Jou,1'nal, .Jul,v, uno.
t See this Journal, December, 1910.
t See tt.is Jour1lal, May, UHO.

§ See this Jon1'1~al, December, 1910.
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wide of the mark, or, as I have shown to be
y
\cr fact this is about the only one of the
t I~hor's 'figures which happens to' be approxiaU
t
ately correc .
]II The data pu~lished by t.he .author, on. th~ gain.
in extraction wltlh finerbgl:lllh~lllg'fare qmtle Illsu.fIi 'ent to allow tIe esta IS Illg 0 a regu ar ratIO,
~\crease, and-if anything-they only prove
~h:t this question cannot be generalised. One
of the five Mines quoted, shows, for the coarsest
ulp No. III. (17 % + 60 gra?e), an extra?tlOn of
~4'8% i.e., very nearly as' hIgh as obtallled at
ach ~f the other four mines with the finest pulp
1. (2:5% + 60. grade). For this example,
the gai.n III extractIOn between pulps 1. and II.
is only 0'4/~ and therefore even les~ than" about

So.

10/."

567'

but it is much more likely that this high extraction is exclusively due to the fact that a pulp
passed through a 1,200 mesh battery screen. is
much more.an{enable to amalgamation ·than pulps
coming from coarser rilCshes or discharge pulps
from tube mills containg a large alllount of slime.
It is, therefore, very probable that, if the ore of·
the East Rand Proprietary Mine, which actually·
gives 50% extraction by amalgamation, were
crushed through 1,200 Il!-esh, it would yield the
same high amalgamation extraction of 63% as the
ore of the New Kleinfontein Mine. Should this
prove to be the case, the extraction from the East
Rand Proprietary Mine's ore would work out as
follows : Total Extraction

Assay value of mill feed ... 7 '01 dwt.
63~~ recovered by amalgama... 4'42 dwt. 4'42 dwt
tion

. "5. Actual Exper·iences.-~rhe results of a longer
run on a practical. working scale at the East Rand
Proprietary Mines are awaited with great interest,
... 2'59 dwt.
Final pulp
lIS they will show whether the author's predicExtraction by cyanide (say,
tions will be fulfilled, or wh~ther the advantages
... 2'20 dwt. 2'20 dwt
85%)
realised will remain within the limits of my
calcul>lotions, which, though they are based on
6'62 dwt
ollly elementary mathematical and physical laws,
or 94'4% of mill feed
>lore, on the author's own confession; " mysterious
. as against 92'85% actually obtained with very
formulae" to him.
.
fine grinding.
In face of the fact· that the New Kleinfontein
CONCLUSION.
)]ine, run on conservative lines with single stage
The final results of the possible savings worked
cruMhing, without tube-mills according' to the
out by the author are briefly as follows : Annual Reports for 1910, still holds the rel. Savi';',qs r'esulting jr'orn suggested irnpro'Vecord in reduction costs (4s. 6'7 d. with 94'50%
extraction on 466,882 tons per year), against. rnents in z,reaJ.ing and sar·tiny plant compared
w.th pr'esent dtty pr·actice.two of the largest progressive mines (East
Operating CORtS
1/- per ton milled
lland Proprietary Mines: 5s. 5·8d. with 92'85%
extra.::tion
by
Gain
in
higher
extraction on 2,126,324 tons and Crown
fine'r g,rinchng ...
6'72d
)lines 5s. 9·Od. with 96'2% extraction on
"
1,511,658 tons), I cannot help feeling that
Grand
total
1/6'72d"
metallurgical business on the Rand has become too
2. Savings d1te to cr'ushing by a double stage.
refined and that, from the introduction of the
Cyanide process to the present date, very 'little- plant, as compand 1.uithsingle ·stage by starnps.
only.if any-real economical progress has been made.
8'2d
Operating costs
A year ago* NIl'. Way published a tabular state"
Gain in higher' extraction by
llIent showing that the reduction costs of the
finer grinding ...
1/~ew Kleinfontein Mine are lower than ·on any
one of about 30 Rand Mines, including some
Grand total
1/8'2d
·crushing over I JO,OOO tons per month. . This
"
Although the savings to be realised by the,
statement has been ignored and it is high timpsuggested improvements of the breaker and sortthat attention were compelled to the ·reason for
ing plant, which, as the author bashfully admits,
these low costs. Although a frpshfl'ood of figures
" lllay or may not be adopted in practice," canmay again swamp this question, it will never be
not merely be added to those resulting from double
80lved until it is taken up by either the heads
stage crushing, "either result (the author states)
of the mining groups, the company directors or
can be improved by a judicious combination of
shareholders.
the two." The very considerable increase in the
. A point which might be raised in this ccnnectotal profits to be obtained in either case,
tlOn is that the, peculiar . nature . of the Kleinreminds on~ involuntarily of the little story of
fontein ore allows a high extraction without. rethe man who went to buy a stove. The.merchant
~rse to very fine grinding. This might be true;
(in t\1is case Mr. Schmitt), as the agent of a well"'See this Jow"'nal, April lUlU. .

(j_6_8_____T._'J._te_~_ou_r_na_l_of_T._'h_e_C_h_e_m_'/,_·c_al_,_M_e_tal_lu_r_9.,-ica_l_a_n_d_M_i_n_in_9_S_'_oC'l._·_et_y_o_if_S_o_u_t_h_A_fri_·c_a_._ _l\_lay 19 11'
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known manufacturing firm, recommended him a
new pattern, by the use of which 50/~ of the" coal
"Well," said the would be
could be saved,
buyer, " give me two of them and I'll save the lot."
Whilst I am at perfect liberty to criticise and
go as far as I take responsibility, I might be.
reproached for the form and wording of my
criticism, as not carefully balanced, and as unfair
from a professional point of view. My answer to
this is that the attack has not been made in the
dark but in the full light of the world-wide
scientific reputatiQn of this Society, in who~e
Jom'nal-if caught blundering-I, too, may
one day be coasted.

Mr. Tom Johnson (Member' of Council):
The author. is to be congratulated on that part of
his paper dealing with the surface plants. There
is no doubt that many· of us will· often refer to it
with benefit to ourselves, and, I hope, to the
industry in which most'of us are engaged, Ina
paper of the length of the one under discussion,
there are sure to be some points where others
hold different opinions to those of the author.
There is no doubt that the author points out a
way of reducing costs, even if the reductions do
not amount to as much as he calculates.
It is certain that on mines working thin reef.,
more sorting can be done than at present,
even with single breaking; but with double
breaking and more screening one' hardly knows
what percentage could be sorted out, although it
might be betfer to break the stope over or under
the reef first and pack, then take the reef as
clean as possible after. If breaking, screening
and sorting costs Is. 6d. and total reduction 4s.,
it· is seen at once that 2s. 6d: 'per ton. would be'
saved on every ton sorted out. The cost of sorting a ton of waste is greater however when
sorting from - 2" than from + 2" ore. There
are one or two things to keep in llIind. SOl'ting
should not be so close that the value of the waste
l'ock increases too much; with 30% "orting and
the gold in the 'waste rock O'~ dwt. higher, about
5cl. per ton milled would be lost. Another thing
to examinp, is whether a certain labour force is
sufficient to ha~clle a greater tonnage than is being
delivered then, for this difference, the saving by
sorting closer is not 2s. 6d. per ton, as the wage
bill is already paid in the reduction works.
In the latter part of his paper the author mentions the large amount of inerti~. in custom and
thought on the Rand which is opposed to change:
This is true, but we must acknow.ledge that in
surface work. there are changes taking place, also
there are some indications that changes will take
. place in underground work, aild not before they
are needed. For these reasons I absolutely differ
from .the aut.hor in regard to his Iltatement that

-----

costs will increase in depth for the underground
work ...
I will now examine the items of cost in th
order set forth by the author on page 466 of th:'
Journal.
(a.) Increased . cost of skille~ and unsl.~iller.f
labour·.-Both skilled and unskilled labour wili
cost less per ton, even with increased wages du e
to better methods of working, which the mine
will have to adopt. They will be forced to lUak S
a virtue of necessity. I ·.have several time:
pointed out, in papers before this Society, sOnJe
of the changes that will have to be made, not
because I say so, but because they are necessary
As to scarcity of native labour for drilling, it i~
being found that machine work can be done
cheaper than hammer work and can be done in
narrower stopes. It, will also be found that a
large amount of native labour will be replaced by
white, in what is termed ., native work" and at
no greater cost. Of course this is heresy, still
it will come. It is only the idleness of the mine
officials that prevents it. Look at the benefit to
both masters and men, if we would only do the
right thing and spread our native force properly
and work about 50% greater tonnage, either in
the present mines or others to be started.
(b.) E"Jplosives:-" More I'equired due to increased hardness." Increased depth does not
necessarily mean increased hardness. I have
seen harder rock at 1,000 ft. than at 3,000 ft.
Even granted that the rock is harder at 5,000 ft.
than at 1,000 ft., this does not necessarily mean
that it will take more explosi ves to break it. Tho
probability is that it will take much less, owing
to the very pressure the author assumes will cause
an increase. The use of smaller machines will
also contribute to the decrease in quantity, as will
stoping without leaving pillars, and the employ.
ment of rock breaking experts; Explosives will
certainly be less per ton with equal stoping widths
than at the present time.
(c.) Ventilation.-" Outcrop and shallow deeps
have not provided any artificial ventilation. Cost
liable to be 2d. to 3d. per ton hoisted." Mr.
Pe,nlerick said in his paper recently read before
this' Society, that the cost on the East Rand
Proprietary Mines was Id. per ton, and that they
had got back their capital on the plant thr~e
times over. The Village Deep and Village M'LiH
Reef bear this out, so it is probable that ~hl'
deeper mines will have an advantage in havIIlg
to provide artificial ventilation, for most of the
shallower mines of the present are losing money
because of the lack of artifical ventilation.
. (d.) j}/ine Dminage.-"Greater depth, great~r
. cost." This looks logical, but fortuna~ely It liS
nut usual to gl)t much increase of water m dept !.
So as to keep -down -tilll costs, the water will be
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II ted in most' cases at lesser depths than at
ee t or power will he takpn from the water
esen ,
l lr d sed
for different nurposes such as .venti'1 a-.
ll.n u Then the quantity does not increase in
UOt~I. to the claim area, so there will be a smaller
raiD ti ty 0 water per ton 0 f roc kh'
d It 'IS
Olste.
ttuanme that the deeper shafts will command
as SU "reater
' tonnages t IIan most 0 f t h e sh a II ower
uC h
m " and much larg~r tonnages WI.'11 be h'
,haft,
.olste d
. shift so that drainage costs will be spread
p ethe
r 'larger tonnages,.In' t h'IS W'''y k
'
th e
over
eepIng
costs down.
(t.) Hoist.ing t~ Slt1j!we.-The .author says the
st of hoistIng Will undoubtedly Increase. I am
~olc'lined to believe there will be very little
II
. any.
'\,f
\ In
. I'
. lcreas e If
l'H. Sawyer
11S paper "P1'0 fi t
lIel' Fathom," fixes the hoisting charges at 5d.
i~ 6d per ton. As 11r. Sawyer is connected with
one of our deepest mines this figure is most likely
taken from that mine. One of the chief reasons
for high costs in hoisting', is the large numb"T of
engines used to hoist the rock. There seems a
tendency towaras improvement in this matter. It
i" certain that labour costs should not be above say
:10% of what they are at pres~nt-. Thepower charges
can \e greatly reduced by ruuning'the engines up
to something like their capacity. The larger
nnits "nd the large tonnages, with balanced hoistting of the future, will tend to keep'the c~ost from
rising much. If Kimberley can do over 7,000
tons in less than 12 hours with one engine and a
pair of skips, using a la,bour force for this engine
lind skips only-whilst on the Rand probably
ten times the number of engines; skips and labour
force is used-there is a chance of keeping ~own
the cost here.
(f.) - Unde1'!1I'Oltnd l'mnspo1·t.,-.The author in·
clines to the belief that because of the longer distances the rock will have to be transported, that
the cost will increase. If the mines were con(lemnerl to use bnly Kamr labour this would be
true, but whe'n it is. realized that it is just as
casy to handle the transport inechanically in a
mine properly laid out, the cost will be decreased
in~t;ad of increased, also a few more mines can
ue suppliej with the native labom set free.
.(q and !t.) Powe1' nnd Capital Chm·yes.-I
Hunk the author is mistaken, in saying these
chari5es will increase when compared on the tonna.ge basis. Take the matter of hoisting engines,
th.ls charge will not increase, although boilers
Will. ~I""re air' will not be used in drilling the
~ock. Ventilating machinery will quickly return
Its cost, and so with the other items when calculated on the ton' basis. If a shaft be put down
~\Vice .the depth of another and twice the tonnage
de hOisted in a shorter tims the cost per ton will
ecrease for the. shaft. ,
,
CO

in Ra,nd Reduct'ion Plants.

Personally I think costs will decI'ease;' if the
inertia the author speaks of can be overcome on'
the surface, we underground men must put uur'
backs into it and see that it is overcome underground, even if -some of us get somewhat crushed
with the weight of it. The whole fact of the'
matter is that und,erground work is too little,
studied. We are only just- now beginning to
understand that mining' consists of something
more than getting holes drilled, filling them with
explosives and letting them go.
The underground work is just as worthy of scientific study
as the surface work. The author truly states,
that two-thirds of the costs are in connection
with underground work, and yet it is carried on
by rule of thumb. A good miner must, of neces-,
sity, have a fair knowledge of mechanics; one
cannot get on without it, but with most underground men this kn'owledge is x in the equation'.
Although costs have come down greatly in the
underground work, there is still room for further
reductions without touching wages. I think the;
author did quite wrong to publish a table like his.
Table 1. He is liable to do harm to the mines,
for the sake of emphasizing this contention that
working costs must be I:educed on the surface. I.
do not think it was necessary to go so Jar: his
case is good enough Without this emphasis.
Where uoes the author get his, figures from to.
cause him to put the recovery at 20s. per ton for
mines of 5,000 ft. depth. Take the mines of
over 4,000 ft. deep. The Cinderella Deep is recovering over 20s., the City Deep the same, the
Turf mine is opening up better ground than the
Village Deep which is over 20s. and the South
Rand, I. believe, is over 20s. Taken on the
whole I do not see much difference between 2,000'
ft. mines and those of 4,000 ft., there are good
and bad p'l.tches in any horizcn.
In the years that are gone m ning was more or
less selective, costs were high and profits had to be·
made to get a standing for the industry and to
find money to open up new mines.. N ow-a-days.
thousands of tons are being mined that were left
years ago. We are now getting down to the
sensible idea that it pays to mine anything that
will return a profit. The rich rock is not lost by
so doing, but many tons are obtained that could
not be got otherwise. Even at the present time
,I know mines where it would not reduce monthly'
profits if the value of the rock milled was allowed
to drop 2s. per ton; working costs would COllie,
down and a greater number of payable tons
would be got, also a greater total profit. There
are many people who think something is wrong
on the Hand because the profits are not increasing so fast as the increase of, tonnage. Granted
the profit per ton is lower, the ultimate profit will "
be great'cr. The larger tonnage available through"
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the' policy of' milling. all rock that will show a Department. I havp. nb desire to uriderrate the
profit, multiplied by its profit ',per ton will be va!uable work done by this Depa,rtm'ent, but it is
much greater than the tonnage of, the older a curious fact that in this Society, in which the
.system multiplied by its profit per ton.
scopa for papers is so wide no one has, up to the
I do not know how the author reconciles his present, brought forward a paper gi ving any data
'Table I with :,,,hat' he says' after quoting figures
of w,ork done on the foods supplied to the native
from Ross E. Browne's paper. He ,says" At this la bourers on the mines. It ~E'ems to me that it is
period (Sept. 1905) the, mines were working at a 'matter of great regret that the st:;tff' of the
,considerabliless depth than at present, yet the
Native Affairs Department, ha\'e in this matter
'Profit; if we ignore, the capital charges of 5s. 'was been so prone to hide their Jight under a bushel
not much greater than ,to-day as appears below," at any rate as far as our Society is concerned, as
then he shows that the profit has dropped ,O'18s,
it is in this Journal that we look for much infor.
and the yield 7·7s.0utsiders; as well as our- mation 011 the progress of chemical investigation
selves, should' take very particular notice of this,
on mine supplies.
the yield has dropped 7·7s. ~hilst the'profits have
In criticising my remarks on mealie meal, Dr.
Dnly dropped 0·18s. Is it n~)t plain that the McCrae says that nly experience of this article, as
yield has not dropped because the rock 'got poorer, supplied to the COlllPounds, cannot have been ex.
,but has been allowed to drop through the inclu- tensive as I had ,found no cause for complaint.
sion' of poorer rock that used ,to be left, in ' times , This; I think, is another instance of the two great
gone by. The yield per ton has been allowed to principles of "cause,and 'effect." In my paper I
,drop 21%, whilst the profit per ton has only been' stated th~ effect, i.e: that the samples of mealie
.allowedto drop 3%, after allowingfor redemption
meal submitted were of good quality. ; Dr .
of capital. If we have dropped working costs 7s. McOrae has attributed the cause to my'limitE'd
,per ton since 191)5 by working at a' considerably experience, but I would suggest a'nother reason
-greater depth, by what reasoning does the author and that is that the suppliers' know thR.t each
assume that C0sts increase with depth ~ Also, consignment sent to the Consolidated Gold·
because the yield per ton has been allowed to fields' compounds may be submitted ~or
drop, why does the author assume that it will analysis and thei'efore they are careful to
, keep their article up to the' standard. This is
,continue to drop ~
'rhe author has laid an obligation on us by due, to a great extent, to the interest taken by
showing us how the surface costs can be reduced, but our medical staff ... nd the compound managers of
he is in error in offering this saving to the people the group (and it is only by co.operation between
,underground. Instead of providing a margin for the various deplJ-rtments that efficiency can be
the underground people, they should be made to obtained). While feeling a certain amount of
provide one for themselves, which should not be 'sympathy for the native in other compounds who
.a heavy task considering the possibilities.
has to put up with weevil-eaten mel,lie meal, I'
am pleased that my critic has brought this
matter up,since the obvious moral to other mining
NATIVE FOOD SUPPLIES AND THEIR authorities is to go and do likewise in the matter
of testing supplies.
QUALITY.
In referring to the section of my paper on pea·
nuts, Dr., McCrae quotes an analysis of the
(Read at Jamtary . ..llfeeting, 1911.)
ground nut cake, and remarks on its high nutl'i'BY F.'W.. WATSON, B.Sc. (LOND.), F.I.C., F.C.S. 'tive value as a foodstuff. This high nutritive
value no one will deny, but to come down to the
(Member).
commercial aspect' which is that usually taken up
REPLY TO DISCUSSION.'
by the seller, I would take this opportunity of
Mr. F. W. Watso'n (illembel'): In writing this showing the difference in value between the oil
'paper I had expected that more data would have and the cake after pressing. In the wet grinding
of maize for the manufacture of starch, corn-fiour,
been brought forward during .the discussion than
has been the case, and I had hoped that Illy etc.-': of which I ~a:n: speak frc,m actual expe r·
," analytical brethren "--as Mr: Gray calls them-- ience-it is customary to separate the embryo or
germ as it is commonly called--from the en?o,
would have contributed a larger quota.
Dr. ,McCrae,-in the op~ning paragraph of his , sperm and these germs are ground in roller mills
valuable contribution, says that had I been more and pressed. The oil after refining used to fetch
about, '27s. ~d. p,er Iqng cwt. (ll3 Ibs.) the pressed
.conversant with actual conditions I, would have
modifies my opinion that little h'ad been' d~n'e to 'cake 5s. 3d. per long cwt. Thi's'latter price was
considerably below som'e of the commoner grades
test the foods supplied,to the compounds, and he
.also remarks on the work done by the NativeAffairs of starch, so that if starch is' a cheap adulterant
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to pea-nuts much more so is pressed cake. 'It is • .other grain, ut Hiis does not .seem to have much
for this reason that I would recommend th'1.t effect .on the arlcohalic 'content of the beverage.
I must thank Dr. McCrae for his valuable c.onnuts should be tested chiefly for fat content and
tribution as he has raised many' interesting points,
a certain percentage of that constituent specibut only regret that he has not opened his laborafied.
.
In the Kafir beer section I am glad to note' tory note-book a little more.
Mr. Pooler is to be congratulated' on his well
that :Mr. Gray has, like myself, been more fortunate than Dr. McCrae. The samples submitted written criticism, but most of his remarks are on
the physiological aspect of food which I felt,
to the Goldfields Laboratory are sent by the
compound managers who have control of the' when writing this paper, was ground sacred to
issue of this beverage and they are tested for the medical profession. I can assure Mr. Pooler
alcoholic content on receipt at the laboratory, as that several medical men have told me that the
results I hwe given have been of value to them.
this is the condition in which the beer is issued
Mr. Gray has shown that the . figures quoted by
to the native. In the "sample tested which did
not go beyond 3-84% of alcohol, I am of opinion' Mr. Pooler are misleading, and in regard to maize
that the reason th~re ,was no further increase was' I have had experience of grains' from. all parts of
the low diastasic power of the Itafir corn malt the' world, and 14% of proteid is an exceptionally
Surely Mr. Pooler must. have
high figure.
and therefore saccharification of the starch did
picked out the analysis giving the highest
not take place as it might otherwise have done
nitrogen value.
with more efficient malt~, - In one instance the
In· quoting the figures on cocoa Mr. Pooler has
percentage of alcohol did not rise above 1-] 4 and:
this was entirely due to the starch not being con- ,- evidently not read· the text of the paper carefully,
verted to sugar .. The quality of some of' the' otherwise he would have seen it stated that
malt supplied to the compounds leaves much to, samples A to D Wf're of the variety known as
be desired. While on the flubject of Kalir beer I . soluble cpcoa in which a certain percentage offat
had 'bee'n removed, also he might have noticed
would like to mention another alcoholic beverage,
namely Kali. This is a favourite of the East' the remark' on sample E relative .to the small
Coast native, many of whom d() not care for, portion of the cocoa fat having been extracted.
Kalir beer. Kali is made by taking the root of: If Mr. Pooler had noticed these statements, I am
sure he would not have compared an analysis of a
a plant (I believe the native name is Ezema),
cutting it up and boiling it in water. The water' raw cocoa with 'that of the manufactured article.
I have to thank Mr. Gray for his remarks,
and root are kept warm for three days and the
water is then poured off. If this water is not . figures and the interesting deductions he draws
from the use of the Government Laboratory in
discarded the liquor ie too pungent and I believe
Court cases.
has injurious if not poisonous effects. Golden
I have, in addition to the discussion published
syrup and sugar are then dissolved in warm water
(not boiling) and the steeped root added, when a in the Joul'nal, two verbal communications to
remark on. I was asked if I had ever noticed
violent fermentation quickly sets up. As an exborax _used as a preservative compound in supplies.
periment some of this beverage was made and
I may say that I have not; but, even if I had, I
was allowed to stand in an open tin for 24 hours.
would have beel). afraid to include it in my paper
The percentage of alcohol by weight was then
as it might have sounded a call to arms. I am sure,
found to be 3 '27. The whole sample was then
however, that the advocates of no borax would,
well mixed and portions bottled in (a) screw
stoppered bottles and (b) in open bottles. The in this instance, have a much larger following
than when ·the discussion raged round the assay
alcoholic content was tested at various times with
crucible.' The second query was about the sugar
the following results:supplied and the possibility of adulteration with
In screw stopIn open
.sand.
The samples of sugar submitted have.
pered bottle.
bottle.
been few and have been of fairly good quality.
After 24 hours 4'02% alcohol
4'18%'alcohol
If, however, sand is used as an adulterant I
" 72"
4'16""
4-98""
would recQmmend the mines to specify that the
"96,,
4'51""
5'14""
particles of such .sand shall be rounded and nQt
"144,,
4'54"',,
[;'14""
angular, as otherwise we may be threatened with
It will thus be seen that after 90 hours or 120 I\. new disease, namely silicosis of the alimentary
hours after brewing the increase in alcoholic concanal. This inight give an excellent field fQr
tent was practically negligible in both cases and
medical research, display of lantern slides and pert~e effect of pressure w,as to lower the percentage
haps the invention of a food classifier, but it WQuld
8h~htly. All the percentages given above are by be rather rough on that valuable asset tQ the Rand
weight. Sometimes the natives add sago or gold mining industry--the native labourer.
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malleable. ,'rho. sl~gs were" put back .into their
respective pots, and when fused, were given
sufficient !itharge wash to. re~uce a.l0 to 12 gil!.
lead button. A small pIece of s11 ver was also
added to act as a gold collector.
'rhe routine flux is compo~ed of. the folloWing
by volume:Lij:h'a,rge ...
.. .
'" 1 part.
Borax (20'mule-team brand) ... 1 part.
Soda (exsiccated)
5 parts.

carefu:ly read' through this paper,' and am at a
loss to understand why the autho'r should make
Res~dts ; oz. per ton.
the assay so complicated, and tedious, as to
'require a combination of roasting, and crucible
76,4
Gold from the ass~y =
fusion. The oxidation of plumbago either by
Gold from the slag
'1
'litharge, or nitre, presents'no difficulties ~batever,
when carried .Qut with the ordinary pre'cautions,
'rotal gold =
76'5
78'7
79'2
Hitherto, I have been accustomed to assay this
Average = 78'13 oz. gold per ton .
. class' of material by the nitre method, taking '2
3. Nitre method.assay ton for E;ach charge, but by using a smaller
quantity such as '1 assay ton, just as reliable
'2 assay ton.
Usedplrimbago pot mixture'
results can be obtained by the direct fusion 'Routine flux
... '2'5,assay tons.
method. Having a sample in the office almost
:8 grams.
Powdered nitre
identical in composition to t1~e one operated on
Well mixed, and, put in a No.3 link, or G crucible.
by the author, I got it ground to pass a60·mesh
In order to obtain good results by this method,
sieve, and then made some assays of it, the
it is necessary for the charge to be in a state of
results of which are tabulated below.
tranquil fusion before adding the litharge wash,
After well mixing the ~ample, I first 6f all ran
and it is well to take the pot out ()f the furnace
through a preliminary assay, in order to find out
when seemingly fused, and rotate it to see if any
the amount of silver required for parting pureffervescence occurs, if so, the, pot must be
poses,' and to be on the safe side, I put into each 'returned for a longer time and more heat. 'rhe
of the foJlowing assays three times the weight'of fusions s'oon became quite fluid, and gave lead
silver to that of the gold found in this preliminary , buttons which broke away easily from the slags,
assay.
and were very malleable. ''rhe slags were run as
1.', Roasting; followed by jusion (the author's
described above.
method).-In order to prevent any risk of
Results : clotting, I mixed '2 assay ton 'of 'powdered silica
oz. per ton.
with the other contents .. of the roasting dish
79'40
76'8
Gold from the assay = 77'25
previous to ,placing it in the muffle, the fluxing,
'25
'3
'30
Gold from the slag
etc., was' closely followed as directed 'in the
author's paper.
79'65
77'1
77'55
, Total gold
R~8ults -Average = 78'10 oz. gold per ton.
(1)
(2)
(3)
oz. per ton.
It is obvious in assaying this class of material
either by direct fusiori, or by the nitre method,
Gold from the assay= 7S'5
quite a considerable saving in the aggregate of
Gold from the slag =
'2
fluxes, crucibles, roasting' dishes, and valuable
time, would be effected when compared with the
Total gold =78'7
77'S
76'S
practice as described, and carried out by the
Average=77'76 oz. gold per ton.
'author. " I trust that the methods, and the results
2. Direct fusion method.obtained therefrom, may be of interest to members
. Used plumbago pot mixture
'1 assay ton.
and others connected 'with this Society.
Routine flux
2'5 assay, tons~
, Before ~oncluding t~is contribution, I desire to
After well mixing. the charge was put into a No.
express Illy thanks to Mr. A. W. Stockett, the
1 link, or F crucible. As soon as the charge was
"eneral 'mana&el' of the Simmer and Jack Pro·
completely fused a snnll wash composed of
~rietary Min~;' for permitting me to publish the
'litharge and charcoal was added in order
above records.
to clean the slag.
On pouring, the slag
The meeting then closed.
was quite fluid, and tllC button of lead freely
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Thi~ reaction ex plains the exi~ tence of free carbon
in .the graphitic mo~i!ication i~' the cyan,amide,
whIle the free CaD IS 'an unaVOIdable admIxture.
The carbide used for the fixation of the nitrogen
contains a considerable amount of free CaD as dilnent, and this naturally will appear in the finished
cyanamide. A small amount of carbide is unavoidable, as it is impossible with the present state of the
a.rt to totally bind all the carbide within reasonable
t~m~.
T!le chemical nature of cyanamide or lime-nitrogen IS a very complex question, and even more
so than lor the pure cyanamide NH 2.CN, on aecount
of tile unavoidable raO. An Italian agricultural
.chemist by the name of Ulpi:mi.bas made 80me
extensive researches on lime-nitrogen,. and ,has
. ~ound tl~at lime-nitrogen is permanently changing
.ItS chemical structme, even only by storing same
and under the influence of ordinary atmospheric,
conditionE. 'What part the air-slacking of the lime
may play in this chemical rearrangement of the
chemica.l structure of lime-nitrogen, or, more correctly
the calclUlll salt of cyanamide, is hard to determine.
The calcium cyanamide is of an unstable structure.
and forms with great ease polymerised as well as
hydrolysed compounds. In. treating the lime-nitrogen
with water, even with slilall amounts, Rtill more .
complex phenomena take place, basic as well as acid
calcium cyanamide salts are formed, with the free (
lime present; nrea is formed; calcium cyanamide
carbonate may be formed, and a quantity of others,
inclnding dicyandiamide and free ammo~ia. "Clpiani
ha~ made extensive research regarding the action of
lime-nitrogen with various acids and in various "
_ solutions, and these are able to spread a good deal of
.ligl.lt o,:el an e~ceedingly complex c.hemical problem,
wInch IS growm~ more and more Important as new
uaes for cyanamide are develol'ed.
These researches of Ulpiani have also shed light
on the fertilising value of cyanamide, and he proves
conclusively that it is not cyanamide or dicyandiamide that is the direct fertilising ingredient in limenitrogen, but it is the result of hydrolyi'is, the
,ure.a, which is acted upon by the bacteria, and
ultImately transformed into a nitrogen compound
that can be absorbed by the plant.
The third prodnct that claims the name of cyanamide bell.rs it only as a trade name. Lime-nitrogen
is mixed with a certain percentage of sodium nitrate
and with a low-grade nitrogeneous material as a
diluen t to regulate the nitrogen contents of the
finished product, and is then called 'cyanamide.'
This material is compounded exclusively for the
fertilizer trade and is ()f no chemical importance. It
is apparent from the above that the name of cyanamide is one that has lost its original meaning and
has ?~me to indicate altogether different substances
to dlfl:erent groups of people. The name' cyanamide'
should stand for the chemical compourid known by
the formula, H 2CN 2.
, Lime-nitrogen,' although a meaningless name, as
meaningless as if gypsum were called' lime-sulphur,'
!Day remain the name for the product now generally
known.as 'cyanamide,' while for the third product
a. name like 'cyanamide compound' or 'limemtrogen compound' wonld probably answer, thus
clearing, up a question of names that is becoming
more and more complex the wider the field stretches
in which 'lime-nitrogen' can be used."-J. 'V.
BECKMAN.-Mini'l1g and Scientific Press, Jan. 28,
1911, p. 184. (K. L. G.)

CHEMISTRY.'
'WHAT IS CYAN AMIDE ?-" The followin~, in view
of some recent discussion relative to improvements
in the cyanide process, is of interest to all metallurgists. It is. ,!-bs~racted from Metallurgical and
Chemical Englmeenng :
At the present time there are three different substances that _go under the name of 'cyanamide.'
But only one of these has a legitimate right to the
name. The substance with the right to the name is
one. whose chemical formula is H 2N.CN, and the
name of cyanamide indicates to the chemist that an
amide(NH21 group is combined with acyanogen (eN)
"roup forming cyanamide. It is produced in the
following manners:
Cyanogen chloride is introduced into a solution of
ammonia in ether, and cyanamide is' formed according to the following formula: .
CNCI + 2HaN =CN.NH2 + NH4 Cl
If thio-ureais treated with the oxides of lead or
mercury in an aqueous solution, cyanamide is formed,
and the reaction can be written in the following
manner:
NH 2.CS.NH2= CN.NH 2 + H 2S
Also if a cyanamide metal-derivative be treated
with an acid under special conditions cyanamide
will be. produ<;ed. Pure cyanamide is a white
crystallme, dehquescent mass, soluble in water,
alcohol, and ether.
It melts at 40 C.
One
characteristic feature of cyanamide is its tendency
to polymerise, forming dicyandiamide and even
higher pro~uc.ts ?f polymerisation, such' as melam.
The polymensatlOn of cyanamide takes place
when a solution of cyanamide is being. concentrated .or is kept for any length of tjme. . If
cyanamIde be heated. to 150 C. it polymenses With
great violence. Chemically cyanamide can be either
classed as weak acid or as a weak base. As an acid
it will form salts with metals, such as silver, calcium
and others. Of these salts the calcium salt is the
most important. As a base, cyanamide will form a
number of salts: with acids these salts as well as
m?st of the metal 8alts are very unstable. Cyanamide as well as a number of its so Its, is an unstable
cheIl!ical p.omplex that very readily transforms if
condItions 'are right in two different directions poly!llerising forming dicyandiamide or hydrolysing formIng urea.' The· substance that is most o-enerally
kno-.yn by the name of cyanamide is the" product
o~tamed m the process of fixing atmospheric nitrogen
WIth calcium carbide. Cyanamide is the name most
generallynsed for this compound, bnt a trade name
of 'lime-nitrogen' for thiS product is being nsed.
The only right lime-nitrogen has to the name 'If
cyan'!'mide' is. that one of the components of the product IS a calCIUm salt of cyanamide.
.The chemical formula for 'lime-nitrogen cyanannde' can only be expressed in the following manner:
xCaCN 2 +yCaO+zC+uCaC2 .
From this formula it will be readily seen that this
co~p.ound is. a heterogeneous substance Jl.nd of no
defimte (jhemlCal composition, nor do its components
appear 'in 'the same ratio all the time: To explain
tne c<;>mposition it is 'necessary to give, in brief, the
chemistry of the formation. If calcium carbide is
heate~ in an atmosphere of nitro~en, the carbide
combmes with the nitrogen with great a"i(lity
according to the following formula:
. ,
ESTIMATION OF TIN IN AN ORE.-" (R. ,J. Morgan,
CaC 2 +2N =CaCN 2+C
Proc. Aus. IllS. Min. Eng., Jan., 1911) :-Tlteauthol'
0
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~tates that the main objec~ of hi's 'paper is to draw
attention to the un~atisfactory, and by no m,eansup· to-date' methods em ployed in estimating the tin con_tents df an ore. He then briefly reviews the dry
methods. 'fhe wet methods, especially vol umetric,
_are advocated, the most useful and accnrate being,
it is contended, the titI:ation of stannolls chloride
with iodine. The method aa-vocated is a modificatibn
of that generally kllOI\:n as the Pearce-Low, and
appears to be, a combination of the latter and that,
recommended by Thibault in 'Metallurgy of Tin.'
· Fusion is effected by meansof.caustic soda in lin iron
crncible, solution in dilute hydrochloric acid, reduction witl1.liletallic iron followed by metallic antimony,
.• '" cooling. the solution in an atmosphere .of carbon
dioxi(le and titration with iodine,
The author also reviews two other methods of
red ncing the tin ore, viz., reduction with zinc fume
or clippings (J. J _Berringer,Min-in,q and Engineer/uri
Bwview, A ng. 5, 1910) anrl reduction \Jy hydrogen
(Assay of Tin and Antimony, L. Parry). Methods
of redncing stannic solutions are also reviewed. He
considerS'reduction with antimony the best method.
(Ibbotson and Brearley. . See Thibault's Metallurgy
of Tin.) A table showin'g the comparative efficiency
of antimony, iron and nickel as reducers is given. A'
short reference is also made to the method of titra·
"tion with staudard, ferric chloride."-Mining and
ElIginee1"l:ng Bc'view, March 6, 1911, p. 2:32. (A. It)
CELTIUiI-I.-" The discovery of a new element by
Urbain in the gadolinite eartlIs, where scandium and
lutecium occnr, was announced at the meeting of
the Paris Academy of Sciences on the 16th January.
A quantity of gadolimte had been worked np for the
purpose of obtaining larger amounts of lutecium, and
in the mother liquor resulting from sel'eral fractional
crystallisation.~ from nitric acid a new element was
·found to be present by spectroscopic examination.
'1'0 this element it is proposed to assign the name
celtium. Its spectrum exhibits a.large number of
bright lines."-S. A. J01,j'nal of Science, April, 1911,
p. 253. (H. A. "V.)
NITON.-" In a paper by Dr. R. 'V. Gray ami Sir
William Ramsay, read before the .Royal Society on
Jannary 12, the disintegration theory of Rutherford
and Soddy received further confirmation by the
announcement that, as a resnlt of several determinations of its density, the atomic weight of the radinm
emanation-for which the authors propose the name
· of niton-was found to average 223. This agrees
well with the view that radinm (nt. wt. 226'4), on
changing iuto nitOIJ, loses one alpha particle (at. wt.
4). With regard to the name proposed by them, thp· authors point out the desirability of iudicating, by
similarity of name, that the gas belongs to the argon
family. This is re~ardeu as preferable to emphasising its radio· active relations. If .the latter were to
be indicated in the name, a similar principle would
have to be applied to radium itself, which shonld
then be named in some W'Ly that would indicate its
deri I'ation from uranium." --S.A. J o'u:rnal of Science,
April, 1911, p. 268. (H. A. W.)
-

HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF EXl'LOSIVB;S.--" III
order to obtain the true explosion' temperature and
heat combustion, it is necessary to know the co'mposition of the explosion gases aL the moment of
completion of the explosion_ in the closed vessel.
This differs considerably from that found on analysis, on nccount of the reactions taking place during
the cooling. If A==CO., B == thehydrogeu, C == the

GO x three times the' methane, D ==, the 'water less
the methane, all expressed: from the analysis a.~
gram molecules per gram of explosive fired, then
. .
(C+x) (D+x) K
(A - a:) (B - a;)

For temperatures about 2,000", K==6'6 (Langen), or
5 '5 (Mallard and Le Chatelier). The compositiou of
the gases before cooling is thus obtained by dednct.
ing x from the gram molecules of CO 2 and H 2 , deter.
. mined analytically per gram of explosive, and tile
. addition of x to those of CO amI H 2 •
. The true heat ofcombustion is calcnlated from that
·determined experimentally hy deducting 50,600
calories for e'Lch gram molecule .of methane fouBd,
and 10,000 (Oswald) or 10,100 (Berthelot) calories for
each gram molecule of CO 2 fOfllled during cooling.
In order to obtain more accurate results, gravimetric methods are substituted for the usual gas
analysis by absorption and measurement of VOlUBle.
. The sample is placed in the bomb usually 1 to 1'5
grams of dry pOlyder in a bomb 10'1 cn bic' centi.
meters content, '01' JO grams of another explosive i"u
a bomb of 750 cnbic centimeters. After sweeping
out free air with dry CO. >1nd closing the valves, the
charge is fired, the 'bomb allowed to cool, amI the
gases-consisting of H.O, CO 2 , CO, CH.I , H. and N2
-passed slowly through a wei.flhed CaCI. tube and
potash bnlbs. The mixture of \,;0, CH.p H 2, ar.d N,
is then led over hot copper oxide in a hard _glass tube
25 to 50 centimeters long, connected to a CaCI. tube
and potash bulbs. The CH. and (by difference) thp.
CO are determined in a fresh analysis by leading the
gases issuing from the first potash bulbs into an
absorption apparatus containing cuprous chloride
,solution, whieh is renewed several times during an
analysis from a vessel at a higher level, through
towers containing dilute sulphuric acid (to absorb
amlllonia), concentrated sulphuric acid (to keep
back moisture), and thence to the combustion tube.
The CO 2 , weighed 111 the second potash bulbs, will
now be due to the CR. alone. If the two firings are
carried. out 'under exactly ~iIllilar co'nditions, the
results. of the two analyses will be directly comparable.' The gases are fully swept out of the bombs,
CaCI. tnbe, and potash bulbs by a stream of dry CO,
free air, which, to avoid oxidation of the CO ab~orbed in the cuprous chloridt, has been passed
through alkaline pyrogallol, and the rubber counection leading to the cnprous chloride apparatus
closed with a pinch cock. By raising. the level of
the cuprous chloride solution the gases are dri,:en
over into the sulphuric acid towers, and thence, WIth
a stream of dry CO 2 free air, into the. combnst.ion
tnbe and bulbs. By means of a pump WIth a d.rymg
tube interposed, the CaCl 2 tube and bvmb, whwh IS
warmed J'o 50" C., are evacuated, and the wate~ remaining iu ,the bomb thus transferred. The Dl~ro
"en is determined as -described in the precedmg
~bstract."-O. POPPEN BERG and E. STEPHAN.Mines and j11in~;'als, Feb., 1911. (A. R.)
DETECTION OB' SMALL QUANTITIES OF GOLD AN?
SILVER BY MEANS OF .FORMALDEHYDE.-" It I~
fonnd that formaldehy4e is far more sensit!Y~ tl~an
hydrochloric acid as a reagent for the preclpIt~tlOn
of silver. EI'en at a dilution of 1 in 240,000, sIlver
lllay be detected by fonnaldehyde, which .produces a
distinct violet colour becoming more 1I1tense on
warming or allowing time for its development in tl!c
cold. In more concentrated solutions the colour IS
red-violet, and at the comparatively high concentr~
tion of 1 in 10,000 violet-brown. Since copper 18
~iIllilarly reduced by forlllaidehyde, special precan·
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must be take1;l to remove it before making the
test.
.
Formaldehyde may also be used to detect gold III
solutions which giye no' visihle reaction with oxalic
acid sulphur dioxide, or stannous chloride. In the
cold' 1 part of gold in 160,000 may be detected, and
the sensitivene.ss of the test can be increased by
warmin" the mlxtnre.
In ma'bng the test a few drops of the indicator are
added to the solution to be tested. The indicator is
prepared by mixing two volumes of :;0% formaldehyde
with one volume of 20% potHsh."-G. AIlMANI and
J. BARBONI, Chem. Zeit., Vol. :H, 1910, p. 142.Pacific M-ine1', Feb., 1911, p. 6l. (H. A ..'V.)
A NEW REACTION FOR COPPER.-" A new and
extremely sharp· r~action for the detection of copper
has been discovered by ohserving the effect of a solution of 1, :l-diamidoanthraquinone-3-s'ulphonic acid,
in dilute alkali with copper salt.~. In the presence of
copper the reagent will cause the solution to take on
an intense blue colour, which is distingllish",ble even
when highly diluted. The reaction is eSl?ecially
sharp if one nses an alkaline solution of the Ihamidoanthraquinone suI phonic acid as a comparison.
The solution is prepared by dissolving 0'5 gm of
1 2-diamidoanthraquinone suI phonic acid in 500 cc.
of water with the addition of 40 cc. of concentrated
sodilInI hydroxide solution of 40 B.
It is possihle to detect copper with this indicator
when everything else fails. The D solution is allowed
to run into the solution to be tested and the blue
eolonr forms instantly. The colour is noticeable
with 0'0000019 gm. of copper in 1 cc. of solntion,"Dr. RUDOLPH UHLENHUTH, Chem. Zeit.-Pacific
Miner, Feh., 1911, p. 70. (H. A. W.)
0
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PRECIPITATION OF GOLD AND SILVER IN CYANIDE
SOLUTIONS BY CARBON.-·" (R. K. Cowes, Proc.,
Aus. Ins. Min. Eng., Jan., 1911) :-The paper deals
with some difficulties, and their cause, that were
encountered at the 'Vaihi-Paeroa Gold Extraction
Co.'s tailings plant at Waihi, New Zealand. The
comparatively high values of the resi(lues in gold
gave a great deal of tronble. This was can sed by
the pre~ence of carbon in the tailings. Experiments
were conducted, and it was fonnd that the silver
residnes, jus.t after g~indin(;:, were normal, while the
gold was shghtly Ingh. i::iamples were then taken
every day and assayed, with the result that the.
value of gold residues unmistakably increased, while
the valne of silver residues decreased until such time
when the gold was all practically precipitated; 'then
the 'Talne of the silver residues started to rise thus
~how!ng that the carbon had no apparentefr~ct on
the 511ver nntil nearly all the gold was precipitated.
Some t'1bulated results of these experiments and
others are given. It was found also that fresh carbon
precipitated gold and silver more freely than wben
the carhon had become saturated with water."Min'ing and Eng'inee1'l:ng Review, March 6 1911
p.232. (A. R.)
,
,
STANDARDISATION OF BULLION AND ASSAY
VIALUES._" The fo'Howing definit.ions have been
a( opted hy the Institution :_
(1) Assay I eports shall state the exact condition
of ~he sample as to dryness when assayed.
q Assay values of gold and silver ore and products
sha: H be represented in pennyweights and decimals
Or ln Ollnces a!1d (1ecinuLls, a/l',1 not in ounces, penny-

weights and grains. They shall be expressed in terms
of fine gold 'and fine silver respectively, not as
, bullion.'
(3) Assay values of alluvials shall be reported in
grains and decimals of a gl'ain of 'fine' gold, or in
pence (at 2d. per grain of 'fine' gold), or cents per
cnbic yard.
It is recommended that, in the absence of specific
information as to bonlders, etc., one cubic yard of
ordinary alln vial be taken as equivalent to 3,000 I b.(1~ short tons).
(4) In reporting assay values of cyanide and other
solntions, the resnlts shall be given in parts by
weight iu a stated volume of the solution.
In the case of cyanide solutions, the use of the
, fluid ton of 32 cub. ft. ' is recommended. It closely
approximates to 2,000 lb. and is in common nse.
(5) 'When it is necessary to state or estimate the
money value of an ore, etc. (other than of gold),
it shall be accompanied by the as~ay vallie, and the
basis on which the forlller has been calculated fi-om
the latter shall be stated.
(6) Laboratory sieving tests shall be made with
the 1. M. M. Standard sieves, or, when other sieyes
are lIsed, the widths of the apertures shall be stated.
Note.-Reports of assay results, extraction tests,
iuetallurgical and ore-dressing trials, etc., are sometimes so worded as to pennit a wrong interpretation,
and the Council urge the necessity for definite statements as to the nature and condition of the sample
assayed. and, where advisable, an indication of the
metho(1 of assay. Thus, in the case of snch metals
as copper, tin, lead, antimony, etc., where both 'wet'
and' dry' lllethods of assay are in us~, results should
he reported as obtained by 'fire' assay or by 'wet'
assay, with further details as to method, if jndged
ad visable. Similarly, it should lie stated whether
the sample was assayed in the condition in which it
was received, or 'air-dried,' or dried at - C.
In repor.ting that an assay for such a constituent
as tin, arsenic, tungstic acid, etc.; corresponds to so
much 'black tin,' 'white arsenic,' 'wolfram' or
other recognised saleable product, the report should
give, the assay result for snch constitnent, together
with a definite statement as to the figures llsed in
calculating snch saleable product. Thns, an assay
showing 1% of metallic tin might be reported as 1%
of metallic tin, equivalent, if all conld be extracted
as snch, to 1'5% of ' black tin' containing 66 '6% (or
two-thirds) of its weight of metallic tin. Similarly,
in reporting results, where assay values miuht be
mistaken as representing available produce, it~hould
be stated that such are merely' gross' assay values,
a statement or estimate of the actual 'com mercial '
values being added whenever possible.
In such matters as ore:dressing, ore-treating processes, fnrnace' work, etc., where so mlleh depends
on the way in which resnlts are reported, on the
nature of the sample and on the method of takin" it
and its relation to other samples, the Council emphasise the necessity for careful phraseology and for the
inclnsion of exact data, as also the necessi ty for care.
in preparing, describing, labelling, sealing and otherwise ensuring the correctness and authenticity of
samples sublllitted for tests or assays."-B1tlletin
No. 76, IllstU1ttion.of JJfin£ng and Metallltrgy, Jan.,
1911, p. 31. (H. A. \V.)
0

AUTOMATIC PULP DISTRIBUTOR.-" The question
of the regular and equal division of a main hody of
pulp for feeding nests of grinding pans, concentrator~
or tube mills has recently been disenssed ill a coIi
temporary journaL
.
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Up to the present an all-round satisfactory machine
for this purpose has not been described. In Broken,
Hill, New ,South 'Vales, automatic distributors are
in use which accurately divide the main product into
as many pa~ts as required. As a case in point, a
bucket elevator raise,~ the pulp which gravitates to
the distributor where it is equally divided and discharged into fifteen. launders, which feed as many
grinding pans.
A similar distributor is now being constructed for
the Sons of Gwalia mine.' The underflow from the
sand separators will gravitate to the distributor,
which will then equally feed ten grinding pans.
The feed hopper is set on ball bearings to minimise
friction, a rotary motionbeinll brought about by the
reaction due to the centrifugal force of the pulp as it
leaves the four discharge pipes. These discharge
pipes distribute the pulp evenly over the bottom, of
the receiver. The receiver is divided by means of
radial webs into as many compartments as there are
grinding pans to feed. In the event of one grinding
pan being temporarily out of commission, the hinged
launder at the discharge from the receiver is deflected,
so that the proil uct falls into a l'ipe which delivers
back to the tailings wheel. ThIs increment to the
amount passing over the sand separators will then
be evenly divided over the nine remaining compartments and so equally feeding the nine grinding pans
, in commission.
This return scheme when one or more pans are
idle, is es~eutial to the successful working of the
distributor, 8S, were the outlet from the compartment simply blocked, those compartments on either
side would receive more' than their fair share of the
product.
A similar distributor is being made for equally
feediiIg from a main launder, J 3 secondar;v "Tilfley
tables at the Lake Vie';v and'Star milL' -W. R.
DEGENHARDT.-Jmtrnal of the Chamber of Mines of
'We~temAustr'al'ia; ,Jan. 31, 1911, p. 42. (H. A. ".)

Owing to the fact that the zinc dust precipitated
in, the special collectors is not throughout very finely
divided, bu~ con~a~ns ,a sprinkling of s0!llewhat
coarser particles, It IS now customary to subject the
stuff to an automatic sifting process in specially con.'
strncted zinc dust sifting apparatus, having about,
1,024 meshes per square centimeter, or 6,700 meshes
per square inch (sifting apparatus No. 80).
An important use has been foun'd for zinc dust in
the cyanide pror,ess of gold, extraction.
At the
Homestake mine, one of the largest conce~ns in the
world, very favourable results have been obtained.
In the more old-fashioned works "zinc shavings are
used, but they are considerably dearer than' dust.
The material.must contain at lea~t 2% pf lead;.it is
even. desirable that it shoul~ contlJ.in !1 small quantity
qf mtrate of lead. ,The zmc dust IS automatically
introduced into the receptacles-large wooden vats_
while the solution runs into t.he filter presses., The
extraction of the gold contents arid the retention of
the precious meta). in the filter~ presses are almost
absolute. A notable feature of the process is the
rapidity with which the zinc dust acts.
,
Analysis.-Among the many methods of analysing
zinc dusL, the Drewson method is one of the most
convenient and most reliable. It is based upon the
fact that finely divided zinc reduces a solution of
chromic acid (bichromate of potassium and sulphuric
acid) without generating hydrogen. The process is
carried out as follows: Dilute 40 gm. of molten
bichromate of potassium to make one litre, and
adjust the titre with a strongly aciduated ferrous
sulphate solution by means of, the ferricyanide of
potassium volumetric 'test. Put 1 gm. of zinc dust
into a glass beaker and pour over it 100 cc. of the
bichromate solution. Add, while gently shaking the
beaker, 25 cc. of diluted sulphuric acid in portions of
5 cc. each, in intervals of from' 8 to 10 minutes. Let
solution stand for an hour, and then add another
25 cc. of diluted sulphuric acid. Then put the whole
mixture into a volumetric apparatus and dilute to
make about 500 cc. Then gradually add, while
strongly stirring, ferrons sulp~ate solution (200 g.
FeS04 +7H2 0+25cc. H 2S0 4 concentrated to 1,000
cc. i un til one drop with ferricyanide of potassium
solution produces a weak but distinct blue colouring.
In order to determine the quanLity of the,'metallic
zinc contents the cubic centimetres 'corresponding to
the hon solution which has 'been used have to be
deducted from the bichromate of potassium'solution,
and the bichromate of potassium contained in the
remainder has to be multiplied by 0·66113."-PAUL
SPEIER, London Mining Journal.-Mining Science,
Jan. 12, 1911, p. 38. (H. A. W.)

ZINC DUST.-" Rccove1'y.-The zinc vapours escaping during reduction process from th~ muffles are
never completely conden~ed in the receiver to liquid
zinc, but a considerable portion is caught in the form
of metallic dust by special collectors connected as
closely as possible with the receivers. In order to
avoid the loss of any zinc vapours which are not precipitated in these collectors, the"latter are further
connected with collecting channels and similar appli.ances. The pIOpor~ion of the zinc dust recovery to
the spelter productIOn depends on the zinc contents
of the furnace charge, as well as on the temperature
of the distilling furnaces. 'With a rich charge and a
hot furnace, which means a high tension of the zinc
AMERICAN PROGRESS IN CYANIDING.-" Each
'vapours, the zinc dust recovery may reach from ,10%
year sees a marked increase in the percentage of the
to 15% of the spelter production. The best quality
world's precious metals recovered through the agency
of zinc dust, so far as the percentage of the metal
of cyanogen. In tne early days of the cyanide
contents is concerned, is derived from the special ,process, the opinion ,vas prevalent a~ong metallurcollectors, because the stuff precipitated in them is
gists that the successful use of cyanide would be
least exposed to the oxidising influence of the air.
confined to a few special instances where all. other
This dust is composed of from 88% to 93% metallic 'means had proved to be futile and where the physical
Zn; and contains from 6/0 to 10% ZnO, as well as
and chemical natures of the ore were particularly
small quantities of Pb, Cd, As and Sb. The initial
favourable. To-day practically the first questions
asked when attacking the problem of treating gold,
dust, a product which is formed three or four hours
after the distilling process has been started, possesses
silv!>r ore, are, what extraction can be attained by
cyanide, and the cost of making it. It is only after
a comparatively high percentage of oxide of zinc, but
it also holds nearly the whole cadmium contents of
these conditions are shown to be unfavourable that
the furnace charge. It is, therefore, used by prefer- ' the possibilities of other processes are considered.
As in the history of most of the other arts, the fl.rst
ence for the production of the latter metal. Merchantyears of cy~niding saw improvcment follow 10lable zinc dust mUst coptain Itbollt 9Q% of metallic
;dn~,
provemelJt jn sucll quick succession that tllefe Wl\~
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'reat'trouble in ~eepin~' pace ,with ~he march of
g .o"ress but' as tune went on, thes.e lI11prO\'ements
b~c~me 'less spectacular nnti>! to-day changes are
ore refinements of existing features than anything
mositively new. There are now plants that"'have
Ettained a remarkably high degree of metallurgical
perfection.
As has been the case for several years past; Mexico
has led this year" though mostly through the eftorts
a~d ability of An~lo-Saxon engineer".
Several
remarkable new mills have been put into service
there during the past twelve niouths, aUfI several
more are to follow in the lirst months of 1911. The
flow-sheets of these new mills show that the
, Pachuca tank' will be used in almost everyone.
It is rather curious that although this was the invention of F. C. Brown, of New Zealand, it is used
scarcely at all in Australia. A striking innovation
has been made by the introduction of the continuous
system of agitating which has proved an unqualified
sllccess. In the old method the pulp was agitated
in separate vats which had no communication with
each other, each constituting a self-cont!Lined unit.
By the continuous system the 'Pachucas' are
arrano-ed in series or in batteries, and the pulp O\oertlOWb "from one into the next and passes through the
whole series before its discharge to the filters. The
method of communication used is a pipe set at an
angle of 60°. The upper end of the pipe is placed in
the discharging tank, half way between the central
airlift and the side of the tank, while the lower end
is placed in the same relati ve position in the receiving
tank. The upper end of the pipe is distant about
one-third of the height of the tank from the top,
while the lower end is one-third from the bottom.
A. Grothe states that both M. H. Kllryla and J. E.
Mennall report increased extraction as a result of
using this method, but this ,,;'ould seem probably to
be due more to the' fact that the old system of
'agitation was not carried to the point of maximum
dissolution, than to any other reason. There if; no
reason to doubt, however, that there is a considerable saving of cyanide' where the continuous process
is used~ Other advantages are, that the tank .s used
continuously for agitation, and no time is lost in
filling and.discharging. Also, the 'discharge being
from the SIde, and not from the bottom, there is an
economy of gravity pressure, which in most plants is
important. Furthermore, the di~charge being coritinuous, the pressure is con.~tant; which is essential
in many cases where the pulp is filtered in pressure"
filters.
The use of the silica-sponge diaphragm has caused
a good deal of discussion during the year, but so far
has not proved of great value. The idea, as well as
the application, is so new that further service may,
sug~est changes that will bring it into more ex- '
tended use. The reported disadvantage is that the
volume of air which can be passed through the:
sponge is too small to prevent classification in the:
pulp, and that the interstitial spaces become choked
easily and are hard to clean.
Other operators,
report very successful results, C. A. Fullon says'
th:1t in the San Matias mill at Guanajnato the:
p,rocess has been very successful and has reduced the i
tUlle of agitation from 32' to 12 hoUl's.
It would,
seem that for successful use, the pulp agitated should'
be ground very fine and contain a very high perceiltaci e .of flocculent. The Clancy process was announced
la~e III the fall, but up to the, present it has not been,
tned i~ euough vlaces to give sure basis for judgment
as to Its practIcal suecess. At one well known
propert,Y the experiments were brought to rather 8,n
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abrupt termination at the instance of the manage·
ment, as experimental work lasting over a considerable length of time proved that, so far as this particular property was concerned, there was little hope of
its being used to advantage. ~urther application of
the process will be watched closely, as the problem of
treating ores containing combined gold is one of -much
interest. The wonderful increase in the use of the Dorr
thickeners and classifiers shows that they have come
to ~tay, for a time at any rate, in slime plants. Some'
new things are promised soon from South Africa
along these lines in addition Ito the Caldecott
diaphragm-cone, but a discussion of these will come
better fr01l1 the pen of some South African.
The various forms of filters, both' vacllum and
pressure, are still merrily warring for the favour of
Lhe profession. Among the former the Butters and
the Oliver are going into many of the mills, that are
being designed by engineers favouring vacuuni filters:
The Butters Company is providing a filter of 1,000 ton
capacity for the Dos Estrellas which, will handle' the
slime from the No. 1 and No.2 plants, and it is'
understootl that the Real del Mon te is to use the
Butters in its enlarged mill. Another new Blltters
installation is at the Palmilla, at Parral, while the
La Blanca and others have put in MOOl'e ,filters.
Among the pressure filters the Merrill seems to be
gaining gredt headway.
The Santa Gertrudis
engineers decided on thIS type for their new 600-ton
mill after competitive tests (held at the mine on ore
of the usual character), and in which a number of
manufacturers, of different types competed.
The
Merrill filters, it is .also given out, are doing good
work at Esperanza, where the management has
recently given an order for one more, making six in
all. The New York Honduras & Rosario Co. is also
Installing two of the large 90-leaf type in Hondnras.
At first when the MelTilI press was used it was found
that a certain amount of granular material was
neces-ary in the slime. By a very ingenious idea,
known as 'centre wasbing,' this objection has been
largely overcome. The' centre washing' system
consists simply of filling the press to a point where,
there is left an opening throllgh the centre of ,the cake
about! in. wide. Solution or wash water is introduced
into this opening through the nozzles on the automatic sluicing bar or through the sludge-feed channel,
and leaching begins. The flow of liquid commences
at the centre and proceeds ou tward in both directions.
The result is that instead of a solid 4 in. cake (which
if very talcose, was formerly impermeable), there is
now in the same leaf two cakes, each 1* in. thick,
which are readily permeable, even when formed of
the most talcose slime.
Among other filters, the Kelly seems to be achieving an increasing measure of popular favour. The
, great value of the Kelly lies ill the small amount of
water u~ed in its operation, which is no small factor
in mauy places where the water supply is limited
and evaporatiOli heavy. At the new mill of the Veta
Colorada, at Parral, eight Kelly presses working in
two batteries of four each. arfl being installed, and
two are in use in the Carmen mill in Grianajuato.
The Tigre mill in Sonora is also to be equipped with
Kelly tilters. This last mill is rather remarkable
among the Mexican plants from the fact that its
5tamps are to weigh 1,250 lb. It would lather seem
that there is a tendency toward, heavier stamps in
Mexico as well as elsewhere. Certainly the trend is
all that, way farther north, althollgh as yet,designers
in the United States have not dared to go as far in
the matter ,iLS have engineers in South Africa, where
some of thelatest plants inclucle stamps of 2~OOO Ib,
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weight. A, number:, of mills are i!eing designed for
work on golil' ores containing stamps weighing
1,250 lb., and the probabilities are that, if 'these show
good':economic results, the fashionable stamp.inills
of next year will include still heavier heads. Tube·
millin" IS also gaining in .favour steadily, as it has
been shown that fine grinding results almost invari·
ably in increased amalgamation as well as added
extraction in the subsequent cyaniding. The dis·
tinctive feature, however, of the fine grinding of gold
ore seems to be in ,a releasfl of the gold in the su I·
phides, thereby shortening the necessary time of
contact with cyanide solution. This makes possible
in ,m'any cases the di~ect cyani?ing of the sulphides
in the same flow With the shme and thereby does
away with losses due to concentration.
At Cripple Creek the subject of tha economical
handling of the low.grade ,sulpho·telluride ores
remains still the important one. The metallurgists
of this district have worked untiringly on 'this
problem, and this year brings high hopes that the
solution is near at hand. At, the Stratton's Inde·
pendence a second mill·unit has been started by
Philip Argall. The process used here was described
by P. H. Argall last 'lear. In the middle of the
summer the new mill 0 the Portland G. M. Co. was
started. The company has been loath to give out
information as to results until success had' been
deIilOnstrated beyond doubt, hence the incomplete.
ness' of published descriptions of the new mill. In
a g!ln(lral way, it is understood that low.grade sulpho·
telluride ore assaying $4 to $5 per ton is slimed by
standard methods and agitated for about six honrs
with cyanide solution in Paclmca vats. This is
followed by another agitation with bromo.cyanide
and the pulp filtered and washed. It is said the
extraction is about 80%, and the costreasonably low,
considering the complex nature of the ore."-JJfin1:ng
a.nd Scientific Press, ,Jan. 7, 1911, p. 67. (K. },. G.)
DURAi,UfiUN.-" This mixture has recently created
llluch'interest iu melalhirgical circles, as having a
tensile strength and hardness akin to mild steel,
with a specific gravity of about 2'8. Au analysis of
this metal gaye AI, 91'60%; CU, 3'9U'; Fe, 0'45;
Mg, 0'·75; Si, 0'21; total 99'91. While the tensile
strength as given for duralumin is 39 tons per sq. in.;
an elastic lilIlit of ;~8 t,ons per ~q. in,; an elongation
of 3':5% '; and a reduction of area of 10%; tests by the
-Alloys'Research Committe'e on other AI·Cn alloys
approximating the composition given above did not
approach these figures., It is suggested, therefore,
hy the FonndTY Trade JO'ltmal, that the high
strength must be the resnlt of alloying pure materials
nnder almost ideal conditions, one of which is a most
thorough deoxidation."-Enqi~eel'ing and JJfiniag
JOllrn,al. March 18, 1911,JJ. 559. (M. '1'. M.)

THE "AIR POCKET" AGITATOR. - "Recently,
while travelling through Mexico" I came across a.
silllple and efficient system of pneumatic agitation,
the details of which may be of interest'to others
engaged in cyauiding.
"
The'tanks used had a cone bottolll with a 50· slope.
The total ontside height was 20 ft. and the diameter
16 ft.
Before the introduction of the method ultimately
employed, the air was iritroduced into the tank just
'above the anex. The introduction of the air at this
point· was not a success for the reason that considerable pulp settled on the sides of the cone bottom, and
this' dead' pulp receiyed little if any agitation. To
porrect thi~ fanlt a ~ in. nipIJle, 18 in, long, was

placed between the apex of the bottom and the di
charge valve (see Fig. I.), and air was then introduced
into this nipple, which acted as an air chamber.

'Vhen the pressure became sufficiently great the air
arose with explosive violence, carrying before it the'
sludge accumulated on the bottom and along the
sides of the cone. Although intermittent in action,
the pulsations were sufficiently close together to
keep the pulp in constant agitation.
The successful operation of this simple form of
agitation depends on' the introduction of the air into
an auxiliary chamber below the apex of the bottom.
N nmerous tests by'the writer and others, by prod·
ding the bottom of the tank with a pole and also
with a weighted line, failed to show the presence of
any' dead' pul p. ,
, The fact that the tailing averaged but 35 gm. of
silver per ton, bears out the statement that the
agitation is highly efficient. The' pulp settled, and
only It few hours were required for decantation.
It is worthy of note that coarse pulp was agitated
as easily as slime.
.
When the tube mill was shut down for renewing
the liriers, or for other cause, the No.4 screens on the
battery were changed to 30 mesh, and the pulp was
led around the tube·mill and discharged into the
tanks, where it was handled without any trouble
whatever.
'
Shortly after the 'installation of this systell~,
another engineer, who had had considerable experI'
ence with Pachucas, was put in charge of the plant.
Without stopping to investigate the workings of the
system, he condemnejitand converted one of thetan~s
into a Pachnca to demonstrate his personal, be!lef
in the inefficiency of the new system. After a pe!iO~
of several weeks, during which the results obtawe.
by the two systems were closely compared, thiS
e~gineer frankly admitted his error, and removed the
alr.ljft from the Pachuca, uml went back to the first
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A NEW Typ);; OF TUB);; MILL.-" A new type oftube mill was recently tried ill Germany, which
undertakes to're~luce the ore fron! 'run of mine' size
to slime at practICally one operatIOn.
The mill consists of a huge wrought-iron cylinder,
about 23 ft. long, over 8 ft, in diameter for the first
third of its length, and about 6 ft, for the rest. The
reduction of the ore is effected by means, of steel
balls, which both crush and grind it. The cylinder
is divided into three compartmen,ts, and the balls in
each are graded in size according to the stage of
grinding, beginning with balls' of abont 4 in. in
diaDl'eter in the fir'st section, and ending wit.h about,
H in. in the last. Within the cylinder are placed,
some ten rows of so-called 'fall-plates' of heavy!
steel; these lift the balls and the ore ab;)ut half-way'
up the cylinder as it revolves, when. the \~hol~ mass
drops upon the' next plate. V{ ater IS fed III With the
ore 'at the rate of about one-third of a ton to each
ton of ore,which means a very heavy reduction in
water consumption as compared with stamps. The
cylinder is kept }m\f filled with water; hence the
mineral matter wltilln can only pass out when held
in suspension by the water. The mill product is,
therefore, in the form of slime.
It is held that the mill can be used in place of
stamps and that tile cost of installation and operation I
is considerably less than in the case where stamps
are used in conjunction with ordinary tube miIls."The Pacific l1Iiner, Feb., 1911, p, 58. (H . .A. W.)
BELA1'ION 01'" THE ClIEimCAL INDUSTRY TO
i\IE1'ALLURGY.-" For many years'chemical industry
and metallurgy whe widely separated, but at the
present time their boundaries may be regarded
as having met and to a large extent overlapped. So
much is this the case that one often scarcely knows
whether a process is chemical or metallurgical, while
undoubtedly there,are very many processes that are
a combination of both.
Metallurgy is often regarded as an art which has
progressed· but slowly during our time, except as
regards increase of output and economies in working
costs, but those who are engaged in it know that its
advances havebeen marked by changeb as drastic as
any ~hich !lave occurred in chemical industry, and
that III man,y cases, processes have been so entirely
altere~ .01' !ll0difi~~ that" ~hey a~e almost bcyond
recogmtlOn., Agalll, matenals winch were once useless are' employed by one, or the ot}!!;r industry. Byproducts, often now iJ!lmost as Important as the
material which once w,is, the sole object of a pI:ocess,
In some cases contribute a large proportion of the
total profit., From a metallurgical poin t of' view it
~annot be· denied that, without the aid of chemical
In~ustly, nietallnrgy would no't be so 'complete a
SCience as it is now, the successful treatment of
many (}res and products often depending on both of
them.
.
It must also be remembered that both sciences' are
!argely ~ependent on a third-mechanical erigineer!ng-as ~Il many cases the greatest difficulty Incurred
In w.orkmg out a process is of a mechanical nature.
Specml plant has 'often to be desiO'ned and the
Success ~f the process is nmde or mar:'ed by the efuci·
ellcyor Illefticiellcy of the machinery illstalled, for
example (1) the delayed ntilisation of electrolytic
Inethorls (now so important) pending' the developnlent of the dynamo; (2) the whole new science of
electro.metallurgy recently opened' up' by the same,
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,and ,by mechanical harnessing of water-power, etc. ;
(3) the extended metallurgical applications due to
the gas producer (in the metallurgy of iron and zinc,
etc.) ;: to mention three out of many instances that
might be quoted.
'
This leads one to suggest that anyone wishing to
be successful in the economical treatment of ores 01'
products should receive sound training, not only in
chemist,ry and metallurgy, but also in mechanical
engineering. It is not for 'one moment suggested
that the student should be capable of erecting
machinery as well as evolving chemical or metalhirgical processes; but it is necessary that he should
possess sufficient knowledge to enable him to realise
what'can or cannot be done in re~ard to what he
starts out to do. He should know, theoretically and
practically, a considerable number of standard types
of' machinery, common to both the chemical and
metallurgical industries, and at least the chief applications of thermo and electro-dynamics, power distribution, heat production and, measurement, etc.
It seems only right and proper to draw attention
to the fact that practical men need practieal assistants. To this end, then; a student 8honld be gi\:en
opportunities to prolong the technical portion of his
education, so tl~athe may reap the benefit of it afterwards. ,How often, much more often than one
realises, does the machinery erected for a speeial
purpose fail because the chemist or the inetallurgist
has been unable from lack of knowledge to' help the
mechani~al engineer to understand"w hat is required
of him before it is, too late. Cases have occmred
where a process haa absolutely failed, not, from any
demerits of its own as a process, but owing to the
mechanical part of it failing to do the work required. ~
It is not too much to a~sert that several ingenious
and metallurgically soun'd processes have failed heretofore for want of suitable appliances now availahle.
That the solution of several such pl'Oblems has now
been reached by other means does not invalidate the
argument that the mechanical furnace, the vacnum
filter, the converter"thecontact;pl'ocess for sulphuric
acid, and many other appliances of recent introduction, would have achieved lasting success for methods
now abandoned and only remembered as failures.
The utilisation of bY'products from ~melting pro'cesses occupies the attention of the chemist much
more than formerly. Selenium, tellmium, bismuth,
gold and silver, which are often present in copper
ores, follow the copper through the smel ting proce~ses
and are finally collected as valuable residues during
the electrolytic refining of the blister copper; they
are then subjected to chemica.! treatment for their
separation and are thus made valuable. Arsenic is
collected in large quantities in' the form of white
arsenic from the fiues of smelting furnaces, and is a
valuable by-product, especially in the calcination of
Cornillh tin ores. Coke-oven and blast-furnace gases
yield by-products of great value to the chemist, of
'which ammonium sulphate ill an example. The
success of the shale-oil industry depends largely upon
,the pro/its derivable from the ammonium sulphate
by-product, and the utilisation of blast-furnace gases
both as a source of energy and for the manufacture
6f sulphuric acid. Basic phosphatic slag from the
:iron fUrnac<ls is a valuable fertilillPr, and in, certain
'cases is worth as much as the iron itself. SOllie iron
,slags are II tilised to, make Portland cemell t.
, Electric smelting seems likely to considcrablyalter
'the position of lllany metallurgical industries, as in
,the case of the work now being carrierl out in
Norway and Sweelen, whel'e power is cheap, on zinc
ores and concentrates.

<5_8_0__________x_~_~_~_o__u_r_n_al~of--T-~-~-a-h-en-~-~-a-t_,_~_~_t_al_l_u_r~~j-ca-t-.a-nd--.-Af-~-·n-i-ng--S-o-c~.·-e_ty__of__S_ou__th_A
__
fi_r~_·c_a_.____NtaY1911
The following seven were s.3Iected. as amplifying
. the points which the author empll>1sised above,
namely, (1) the cementation process as carried out on
cupriferous pyl'ites in South Spain, at Rio Tinto,
Tharsis, etc, ; (2) the treatment of Spanish cuprous
iron pyrites imported to Great Britain for sulphur
and copper extraction; (3) pyritic smeltin" of low
grade sulphide copper ores; (4) treatment of the
Broken Hill lead·zillc-silver sulphide ores; (5) manu·
facture of copper sui ph ate ; (6) the cyanide process
.in gold extraction; (7) the Pearce process of treatine<
>1uriferous copper; (8),the arsenical cobalt and nickel
ores of Ont'lrio."-ARTHUR C. CLAUDET, Journal
of the Society of Chemical Industr-y.-Mi;ningWorld,
Marclr4, 1911, p. 491. (A. R)
l\UNINU.
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PULMONARY DISEASES AMONG MINERS - "

Early

in 1910 a Royal Commission was appointed by the
Governor of Western Austmlia to investigate, and
report u p~n (a) the prev>1lence among. miners of pul.
monary diseases, (b) the nature' of such diseases, and
(c) the extent to which they are .associated with or
consequent on mining. The Commissioll consisted
of only a single Commissioner, the Hon. John
Howard Lidgett Cumpston, M.D., .B.S., D.P. R.,
who under date of October 4, 1910, rendered his Ie·
port, which constitutes a valuable eontribution to the
limited·literature of miners' lung diseases whether
of tubercular or non·tubercular origin. 'The report,
in an admirably condensed form, contains a consider·
able amount of entirely new information on the
subject, and all the essential fads and ronditionR are
discllssed. wi.th rare lucidity and ability to bring the
results wlthm range of a lay·mau's point of view.
Medical Data of Value to M'ine- Manager-s.-The
.report makes no specific recommendations, since
under the terms of reference none were requested.
For American 'mine managers, physicians, mine
inspectors and others interested in the welfare of the
mining popul>1tion, the results of this investigation
are of decidedly practical value and the method
pursued in the inqniry would seem to be suitable for
our· own urgent needs to ascertain the actnal eondi·
tion~ affecting life and health in metal miniug, with
partICular reference to the probable excessive -occur·
.rence of pulmonary disease. No voluntary evidence
was brought to the Commissioner's attention, which
merely confirms the experience elsewhere that it is
difficul t indeed to arouse miners and ,other wage
earners to a vivid realization of their own interest in
matters pertaining to health and mortality. It
requires to. be considered, however, that personal
opinion in a su bject of this kind is of very limited
value, and the excessive alUount of verbal evidence
often presented in goverm;nent investigations fre·
quently precludes the adequate consideration of the
actual facts secured by scientific methods of inquiry.
The report of. the Commissioner is divided into
three sections: (I) Statistical, consisting of a study
?f the prevalence of lung disease among miners duro
mg the past ten years; (2) the resul ts obtained in
an examination of 2,050 men engaged in the minina'
industry of \Vestern Australia; of these 2,050 men~
1,805 were actually at work and were examilled
under conditions as nearly as possible identical with
the. actual conditions under which they canied on
then work; (3) experimental.
This last section
describes the results obtained in a very limited num·
bel' of experiments performed with the object of
el ucidating the 1Jatholo"ical ehanges in the lunO's of
small animals produceci"'by the continued inhal~tion
of mineral dust,

-------

.. Complete Data Difficult to Obtain.-This ou'tlin
t~e ~?~pe of the in vestigation is admiral;]e in e .of
SllllI?hClty and comprehen~i.veness.. Of all the in/ ts
matIOn needed to establ~sh the t.rue incidence or.
h.eal~h of injurious tra~es prob~b!y the most couclo n
Slve IS the actual physical conditIOn of the work u·
obtained by a medical examination, and a truth[S,
record of person>11 sickness e.xperienced with a d~1
regflrd, of course, to the factors of age' race a e
n>1tivity, mine experience and mine elllpl~yment nct
followed in one or more localities or in different m· as
ing fields. The importance of skict attention I~.
these f,wts was well brought out in the investigati 0
intp the health of Cornish miners and the prese~~
inquiry fully confirms this vie\v. Of course man
otheriacts lllust be taken into account, and chiJ
>1Illong these are post· mortem examinations but
unfortunately i~ is ~ften very difficult to obtai'n the
lungs of deceased mmers other than those killed by
accident. '!'he present investigation failed almost
complet Iy In thiS respect amI the lungs of only one
miner were available for the I)urpose, which of
conrse, precluded definite conclusions.
'
Importance of Adequate Data.-A large >11110Ullt of
statistical d>1ta \~ere collected for a period of 10years,
and the conclnsIOns from the facts obtained are
briefly set 'forth as follows: (a) Lung diseases in the
10 years· under review, have been, considered as a
group, distinctly more prevalent among miners than
among males over 15 years of age generally· and
while this is trne of lung diseases considered' as a
group, it is also true for the principal individual
diseases of this group. (b) An imp.ortant f>1ctor in
producing an excess for miners in the group of other
respiratory diseases, has been fib~osis of the lungs.
(c) At all ages between 25 and 60 the' percentage of
deaths fn:llu'lung disea,es ill each age-group is higher
among IIuners thll,n among the general population.
(d) ,Tuberculosis of the lungs has been steadily on
the increll,se among miners during the period, and
pneumonia has been steadily on the decline. (e) The
miner has considerably less chance of sUl'l'iving until
the age of 60 years than has the average male over
15 ye>1rs of age. (f) Considering the average ages
at death for miners and for all males over 15 years
of age, the miner has 3! years leos of life than the
average male in the general population .
Merely as an economic question the foregoing con·
clusions derived from a sufficiently large statistical
basis are entitled to serious consideration. Mine
experience slowly acquired is of too high a degree of
economic utility to permit of the needless' waste of
the miner's health, physical strength and years of
life, .but most of all in a country like Australia,
where there is normally a deficieut skilled labour
supply. If the net economic gain of miners' work
for a year is placed at $300, then the difl'erence of 3~
years in the average age at death (granting t!!e
accuracy of this comparison) meaus a net . economic
loss to the mining industry of51,000 more or less of
unrealized return on the human machine, which is,
of course, the true productive force in every in·
dustry.
Tuberculosis and Fibrosis Defi'ned.-The difference
in the duration of niine life is however probably
'greater than the 3~ years deficiency in the averatre at,
death. The difference is primarily if- not exclusively
the result of an excessive mortality from lu~g
diseases, ~ut in this connection it is pointed out. III
the report, and the conclnsions will be read With
decided intere8t by mine physicians, that" the t~rDl
n~inus' phthisis is used in t4.is paragI'apl~ for ~he first
and last time in this report, That term IS an mexact
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e and its use has led to a great deal of confnsion
?n the past. The "term phthisis has for centuries
~~en linderstood to mean tubercu losis of the Inngs,
which is a condition having its own distinetive patholoaical features; but when abnormal conditions in
tl~ lungs of mine~'s,lmve been nndel: discus,sion, ~he
term 1nincrs'ph~h·!I;l:8 ~as been used wlt~ the, mtentlOn
of including llldlscnnllnately both the fibrotIC changes
and those due to the t~ bercle bll:c~llus. Such confusion
of distinct pathologICal conditIOns should not be
erpetuated ; and therefore throughout this report,
Y-'herever the Lerm fibr'osis has heen nsed it is to be
clearly understood that the term includes only the
chan"es produced by clust, and does not in any way
refer"'to clmnO'es produced by tlte tubercle bacillus.
Similarly, "~len the term t1tberwlosis is used it
means tuberculosis, and does not include fibrosis.
It is not for a layman, of course, to take issue in a
matter of this kind, but it may be said th~tt the discussion has its practical application to the vexed
question of industrial disease definition ill all workmen's compensation laws. The time is probablY uot'
lar distant when all indust.rial diseases, or in other
words, diseases directly traceable to work exposure,
will be brought within the ocope of employers' liability and workmen's compensation legislation, and
in any fntnre consideration of the subject qualified
medical opinion ,i'iIl be of the foremost importance.
Fibr'osis ll-Iol'c Prevalent am.ong 1Iiaehinc Drillers.
-Cases occur, of course, in which both fibrosis and
tuhereulosis occur together, but it is mitl in the report that this is rare in 'Yestern Australia. A COIllplete physical examination was macleof 2,050 men
engaged in mine work, the men examined being
dividecl into four groups: (a) Those !Lctually at work
dnd eX'Llllined as ne[l.rly as pos.sible under working
conditions. (b) Those blOught to notice by offieials
of various labour oro'anizations' chietly advanced
cases who felt themselves' nnable 'to worl~ by reason
of affections of the lungs from which they suffered.
(e) Minerd examined at the ~anatorium. (d) A few
men whG, for various reasons. desired to submit
themselve8 for examination. Of the foregoing only
the first group was considered a safe basis for final
conclusions, being considered a " fair average mining
population." The physical examination disclosed
the following facts: (a) Early fibrosis was present
among machine miners in the proportion of 33'10%;
among non-machine miners only 7 '23% ; , among
truckers :{'1%; and among dry treatment hands
24'5%. (b) Intermediate fibrosis was fountl among
maclline miners and non-machine miners; late
fibrosis was found only among machine miners. (It
is unnecessary to specify the percentage of intermediate and late fibrosis re~pectiyely; the fact of
their existence is of suffieient significance.) (e)
Pleurisy was found to be pres'ent III men engaged in
several different classes of mining. (d) Tuberculosis
of the luno's was present in a total of 28 cases, i.e.,
1'5%, or, 11 the whole of the men examined (2,050,
including the selected cases) be considered, this condition was pre~eut in 65 cases, which is 3'2%. (e)
Early, fibr~sis' was. most commonly present among
maclnne mlllers and dry trea.tment men. (f) Early
librosis seems to make its appearance most frequently
about the second year on machine work.
The Spread of L1tng Discctse Laid to Mining.Lnng diseases, and particularly tuberculosis, being
of rather rare occnrrence in ''{estern Anstralia the
p~ecelling facts antI conclusions prove that these
diseases ale being spread through the mining industry, largely however by methods of mining more or
less subject to improvement and company control.

The Commissioner properly calls attention to the
seriousness of the present situation and remarks:
" Th iR existence of a high percell tage, of !ibrosls
among working miners cannot be attributed to the
'illlj)ortation of snch cases from places outside
We"tern Anstralia. This a~pect has been dealt with,
and it is quite clea.r that the mines of 'Westel'll Australia call and do produce fib,osis to an important
extent; for alllong machine miners fibrosis is present
in 25% of the men, and amoug the dry treatment
men in 1!J%, theRe percentages nre calculaterl for
those men only who have nev!'r worker! in mines
elsewhere than in 'Yestern Australia. Fibrosis of
the lungs has been shown.in various ways in this
report to he due to ,the actiou ot dust; and as a
general statement based on the }'esults obtnined by
the experiments-and which lIlay be taken as an
indication of the lines upon whic,h remedial measures
must be institutecl-it may be said that a man suffers
from fibrosis to the extent to which he is exposed to
the continued inhalation of the (ine material, dust,
in other words; if there be no dust therd will be no
fibrosis. The converse is eq.ually true that the continued· inhalation of dust certainly produce" some
fibrosis.
As a dmstic meakure toward the eradication of
tuberculo~is among llliners, the exclusion of aftected
miners from t.he mines or mining communities is
suggested, but also the se~regation of tubercular
persons, who are not themselves miners, but who
p.ome into more or less close ,'L~sociation with them.
In explanation of the point of \'lleW that tuberculosis
of the lnng. must be considerell more 'in the light of
an infectious'than au indm;trial disease, it is said
that: "The fact that, tubercu losis is most comrilon
in lJlen engaged on nmchine ,work has been interpreted 'LS indicating primarily that this class of
work, by reason of the close as~ociation of the tl\O
men working upon one machine, oft'ers the greatest
facility for personal infection. It has, however,
been gcnerally accepted that lung tissue which has
been impaired by the action of dust is hereby rendered more suscepti hie to the action of tubercle
bacilli, So far as I ha,-e been able to ascertain,
there is no direct experimental evidence upon this
point, bnt the fact that tubereulosis is found in all
'count~ies to be excessively prevalent among men
engaged in other dusty occnpations-for example,
knife grinders, pottery makers, etc., lllllSt be accepted as indicating the correctness of this commonly
accepterl helief. Therdore, while tuberculosis alllong
machine men is more an infectious than an industrial
disease, it appears certain that the action of dust
does predispose to the action of the tubercle bacillus.
In this connection, the significance of the existence
of a large number of cases of fibrosis must not be lost
sight of."
Dust Predisposes to Lung Diseases.-The importance of dnst as a predisposing fa.ctor to lung diseases
is recognized by all who have considered ~he subject.
The report contains some very interesting observations upon the eft'ect of dust on the lungs, or the
changes in lung tissue produced by continuous dust
inhalation, but these do not fall within the presen t
discussion. It lllay be said, however, that the eft'ect
createtl by the presence within the lungs of dust is
stated to be inflammatory change throughout the
lung snhstance, resulting in the prodnction of fibrosis,
-and that the ultimate eilects are, (1) diminished area
of lung tissue available for the pmification of the
blood, (2) diminution in the amount of air which
can reach the lungs, (3) diminution in the amount of
blood which can reach the lung •.
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, The experimental and pathological evidence obtained by the Commissioner, therefore, seems to
'sustain'the conclusion that: "Dust, and dust alone,
is respoI18i-ble for fibrosis; that the causation of
pleurisy is somewhat obscure, but that here dust and
cold both probably play some part; that there is not
forthcoming any evidence to show that there are
any other factQrs producing abnormal conditions in
the lungs (except, of course, the tubercle bacillus)
thOligh the possi bility of the rapid al terations ~f air
pressnre having sonle effect has been considered.
It may be that these ,1,1 terations of air pressll re aftect
some in the direction of producing emphyscma, bnt
this is pure supposition."
High Mortality of Mi1zcT8 jimn Lung Diseascs,-The medical considelations aside, the 3tatistical
evidence presented in the report is entirely conclusive
that lnng diseases are extremely common among
the miners of Western Austrlia. While of the mortality from all causes of all males over 15 years,
19'8% was from respiratory diseases, the corresponding proportion for miners was 53'9%. Considering
the lllortality from diseases in detail, it is brought
out in the report that the death rate from tuberculosis of the lungs was 9'6 per 1O,(!00 for all males
over 15 years of age, while the rate for miners was
19'2. From bronchitis the respective rates were 1'7
and 4'2; from pneumonia 6'7 ami 22'7, from pleurisy
0:7 and 1'1, asthma and emphysema 0'5 and 1'3, and
other respiratory diseases 0 '5 for all males and 52'4
per 10,000 for miners. The foregoing rates prove
conclusively that respiratory diseases, as a whole,
are much more,prevalent as causes of death among
miners than among males over 15 years of age
generally.
Tuberculosis has steadily increased
among miners from a rate of 10 per 10,000 in 1901 to
30 in 190!:J, There has been a decline in pneumonia,
which may possibly be accounted for by more accurate
medical diagnosis.
The death rates were not calcnhtted by divisional
periods of life, probably because the necessary information could not be secured. While calculations of
the average age at death are apt to be misleading, it
,is, nevel,theless. suggestil'e that the average age for
all males, 15 and over, should have been 47'8 years
against 44'2 for miners, a difterence of 3?! years in
favour of the general population, A cOlilparali ve table
,is included in the report for Queensland and Western
. Australia, according to which the death rate from
lung diseases among miners per 10,000 living was
50'03 in Queensland and 53'0 for Western Au~tralia,
The rates difter somewhat for the I'<lrious forms' of
lung disease, but, on the whole, they confirm eaeh
other and sustain the vie I\' that the rates are at least
approximately correct.

The Physic~tl Examination oJ llfinel's,--The most
important portion of. the report relates to the actual
'examination of working miners. Of the 2,050 men
examined all but 156 were gold miners actually at
')I'ork, or at a sanatoriulll, or '.It union offices, THere
appears to have been no difficulty in making the
physica.l examination, to which the men seem to have
submitted without hesitation. It is stated that in 26
gold mines thele were employed a total of 6,846 men
and of these 1,805, or 20'5%,were physically examined,
Considered by individual employments, It is stated
that 94% of the surface labourers were fonnd normal,
'of the wet treatment hands 91%, of the platemen
81'9%, of non-machine miners S5'Ol%, of truckers
82'9%, of dry treatment hands 65;6%, and of machine
niinel's .only: 52 '6%. In ~ other ~ words the surfiwe
l~b(j'urers and- Wet treatment, hands exhibited the

best physical condition, while dry treatment hand
and machine miners exhibited the ,"OJ'St.
s
Pleurisy, as more or less complicated hy librosi~
was fonnd to exist among machine men to the extent
of 44'9% of those examined; among dry treatment
hands 34'8%, among non-machine men 13'2%, am on
wet treatment hanos 8'3%, and among snrf~ce han<l~
only 5'2%. Early fibrosis was found among the men
in the followiug order: Machine miners, 83'2% . dry
treatment hauds, 24'5%; non-machine miners,o 7'2%
and trn{'kers, 3'lO~~, Intermediate fibrosis was only
fonnd among machine miners to the extent of 3'6%
and among non-machine miners to the extent of 1'6%~
Advanced fibrosis was met with only amon~ machiI~e
miners, hnt to the extent of less thau 1%. vf Course
men really seriously affected would not have been at
work.
Each Tmdc Has Its Special Disease,--Tuberculosis
was found among machine miners to thil extent 2'2%
and among non-machine miners to the extent of
1'0%. The conclusions are summarised as follows:
, "Machine men suft'er from the tllIee grades of
fliJrosis, 'frolil emphysema, pleurisy, and tuberculosis--the disease most prevalent nmong this class of
workers is fibrosis, Non-machine miners snfter fr01l1
the first two grades of fibrosis, from emphysema
plenrisy, and tuberculosis: Trackers suHer only frOl~
early fibrosis, and pleurisy, and c~nsiderably more
frolll pleurisy than from fibrosis, Dry treannent
hands suffer from early fibrosis, but not from the
more adl'anced stages of the disease. There may be
two reason's for the freedom from the advanced
stages--the fact that they work in the open air, and
therefore would not be likely to get so mnch dust in
a given time as men working below on machines in a
confined spaee ; or, 9n the other hand, the explanation may be that men on the dry treatment plants
have been working for a shorter period at that class of
mining than the machine men, and are also much less
exposed to rapid chanaes of temperatnrc. Surface
labourers were atrecte8 only with pleurisy, to the
extent of one in twenty. ~Wet treatment IUlnds were
affected only with pleurisy to the extent of S~."
~ "Thile the present investigation is probably of
"Teater interest to mine physicians than to mine
~nanagers, the following brief account of the maiu
features of each of the stages of fibrosis will prol'e
useful in diagnosing the disease in its early stages,
It is Baid in the report that, "That the early case IS
the ilIan who finds that he is continually getting
"COlds," associated with cough, which he finds great
difficulty in throwing oft'; he finds that his wind is
not as good as it used to be, and that he cannot run
so far nor work so hard as formerly, and in ,"hom on
examination the eft'ort of expansion of the chest wall
reveals a rigidity--ll. rigidity which has characteristics entirely its own, and which is not so far a~
I am aware, seen in auy other disease, At this ~ady
stage the mall is apt to smile indulgeutly i,f It IS
suggested that there is anything wrollg '~'Ith .IllS
lungs, although he recognises clearly that Ins wwd
is not so good as formlyand that he gets colds m,ore
often tlHLn he uwd to arid cannot, throw them otl so
easily,"
':
Diagnosis oj Fiurosis;--" The next stage in the
disease is marked by the fact that tlJe intervals
between the attacks of " cold on~ the chest" are less
frequent and less lengthy-the bronchitis has becolll e
an established fact; the .wind is now always short;
occasional attacks of "asthma" occur, althong ll
IHtrdly el',el' at night; expectoration is fre'lue,nt" and
'11 certain blueness of the 'lips and the face m,dlCatc
that the helLrt is beginning' to feel the stram, on
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e x:tmination the rigidity is more marked, ronghening
of 'the breath sounds confirm t,he hypothesis that the
bronchit,is ,has become estabhshe(l; emphysematous
changes may be present, and the heart signs show
the reason for the blueness of the lips and face. But
the subject can still do an average day's work.
"'Ylien the subject finally has to cease work the
advanced stage has been reached and then all the
features above deta.iled are emphasized; the heart
and lunO'S becoming progressively less able to carry
~u t the~ functions."
In addition to the foregoing, it is pointed out that
fibrosis makes its aPl2earance, as a rule, about the
second year of maclune work. 'rhe cases of inter·
mediate fibrosis were all discovered among men who
had been engaged on machine mining for not longer
than 16 years. "rith plenrisy the greatest incidence
occurred before the fifteen th rear after the com mencement of machine work. Of the total of 424 normal
men, 215, or more than half, had been working on
machines for less than 4 years only, while 86% of
them had not yet reached their tenth yenr of machine
work. In explaining the causes responsible for the
occurrence of fibrosis among machine minerf', it is
pointed ont that dust is a common factor operating
directly or indirectly in the production of bo'th
fibrosis and pleurisy.
The former conclusion is
ad,'anced that the mines of 'Vestern Australia can
nnd do "produce fibrosis to a considerable extent,
both alllong machine miners and dry treatmen t men;
and it is to be expected that as the years go by there
will be an increasing nu III bel' of deaths from this
c:tuse and an increasing number of cnses of fibrosis,
if the conditions obtaining in the pu.st remain
unaltcred in the future."
Dust Prevention Essantial.- Thus, in its final
analysis, the pro~lel!1 of health in metnl mining is
largely a qucstlOn of dust prevelltioll. It hardly
requires to be said that machine miners are practically rock drillers, working nnder almost identical
conditions in the qliartz mines of estern Anstralia,
on the Rand, 'in Cornwall, or in the western states
of North America.
, 'Yhile not all of the conclusions arrhed at by the
Commission!'r can be accepted as final, the report
unquestionably constitutes one of the most valuable
contributions to the literature of health in minin o·•
The results of the physical examination of the me~
alone makes the enquiry a most important one and
suggests the utility of a similar invest,igation in this
country. It is certainly,si~nificnnt to find that out
of 805 machine miners 267, or :3H'2%, were found to
be ett'ected with early fibrosis and 29, or H'6%, with
inten~lediate fibrosis, and 4, or 0'%5, with advanced
fihrosls. Of the remainder of the machine miners,
one was affected with emphysema, 62 with plelll'isy,
11nd 1~ wi('\~ tuberculosis. In other words, only 424
machme mmers, or 52'6%, were found to be in normal
health."-FRED~;RICK L. HOFFIIlAN.
Discussion on
Western Australian Royal CommissiolJ on above
Diseases.-Eng1:neering and JJlining Journal, March
11,1911, pp. 523-526. (M. T. M.)

"r

THE ADAP'FABILITY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
TO MINING ENGINEERING. -" Int1'od'llction. - vYhilst
advocating the use of reinforced concrete in minina
engineering, with a view to increased safety both
~bove and below ground, the writer regrets that he
IS u!lable to give actual examples of work ca,ried
ou.t m this country. He is of opinion, however, that
tlllR material is eminent.ly suitable in lesseninO' some
of the d;lll~ers met with in everyday mining ,,':'ork.
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For the benefit of those members who a;e' not
familiar with the functions performed by the concrete
and ~he steel respecti vely, a short p1'(Jtis of ~he theory
of remforced concrete may not be ou t of place. 'The
theory upon which a reinforced· concrete beam or
colurilll is designed is extremely simple as regards
first principles. Concrete in compTession is consider·
ably stronger than in tension, and the' best authorities
such as the Royal 1nstitute of BrItish Architects'
recommend as a snfe stress 600 lb. per sq. in., wliilst
they consider the tensile stress to be almost nil.
There seems, however, to be considerable difference
of opinion amongst engineers, both in Great Britain
and abroad, as to whether or not, in calculatinodesigns, the resistance of concrete in tension shonld
altogether be, rieglected. Prof. Hart, in America
and \11'. Con sid ere, in France, advocate that a~
allowance should be made for this resistance, whilst
the majority of other experts neglect such an allo,vance, and the wi'iter thinks that it is better to do so
at the present time. The problem is, therefore, to
strengthen the structure in some manner in the
portion subject to tensile stresses, leavinO' the concrete to resist the compressive stresses by its Own
strength, so long as the latter are within the limits
of the safe value allowed-that is 600 lb. per sg. in.
-as, if not, a certain amount of reinforcement' will
also be required for compression. Steel beinO' very
strong in tension, it is eminently suitabi'e to t~ke up
all tensile stresses, so that a combination of steel and
concrete makes the structnre strong in tension and
com pression.
, It is fortunate that, so far as elongation or contraction due to changes of temperatnre is concerned
both m!1teriais may be taken as acting together:
I'rof. "'. D. P~nce, of Purdue University, U.S . .(\. .•
has made eonslderable research in the attem pt to
disc-over the co·efficient of expansion of Portland
cement·concrete, and has found it to be, on an
avemge, 0.0000055, the co·efficient of expansion of
steel being taken as 0'0000067. 'raking the highest,
values, the difference of deformation of the concrete'
and steel for a change of temperature of 70° F. (21 ° C.)
would be only 0'12 in. for a length of 100 ft. Mr.
Coignet gives for every 1'8° F. (1° C.) rise in temperatnre the co-efficient of expansion for steel as abont
0'0000148. and for concrete, 0'0000135: From these
figures, it is evident that nothing much is to ,be
feared so far as tem peratnre stresses are concerned '
except in walls of considerable length.
'
'
The simplest form of efficient re-inforcement for
resisting tensile stTesses appears to be ordinary round
steel rods. The shearing stresses of a structure have,
however, to be taken into consideration, and the
general method of resis~ing these is by tha ~Ise of
what are known as 'sturups,' which are bars· or
strips fixed to the main reinforcino bar at intervals
and bent to certain angles. Thes~ stirrnpR (or shear~
members) are generally bent at an anO'le of 45° to the
main tension·rod ; they thus pass thr~ugh the planes
of rupture' at right, angles, and therefore are of
maximum efficiency in preventing such planes of
concrete from tearin a asunder. It has also been
found desirable, that DIe stirrups should be rigidly
attached to the main tension-rod, as the curve givina
the r.esnlts of the French Government's official test~
on reinforced concrete beams, show that beams thus
reinforced are about 20% better than those reinfored
with'loose stirrups. Loose stirrups have also the
disadvantage of being liable to be displaced by the
workmen during the process of ramming the «oncrete, an operation most essential in order to obtain
good workmanship.
' '
',',
" "
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Systems.-"\Vith a view of explaining more
thoroughly the theory and general practice of rein·
forced concrete, . a brief re81t1ne of a few of the
pril!?ipid syste~ls and methods of reinforcel~lent will
be given. Owmg, however, to the almost mnumerable patents How-on the market, such an account can
only embrace a few of the leading systems. .
Kahn System.-This sy~telll consists of specifL!
diamond-sectioned rolled bars, with projecting wings
on each side. The wings are sheared, and bent up
to any" angle desired to. form the reinforcement
against ghear, the desirable feature being that such
shear-members or stirrups are rigidly attached to the
main tension-bar.
. Indented-bar System.-The exponents of this
system claim that if smooth bars are used as reinforcement, the adhesion between the" concrete and
steel is nncertain, and liable to be further rednced
by moisture, vibration, etc. They conseqnently
advocate steel bars having an elastic limit of more
than 50,000 lb. per sq. in. and indented throughout
their length, the area of their cross-section being the
same at any point.
Expanded-metal System.-Expanded metal is made
from ~heets of rolled steel in varying thicknesses,
which are cut and expanded by special machinery
into meshes of a d ianlOnd shape. For reinforcedconcrete work, it altorus a splendid bond, and is
excellent for foundations, floors, roofs, etc.
Coignet System.-In this system bars are also
introdnced in the compressed portion ·of the concrete,
thns making it possible to reduce the cross-sectional
area of the beam, thereby lightening the structure.
The compression fwd tension members are connected
by light rods, which also take np the shear stresses.
Loek IYoven-mesh System.-The reinforcement in
this system consists of a woven wire mesh, the wires
(with an elastiC' limit of 64-.000 lb. per S(l.' iu.) which
form the mesh being locked at their in tersections.
This form of reinforcement is extensively used for
floors, walls, etc.
Hennebique System.-This system cousi"t8 of the
use of ordinary plain Lars, no special sections being
required. The bars are either Lent to take the
shear stresses, or scrap-pieces or stirrups are hooked
on the main rod~, these stirrups being gellerally at
right· angles to the main rods.
COII.~£deTe System.-l\lr. Consider'l, the inventor,
.favours the lise of spiral binding for colulllns, piles,
etc., and for securing the contilluity of the beams.
Br1'tish Rein-Im'eed Concrete El1ginee1'ing Company's
System. -This firm favours the use of lligh-carbon
steel for their stirrups and c,ubon-hoops. The former
are spl'llng on the main tension-rods at any point
desired, \\-hilst the· latter are threaded qn the
verticals, and are exceedingly efficien t for eoll11llns,
struts, piles, etr..
The writer does not advocate anyone system in
particuhtr, bnt merely wishes to point ouL Lhe
characteristics of each. The in tending nser may therefore adopt that which i" nlost suitable for the chtss
of work required, as in some structnres a c·olllbination
. of several may tend to great er economy and efficiency.
NotwiLh'ltanding tile number of systems, a colliery
manager can often utilize old steel ropes, rails,
chains, hoops, etc., which provide fairly efficiel1t
reinforcement. A little rust is in no way detJimcntal,
as steel embedded in concrete rloes not oxidize.
Agg1·egates.-All aggregates for reinforced concrete
should be clean, hard, and free from dust; anu should
be snch as will pass throngh a J-in. sq. mesh, and
refuse one of k-in. mesh. Gmllite chippings and
~ood clt;!an ballast ~iye excellent reslllts? and make
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a good, tongh, fire-resisting concrete. To engin
connected with mining- the use of slag, coke_ hre:eI'8
clinkers, burnt spoil-heaps, etc., is particula:je,
interesting, as such material ean often be obt:tin ~
very cheaply in the locality of collieries. WIa e
collieries have con·siderable 'lllantities (considerny
more or less as being of no particular v~tlue) '''hi ell
can be safely used with a little care. A gr~at de~1
depends, howe\'er, upon the chemical COlli binatio n i I
which sulphur r(which is generally found in SOllJ~
form in these ~ggregates) is l~resent, f~r! if in the
form of snl'phl~e, the chenncal erl'n~lbrium is
ullstable, whilst In the form of snlphate It·is practi_
cally harmless.
Coke· breeze, although making a good li r eproof
concrete, is not advisable for lise in workililTs wher e
water is likely to·be encountered, for, being porous
there is always a risk of the moisture P~'colating
into the conerete, which may after a lono- period
re,ult in the·corrosion of the reinforcement. '"
III conliecLi"n with aggregates, it is arJvisahle to
mention that broken brick and pumice should he aH
far as possible avoided, aud, if used at all, sllollld b~
chosen with great discretion.
Sct-nd.-It is necessary that all sand for lise in
reinforced concrete shouid be fairly coa.rse and clo>tn
althimgh a slight percentage of loalll i~ in no way
detrimen tal. A '-ery find sand tends to we'tken the
concrete, so that the use of soft' floury' sand should
be cnrefnlly avoided. Seashor.e sand is perfectly
suitable for concrete, the only dra,,:baek heing tll,it
the presence of salt retards the settIng of ti,e "'emenc
ill t.he earlier stages, although it does not a/rect the
ult.imate strength of the concrete.
Cement.-AII. cements complying with the BJitish
St"ndards Specification can be safely used. Chenl'
foreign natural cements are certainly not to be reCOlllmended, whilst in t.he case of slrtg-cements., there is
al ways the risk of the presence of sulphur.
Great care should be exercised in mixing the
con(,rete, which should be made pla~tic so that it C'1n
be mlllmed thoronghly into all parts of the forms
aud especially around the reinforcing bars. Th~
waLer lIserl in lllixiug should be clean and free frum
organic matter. acids, etc.
For reinforced·concrete work the following will be
found to Illake a good mixtnre, which is in the pro·
portion of 4-, 2 alld I, in the order· named ;Balbtst or chippings
27 ou b. ft .
Sand
13~
"
Cement
5 cwt.
Ccnb·cinq.-Great care is necessary in the erection
of the centreing, as it must be well stayerl and
braeed, so· that neither the weight nor the ramming
of the concrete will make it bulge or sag. It should
also be closely jointed, to prevent the li'plid cement
from oozing out before the initial set ..
The ab~ence of deterioration in reinforced concrete
is a \'ery strong argument in fa\'our of its nse in
mines, for, although perhaps a little llIore expensive
in initial cosL thau timber, it is far more econolllical
in the end, as there is no cost of upkeep; ill. ffLct, the
structure '1ctually increases in ;,trength with age .
Use in ronnection with Eleetricity.-In view of tl.le
fact lhM. elertricity is a.t present used extemively III
mines in order to inciense the output, the writer
would like to take here the opportunity of Jlointin~
out the snitability of reinforced concrete for cOllstr!ICtions such as switchbofLT(ls, shelves for protect\llg
cables, etc.
To mining pngineers who lllay IHwe foulJ(1 POllle
dilticnlty in protecting Lunches of cables 1Il1~lel'
gronnd, the following suggpstion lllay he illtercstlng.
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. Bullcheads.,-The writer. believes that. it is fairly
Wind ftrst a sisal rope, 1 in. in. dia1peter, spirally
conirnon practic'e riowadays to bnild'bulkheads in the
round the cable \'vith a pitch of about ?r in., thim
I by means of a pad and brnsh :i. mixture of 1
galleries for resistiug large quantities of water, amI
aPft~f cement and 2 paTts of sand. This not only
reinforce<;l ,concrete is' very efficient for their construction, being very stron!! and ',capable of resisting great
;;i'ord Ba protection against mechanical injury, such
.
' .
, • accidental damage by tools, rough hanrlling by . bursting pressnre.
Sanitary Uscs,-In addition to the few uses of
~-experienced workmen, etc., but serves to locate a
reinforceil concrete abo"e mentioned, and the many
l\~o"rt circuit in the cable by the bursting of the
others too numerouB to be described, the writer
~ement-in fac~, it .is even superioT to asbestos. . .
would draw the attention of the members 'to the
1l1ining Applwatwns. -A few of the many applicavalue of this material for raising the Rtftlldard of
tions of the lise of reinforced concrete in mines are
mining hygiene. He fears that this matter does not
briefly stated below :llIeet wlth tbe attention which it merits from those
Pit'-P1'Ops.- ~hese being .fireproof, are very Teliable,
responsible for the care and safet.y of the colliery.
and although shghtly heavler, ar~ very' mnch stronger
Excellent sanitary stahling arrangements can be
than timber.
marIe by, the use of reinforced-concrete slab-work,
Lining. of Underground Roadways.-In thiR conmade as before mentioned, the reinforcement necesuexion the writer woulrl draw attention to the
sary being light steel meshwork.
The great
adaptability of reinforced-concrete sl~bs, say 3 in.
advILnta!!e of UBing this mntel'ial is that· it ean ,he
thick, reinforced to stand heavy breakmg loads, and
thoroughly cleametl by swilling with a hose, nnd, ill
prepared and maturerl above ground. These can be
arldition, organic acids hAve no deleterious effect.
utilised·for supporting the roof of the roadway with
It is impossible to prophe,;y at the present period
beams at, say, 6 ft. cen tres.
what will be the ultimate uses to which reinforced
Reinforced-concrete lining for main roads was
concrete will be put; but there is no doubt that the
adopte(l about 4 years ago at the Bethune Mines, in
material has now passed the experimentaIstage, and
the Pas-de-Calais coal·Helrl, for the protection of a
offers a vast Held of investigation and enterprise to
certain section of the road originally slIliported by
those interested in mining engineering, whether from
steel "irders resting.upon masolll'Y walls about 18 in.
the standpoint of economy or from that'of improved
thick~ It is intereRting to note that the present
hygiene amI efficiency of the employee~."
lining of -reinfo!,ced concrete is only a.bOl~t 8 in. thick,
In the course of a short di~cussioll on the foregoing
and that no skliled labollr was 'used In ltS construcpaper, the President (Mr. Houflon) said that while he
tion.
harl'seell a 'good Jeal of reinforced cOlicrete on·the surTbere are four distiIi.ct advantages in lining roa'ls
with reinforced concrete,: namely-( I} resistance to
face·of collieries, he harlnot yet hnd any experience (~f
explosions and .~hpcks·; ·(2)· lIn due accumulation of
its nse underground. Hel'ecently had a quotation for
dust preyented, owin'g .to Slllootnne'ss of surface: such
a complete headgear of reinforced c.oncrete; which the
makers were prepared to guarantee would be indea road can be swept or ",atel'ed ;' (3) less resistance is
structible and stronger tlmn tim bel' or la ttice steel
offered to the air-currEjnt; arid (4) there is no
work. The price came ont at about 30% to 40%
depreciation in strength and efficiency concurrently
above that of timber, fj,nd more than 50% less than
with age.
.
At the Proyidence·'Pit, Charleroi (BelgiulII), which
lat! ice steel headgear.
He hesitated to adopt it
is the (leepest colliery· in' the world i a scheme has
beeause of the difference, slight though it might be,
between the co·eflieiency of the expansion of cement
been devised wherehy reinforced concrete will be
nsed to support,tbe vdwlelengtb of a level su bjed to
and' iron, and he could not see what was to prevent
great pressures. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal
the wet getting inoo the cmcks. If it would be
& Iron Company, Pennsylvania, lise reinforced
cheaper for lise underground than hars and props,
and, cheaper than arching, many of them would be·
concrete extensively in their roads, where, owing to
donble tracks, long spans and arches supported on
glad to adopt reinforced concrete:"-R. N. MIRZA.Trans. Institution Mining Engineers (Midland Councolumns arc necessary.' 'Yhen first employed, these
colnllms were made 24- in: sq., hut the lat8r ones have
ties 'West, Eng.), Jan. 25th, 1911, pp.12-19. (A. R.)
been reduced in size to 18 in. Old rails, conveniently
bent, wire ropes, etc:, were used as reinforcement,
EARTHQUAKES AND MINING.-" Professor J. 'Y.
and are easily and rea(lily obtnined on the spot.
'Gregory, Gla~gow, contributed a pnper on "The
Sleeper·s.-For sleeper" in mines where the wear
Glasgow Earthquake of December 14, 1910; in Rela:and tear is very considerable, reinforced concrete is
tion to Mining."
an ideal substitute for timber, and although slightly
At the outset he observed. that earthquake pheno.
in excess in first-cost over the latter, such sleepers
mena present se,-eral problems of special interest to
are ffLT more 'economical. in the end, as they al'e ,miners, although the actual ~hocks may be less felt
practically indestructible.
underground than on tbe slllface. Thus it has often
En.qine Foundations.-For foundations of all
happener! that an earthquake which has done serious
(lescriptions, reinforced cOllcreLe is incomparable,
damage lifts not been felt by men at work underbeing much :better than mass-concrete, be~ides saving
ground. For example. the dii'astrou~ earthquake in
a considerable amount of excavation.
Northern fndia of .1une 12. ,18!l7, passed ulllloticedin
Bins.-Many COH.I amI ore-bin8 have lIOW been
the Bengal coal mines. Nevertheless earthquakes
constructed of this material, the saving in first·cost
may produce several illlportant mining effect~.
and annual upkeep for scrapping and painting over
They I1H1y lead tn slight dislocations which may
steel being "ery marked.
'
cause falls of roof; or they may prorluce strains
which are relieved l,y ~udrlen rock explosi'llJs or " air
Ai1·ways.-An excellent use of reinforced-concrete
blasts," sueh as have long been known in Cornwall,
pipes (which can be obtained in lengtbs up to 18 ft.)
and are especially frequent aur] fatal in the Kolar
may b~ sngge.,ted here-that'is, for the lining of airgoldfield in Mysore, where they have been carefully
ways, thus giving a good smootb pnssage, as there is
investigated
by Dr. Smeeth.
always a little difficulty in keeping small airways
The· suggestion luts been repeateJly made that
thoroughly clean and free from falling dcb1'is when
careful seismometric obsenations shonld be taken in
constructed in the ordinalj' .,,,ay.
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the neighbourhood of dangerous coal' mines, and
although such work has been undertaken in Japan
and France, and for a short period at the Marsaen
(no,v lVhitburn) Colliery, near South Shields, the
writer is not aware that any adequate observations
on this subject have been made in the Rl"itish Isles.
As an opportunity for again calling attention to the
need for fresh evidence regarding the relation of
seismic activity and some kinds of mining accidents,
he (Professor Gregory) gladly accepted the invitation
from the secretary of the institute to forward a short
account of the recent Gla~gow earthquake.
The general results may be sUlUll)arised as follow :-The earthquake was one of a series, scveral of
which were very powerful and wide-reaching. The
series began on December 14 with a severe earthquake along the coast of South-eastern Africa at
11.40 a.m., Greenwich mean time. The lirst earthquake of the series recorded in Scotland was a slight
shock felt at about 7 p.m. at Ayr. It was followed
at 8.54 p.m. by a shock which was felt throughout
Glasgow andin the adjacent districts. The epiceritre
of thi~ shock was clearly to ,the north-west of Glasgow about Possil and Ruchill whence the earthquake
wave travelled northward as far as the Blane Valley,
and southward under Glasgow to Barrhead and
Cambuslang, south-eastward to East Kilbride and
south-\vestward to Lochwinnoch. Eastward it was
felt as far' as Glenboig and \vestward at least to
Bowling, while either the main shock or a secondary
after-shock at 9 o'clock was felt at Dumbarton.
Secondary shocks were recorded from the line of the
Highland boundary fault across the Roseneath

eiuth,quakes, the shock appears to have been mor
alanlllng underground than on the surface. The
area affected was, however, very small. Dr. Davis e
im-es.tigat,ed the reports and concluded that tl:"
effects described were dne to the sinking of the rock
above a worked-out cQ:d seam, where the roof \Va
especially weak from the iIllmediate neighbourhood
of a fault. The movement was a fault slip, and th
phenomena weretherefor~ like those of an ordinar e
ea~t~quake ; bl~~ the caus~.\\'as probably of artificii!
ongm. The range of the dIsturbance caused by the
recent Glasgow earthquake indicates that it was not
due to mining operations, and the depth at which it
doubtless originated supports the same conclusions
The dete~'ll~inati<?n of the depth at which earth:
qnakes ongmate IS a problem at present insoluble
They probably al ways originate WIthin a few mile~
of the surface, but none of the methods proposed can
determine the depth even approximately, except in
such cases as that of Ische:i. It is, however, gener_
ally accepted that t~~ d~!nage Cll;used by ;:tn earth_
quake'of shallow ongm IS exceptIOnally high in proportion to the area shaken. lYe may safely conclude
that the recent Glasgow earthquake must have been
due to a movement at the depth of many thousands
of feet. If it had been caused by a subsidence only
2,000 ft. beneath the surface, it (Jould not have
affected so large an area without having done' more
serious damuge immediately above its place of origin.
The movement which caused it was probably in the
deep roots of the Possil·fault, and far below 'the level
of any mining operations, which did not there extend
much, below 1,500 ft. The writer, however, is bound
p~ninsula.,
0
to remark that a different explanation has been
arrived ott by Mr. G. W. Walker, the director of the
The area in which the shock was appreeiabfe inEstate Mines Observa~ory. ~e is ?i~posed to regard
clud,ed about 300 square miles. The area of sensible
the earthquake as antIpodal m ongm, and having
disturbance was practically confined to the rocks of
reached
Glasgow through the centre of the earth."the carboniferous limestone series. It was' fel t on
Mining
Institute of Scotland.-Iron and Coal Tl'adcs
the outcrop of the under-lying lavas of the calciferous'
saiJdstone series near Barrhead, Strathblane, and • Review, Feb. 17, 1911, p, 319. (A. R.)
Mugdock; but in, these cages the earthquake was
very slight, and observed only by a few of the resiTHE ASSAY PLAN FACTOR.--" In our January imdents. The shock was practically confined to the
pression, some reference was made to the ratio of the
sedimentary rocks of the carboniferous limestone
assay plan indication to the actual revenue, and it
series. In the neighbourhood of Possil the intensity
had been urged previously that '. even with present
was as high as 5'5 on the Rossi-Forel scale, and the
day metallurgical treatment.to go over 80 per cent.
earthquaKe may therefore be described as between
might involve a strain on the mine.' The London
moderate and fairly strong.
Daily Mail in the conrse of an article which should
have been read by all interested ill mining shareR,
. The Glasgow earthquake exhibited tbe characters
indicated from 80 to 85 per eent. 'Ve now hase
of, ~ fault movement.; and the major fault nearest
these ratios confirmed by Mr. W. McC. Cameron, conto Its probable centre of origin passes to the south
sulting engineer of the Goerz group, who says that' a
of Possil, and brings the millstone grit against the
yield of 82 per cent. of the mine assay v!llne of the
carboniferous limestone grit near Garnkirk and
resen-es may be expected' iu the ('ase of the Ma~
Gartsherrie to the north-east of Glasgow. This fault
Consoli?atefl. Thi~ COIiIp~Uy is not e!luip~ed wit.I
has not heen traced far west of Possil. The suggestube mIlls, but agamst tIllS the reef width IS above
tion has been made that the earthquake was due to
the a verage. Last year the recovery was 89 per eent.
the collapse of some old mine workings, and it is
of the screen samples, or say 6 per cen t. below that
advisable to consider the possibility of the cause havof concerns possessed of most up-to-date metallurgi~al
ing been subsidences in the abandoned mines of the
equipment. Consideration ot these facts would pOInt
P08sil coalfield. This explanation is not likely to
to a factor of abou t 85 per cent. But, of course! ~he
find favour with minin~' engineers, with whom the
more scientifie method is to examine each propOSI~IOII
subsidence of mine workings is a familiar experience.
upon its merits. lYe notice that the Barnato mmes
Such occurrences produce shocks which may be
have' adopted 'the excellent practice of giving the
v~olent, but are very local in range. They do not
'actual recovery val,ue' '(jf their reserves."-The
dIsturb areas of hundreds of square miles. Many
South Ajrican Mining Review, March 1911, p. 44.
pseudo earthquakes due to such causes have been
(A. R.)
.
,
'
investigated. A local exaniple was the elj,rthquake
reported at Kilsyth on February 16, 1898. The
ROCK DRILL TESTS IN FRANCE.--" M. Deschamps,
shock was accompanied by sounds like the fall of a
hea,vy body or of a load of coals; it caused. a sharp
mining engineer, has p:nbli~hed in the Annales des
vibration,; which lasted for about a second, and was
Mines,an important al'ti~le on the results of t~e comi
parative. trials mac;l.e, at .the· iron-pyrites nllDe~. 0
strong eno.:ngp..to rattle windows, overthrow crockery,
Sain-Bel with different types 9f 9.rills, which, h!l-VIll¥
j\.nd pn~ the bells in 0Ile hC:lU~e, TJ nlike 9rdi!lar~
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been 'employed there during'a iong period, have made
evident,the advantages and defects of each pattern,
Those tested were : - . ,
,
'Francois, hand rotation, of 8'5 and fl'l kgm,
,
Flah~ois-Bolido, automatic, of 11'0,12'6, & 19:()kgm,
~
Ingersoll-Rand, hand rotation, of 9'0 kgm.
Ingersoll-Raild, valveless, hand rotation, of 10'5 kgm
Bornet, hand· rotation, ·of9'3 kgm,
.
FlottmiLnn, automatic, of 14'7 and 12'0 kgm,
These borers· have been employed in :the stopes of
pyrites and alsojn rock. The pyrites of Sain-BEiI
possesses a granular texture. and is intimately comminglcd with a small proportion of quartz', forming a
very compact rock. The drivages have been made in
rather eaRY slate, and in hard slates somewhat re.
sembling quartzite,
The Ingersoll-Rand drill.s of 9 kgm" which entailed
frequent repairs, m'e no longer' used, The Fran~oiB of
8'5 kgm: gave a.better result, but were considered
toO li"ht, while some .of the parts became injured,
With" the Fran~oiB 9'1 kgm, and the Valveless of
lU'5 the efi'ect ,vas more satisfactory, 'as they are
powerful, work regularly and efIectively,
The
Flottnlann drill of 14'7 kgm, has manifested. its 'incontestable strength by operating several months
,without rcquiring any repairs, and notwithstanding
that the miners are habituated to the use of lighter
drills, they quickly appreciated its good qualities,
The Bornet drill has the advantage over the ()tller
types of ,vorking a.; well in' wet as in dry ground, on
account of the injection of water which enables it to
advance rapidly, but it requires frequent cleaning
and repairs, The Franc;ois-Bolido of 19 kgm, has
been deemed too heavy for the customar~ work of
exploitation, ,although it is fitted with a support
which advances automaticaJly, and which rather COInplicates it, It is not so well adapted for horizon tal
borings as for shafts with vertical holes, where' it
works satisfactorily, The Fran~ois-bolido of II
kgm, and the Flottmann of 12 kgm, have been successful, though inferior in strength and operation to.
the Flottmann of 14'7 or the Bolido of 12'6 kgm" .
but the latter are not so easily managed, The i
cutters of the drill8 employed have been either a star'
with six radiants or a Z, the last being preferable
because it breaks away larger fragments and reduces
the d.ust, and because the Z progresses more speedily
than the star,
In addition to the drilling experiments, there have
been tests made of the consumption of compressed'
air and of the rate of advance of the different forms'
of drills used, These tests were holes' bored in:
Vittlebois limestone with drills of 35 mm, diameter,
Each drill was submitted to three trials of five
minutes each, with an air pressure of 4,200 kgm,
The results appear in the following table :The above-cited figures demonstrate that the em,
ployment of pneumatic drills in the above mining,
works has sensibly augmented the output of the'
miners ~nd reduced the cost of breaking ore,. The;
estimatlOn of the· cost indicated should. be somewhat
raised to allow for the cost of .compressed air,
expenses of maintenance, and the wear and tear of
drills. A.qnestion inseparable from the use of the·
pneuma~ic drill is,. that of the production of dust"
since, With the object of increasing the advance, it
has bcen at~empted to clear the drills .of the sand by
injecting aIr through a channel gOlng down the
centre of the bar to its. head; could this purpose. be
attained progress woilld be much faster, The only
niean~ 'vl~iclt, has given~elatiye . satisfaction is. the
su,bs.titu,tlOn for the usualhollo\\ ed bar of a drill with.
an onterscrew runri~ug'dowidts. whole lengt~, the

,

..

'Litr~s ;

Aver,'

litres
Itlilli:
of a~r
Weight of com~ metres conkil6pressed advance sumed
grammes.
air
per
per em.,
mmute. ,of a.dper
vance..
m,mute.

Drills,

Hand rotationFran~ois ,.,

Ing~~soll :::

:::
"
Valveles~
Automatic rotationFran~ois-bolido .. ,

8'500
9;100
9'000
10'500

212
161
165
120

19
22
17
21

107
72
97
57

19'000"

214
193
186
1'94
197

87

24
28
21

lkOOO

12'600
14'700
12'00(1

Flottm;;nn:

71
.86
78
70

25

28

M, DeschamJ's gives the following comparativ~
results obtaine from the working of the Flottmann
~rill of 12 and the FranC(ois of 12'6 kgm,,' operating
III the same cuts or stopes : -

,

Machine DT·ills,

'.

E~plo,
Extra~·

Cost
per

tion per

Workings,

day.
Cubic

Frs,

Metres. .

0'810
Rise in the slates
0'249
'Vinze in easy slates
PyritesCut A
.. ,
.. I 1'78
B
... , .. 2'16
" C
... 2'42
'"
" D
.. , 2'29
'"
" E
.. ,
.. ' 2'22
" }<'
.. , 1'61
.. ,

.. ,

Avera.ge
PyritesCut G
..
H
.. '
" I
.. ,
" K
, ..

"

Average

..

'

..
..
.. ,
'
'

.. ,

-227
1'84
2'72
2'll

2'15
2'56

6'80
8'63
10;69
8'00
8,j:i3 .
4'72

5'89

2'20

7'88'

2'23

"

...

.. , I

.. ,

.. ,

...
.. ,
.. ,

'

..

Average
Pyrites-.
Cut G
..
...
," IH
, ..
" K
, ..

"

Average

..,

...
..

...
'

.. ,
.. ,

..
..

, ..

...

2-50

3'50 0'52
.4'00 0'76
4'00 065
3'75 0'82
-- - - '
3'81 0'69

--

7'M2
5'80

'1'70
2'07
:h9

-- --

2'08

Frs,

~'rs,

5.25
6'00
6'60
6'00
6'00
5'47

Hand Drills,
PyritesCut A
B
" C
" D
" E
" F

per, Labour:'

12'50 2'95
30'35 7'06'

I

"

Blve!3- .

cubic
cubic
metre. ·metre..

6'95
6,23
5'42
11.'37

-7'24

..
!

0'80
.8'96 3'32 .
1'59
.7'54 1'84 ,
1'03
.8'60 2'35
0'87 \ 10'13 ~'68'
1'58.
8'OS 2'18
1'0'2 . 10'14 2'72
1'15

-8'91

2'51

2'00
1'51
1'15
1'81

4,04
4'35
4'90
4'40

0'61
0'57
O'!J7
0'50,

4'42

0'66
.,

--

-1 :62

--

",

4'50 .
9'05
6'42
.6'52,
9'34
7'54

--

7'23

6'84
.5'67
.4'57
7'03

--

6'03... "

1
1
58_8_' _____
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rotation of the drill would ~detel'mine'the 'separation
a ~ug~ excavation,. pr?jecti';lg from,the centre
1
,whiCh :was the ,shaft tImbermg. There Was III 01
of the debris ~n -the same manner as does a carpenter's
gimlet. ·'The !difficulty )ie~, in the augmentation of
twisting and buckling, ~ was to ,be ,expected, ~ch
the size'of the :bofeholes. ' Drills having an injection
when the shaft had attalDed the led~e it Was badid 1
are 26 to '32 mm,in dJameter, which produce holes ,out o,f ;,tlignment. :With all ,the s\!ttlings and draw Y
of from 30 to '36 mm. As the strength of the drill
and upbollings and slides, it ,was ,an utter impos ~,
rests in the solid' centre, it is obligatory ,to take the
bility to ke,ep it in line., To hold it anywhere lJe~' 1
same section of 20 mm., and this with a helice of five
alignment was great luck, and to ke~1! it open, was th r
'YQuld 'giv:e a total of 30 mm:, and 'with a cutting , thing hardest.ofac~omplishment. HOIsting operatione
face of 32 mm. the hole would 'attain 36 or 37 mm.
have not been satIsfactory, due to the shaft s irrcr.rus
1
B~t, practice ha,s proved that 'increase' of 5 or 6 mm.
larities, and with the Ill-ine now well opened and p~e'
in the 'width ~f'the bore nearly doubles the duration
pared to furnish a large tonnage of ore, ,it was d~'
of ,the time, besides diminishing the density of the
cided to P)lt the property ir the best possible cond{:
1
explosivecha,rge. The he1ic,oidal drills, with a solid
tion by making the outlet safe and stable. This is
cen,tre 'of 16) or a total dIameter of 26-mm., have
being done by giving the l?haft ,a heavy lining of con.
been tried; :but, the' 'breakages, especially of the
crete from the surface to a point ,some 30 ft. below
1
cutter; were !,hucn 'more common; they 'were rather
the ledge. The work is:being ,performed by the
Foundation Co. of New YOJ,:li;,
q nicker than ordinary drills.
'
. The speed of advance in, the.stopes, of iron'pyrites,
The c.oncret,ing will be d~opped .from the surface,
1
,with diflerent.forms of cutting heads, have been as
the weIght of the matenal forcmg the ,structure
~'under :- ."
' ,
downward. It will be of very massive construction
'"Hand rotation-" ,
and will weigh enormously; per running foot of com.
1
Hollowed drills, with 'sta~c'~tters, 4 cm. per
pleted circle. The outer portion of the shaft will be
minute,
round, while the dimensions of the interior will be 14
Hollowed drillf1, ,with Z !luttElrs, 4 to 5 cm. per
ft, 10 in. by 100ft. 10 in. The walls will not be of the
minute. '
1
same thickness. They will be 7 ft. 11 in. at the bot.
-Automatic rotationtom, and for a considerable distance above it, and
Hollowed drills, with star or Z heads, 5 to 7 c'm.
from the latter point will gradually narrow, until at
, ',per minute. ,
1
the surface the width will be 2 ft. 6 in. '1'he greatest
, H~licoidal drills, with Z cutters, 3 to 4 cm. per
thickness will be where the pressure exerted against
,
'minute.
'
the concrete from tlie surrounding formations will be
L'ondon:Min~ngJournal, Feb. 18, 1911, p. 16H. (A. R;)
the heaviest, which, will be at the bottom of the
1
shaft, the width growing proportionately less as the
: ROPES 'WITH SIGNAL WIRES.-" A neil' kind of
surface is approached. The walls will be reinforced
rOEe used in mine hoists, in \',erman mines is des·
with steel. The concrete will be carried well into
1
cnbedt in Berghau, which has electric conductors "the ledge. The latter rised up in one side of the
shaft at an angle of 70°. A portion of this rock has
woven into the iron ropes. The centre core of the
rope is formed by in8ulated copper wires which are 'already been cut away and the balance will be taken
1
out as the task requires, When finished the con·
to connect men m the cages to engineer at hoisting
creted portion of the shaft will be about 200 ft. from
engine or'with the power house. One pair of wires
surface to bottom. 'Concreting this shaft is a huge
c'ai'ries telephone'current, another pair carries cur·
1
rent for elec~ric bell signals to engine room. The' and at the same time a most delicate piece of work.
The sand 'will run like water, and in almost inexthird pair'has the electric'light current. One ,set of
,vires is often used to connect the hoist ;direct with' haustible volume if once \t is given a chance, and t1le
1
a swi~h Itt hoisting engines, so that, in case of an ' utmost caution must be exercised. Failure to take
proper care would easily wreck the entire shaft,
accident, the cage can be stopped by the men by
The old timbering is being removed slowly and
turni~g a switch in the cage, which will stop the
1
cautiously. It is in bad condition, notwithstanoing
engine up in the engine room. Each copper con·
its comparatively short,term of service, and is bein.g
ductor is enclosed in a good strong vulcanized
replaced none too soon. Underground, the Maas 18
rubber insulation. To protect this from the eflect
1
connected with the Cleveland Cliffs Negaunee mine,
of.'aci<;ls,aIid greases, a special impregnated covering
is the' next layer. The conductors are then woven' by a long,drift, so that in the event of an accident at
"into one stran'u, and encased again by i'thick layer , either property a safe outlet is avltilable. When
1
cQmpleted the Maas will bA equipped with a shaft
of specially treateq hemp rope. This complex wind.
that will stand as long as,the mine has ore to take
_jngpX~_VEll)t!! ,c..QIl!lY!ltoJ:s,coming in,cont;l,c,t withJlach
out, and this will be a great many years.
.
,other and short circuiting. Leakage of current in to
1
outside iron and steel wires is also eliminated, ' Two' , The Cleveland Cliffs Co. is also concreting Its
topes 'of this type, each 330 ft. long and 2 in. in ,dia·
Negaunee mine shaft., This work, while by no
meter, have been used at the Kiinigsgrube mines in'
means easy of aecomplishment, islessditficult, not~o
1
Germany with satisfaction."-Mining World" Jan.
hazardous, and milch le~s expensive per lineal fo~t
28th, 1911,.p. 24S. (A. R.)
, than at the adjoining property. The Negaunee s
, over,burden is quite lj,s:,unstable as that of .the Maas,
There were several 'bad runs of ground pnor t4? ,thd
1
';:'CbNCRETl!i SHAFT WORK IN MINES.-One ~f the
Clevela~d Cliffs taking hold, lives were saCrifice
greatest piece!! of concreting undertaken in ,the Lake
and'the wrecking of, the property was thre~tened.
Super.ior region is that in-progress at the Cleveland
The concreting of the shaft, ,which has been m
Oliffs!Iron Co.'~ .Maas roine at Negaunee,Mfl.rquette
1
ral1ge:.' The shaft at this property was sunk anum· . gress a number of mon'ths, is now nearinj5 c0!llP
tion. It will not,be many weeks before It WIll e
)Jer of rears ago'., The overburden was of quicksand,
possible to begin'installing the shaft equipmen~. :rhj
J~7 ft. in depth, and to" penetrate to the, ledgere1
concrete has reached the 9th level, the pri~CIpa
,quired many months' hard work and ,the expenditure
working point in the property; and will be contlDu~d
of'a-Iarge'sum of money: Millions of gallons of water
d9wnward until the 10th le\'e1 is attained. Concre.
and: sand were pumped out ~f the 0Eening, 'and lon~
1
pocl(Elt~are
to be pn t in at the 9tl1,l6V,~1. . Thes\,\ wiI
,~fQ.J;~_t.h,e rock,JY_aH~!l-.c.bEl_d. th~,re ,atl",lJ~en create
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I the first undergroiInd pocket.s of that nature· on
Ie Marquette'range They.will be reinforced with
t~leel and will be lined with the same material. 'l:he
s eft will be of con'crete froni top to bottom. In prac~~~llY all of the concrete shafts in the Lake Superior
~I·~trict the concrete reaches from the surface only to
t~e ledge but in the Negaunee shaft the ledge has
bcen cu t ~way in order to make Toom for the concrete
walls.
The ori"inal shaft at the·Negaunee mine, 'which
was sUI,k~under the direction of the late Captain
Samuel ~fitchell, who WiJ,S one of the hest miners
~\'ho ever came from Englanil to this country, was
onc of tile most dIfficult ever put down in any field.
The sand was very wct, and for that Teason wa~very
'qlliek,' boiling upward ,,:ith terrific force as pr~s
sures were placed upon l~. Many schemes were
devised to overcome the varIOUS ohstacles, and fiI!ally,
after a long 'time and ·the expenditure of a great
amount of money, the desire.d object w.as ,achie\'ed,
The original shaft at the Steel COrp?ratlOn s Arag~)n ,
mine at Norway, on the Menomillee range, was
another tough proposition' that was conqiIered . only
by perseverance I),nd much capital. The Steel Cprporation's Chapin mine. at Iron Mouutain, tl.le
bigge~t of the .l\fenomillee !,anlSe ,Producers, h~s
troublesome ground also, and In ~Inklllg one shaft It
was necessary to freeze' the earth in its vicinity by a
foreign patented process. Thi~. plan worked. all
ri"ht, but it has 100ig since given way to the caIsson.
a;d concrete By_tern, in which the Foundation Co.
has a monopoly in the Lake t>uperior iron region, A
dozen or more concrete stJafts have been put down
the past few years in gronnd difficult O! penetration
in the ordinary way, becanse of a qUIcksand overbUlden,"-GEo. E. EDWARDS, Minir'g 'World; March
11.19IJ,p.5:lij. (A,H)

Reviews and .New Books.
(We shall be plea~ed to review any Scie11tific or 1 echo
nical Work sent to 'Us for that purpose.)
MINING AND METALLURGICAL ABSTRACTS.
Vol.'
II., 1910. London: International Institute of
Technical Bibliography. (5';'-58, Chancery-lane,
E.C.)
These ahstracts form a section of the work of the
abfJve institution, and are published monthly. Other
sections cover mechanical, electrical, and civil
engineerino', applied chemistry etc., and the whole
forms a valuable index to current technical science.
Each item gives tile full title and name of author,
title arid date o.f publication, and a brief descri pti ve
resume of the article' wheTe it is not sufficiently
described by the title. In the ca~e of books the name i
of puhlisher, sizp. and price.are also stated. To nonmembers of .the institute an annnal subscription of
24s. entitles to one section, and for 80s. the total.
edition may he obtained. Mnch excellent work has I
nlready ueim ,lone in Germany by this institute, and,
au examination of the abstracts leads us to hope that
~he extellsion of its ac'tivities to England may be
Ju"ti,fied hy the SUppOl't which it deserves. Great c~re
lind mfini te pains are evilleritly expe nded in renderIng:
the abstracts what they purport to be-au epitome of,
cnrrent minina and metallnrgicalliterature, and it is ,
scarcely neces~ary in these days to dilate upon the i
adv!lntages which such' a' ,work pni.ents to t,he'
engmeer and the stndent. -Collie1'lj (;]la1'1lia.n lilaI'. 3, :
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.Abstr.acts: ,of Patent Applications.
71/10. E. J. Way (I), A. J. Arbuckle (2),
Improvements in apparatus for the treatment of
crushed ore propucts. 25.2.11)
This refers to an apparatus" for the continuolls
treatment of ore pulp by agitation with cyanide
solution. A rectangular tank is divided up into
~quares by dou)lle partitions,. after the manner of a
Zinc extractor box; these compartments have an
inverted pyramid beneath thenr: and are provide.d
with an air lift systein.,The pulp maybe made to
travel all compartments successively, or through a
single row only as desired.'
(C.) 92/10. Charles Edward M,eyer.' Improvements
in and relating to the treatment of 'ziuc·gold
slime' and in apparatus for use in connection
therewith. 10.3.10.
This application refers to an apparatus for the treat·
'ment of zinc·gold slime by oxidation with steam and
subsequent, solution of bl\-se metals by means of,
carbonate of ammonia followed by acetic acid.
(C.) .9./10. Edward John' Way (I), Alexander John
Arbuckle (2). Improvements in vats or vessels
for the treatment of ores. 11.3.10.
.,This 'patent application refers to improvements in
vats for the treatment ()f ores, the principal features
of which are,the means and apparatus employed for
circulating and diverting the pulp into the same vat,
. or partly into the same vat and an adjoining vat.
.;rhe apparatus and its working is fully described
in the clailns, and the main features are a device
forming a chamber round the upper imd of the circu·
lating means, a launder in communication with said
cham ber, the means for closing 01 partially closing
said !Jhamber to the launder, and an intake of pulp
and air into the main elevating column of a special
design.'
.
(C.) 252/10. James Edward Thomas. Improvements
relating to feeding means for tube 'mills and like
grinding apparatus. 1.6.10.
The above application relates'to means for feeding
pebbles or·rock to tube mills.
.
A previous specification by the same applicant
(No. 2ls/10) is referred to in conjunction with the
present application, which descnbes an apparatus
consisting of a hopper, with chnte, to which is suit·
ably'attached a fluted roller, to act as a feeder to the
previously described hopper and chute applied to a
spiral feeder .. The fluted roller is arranged with pins
attached working in slots made in the,chute to prevent,
jamming of rock or' pebbles aHd a hinged upper
p~rtion of chute is shown to allow large rock to pass.
The fluted roller is 'intermittently driven,similarly
,to a battery feeder of the same design and the motive
force derived from the mill itself.
(C.) 283/10. Herman Stadler. Improvements in pulp
classifying, concentrating anddewateringappara.
tus. 14.6.10.
This application relates t()· an improved form of
hydraulic classifier which provides means for depart·
ing from the usually accepted fractice· in two parti·
culars.. The first consists 0 imparting a rotary
motjtm to the mass within the classifier by means of
a distributor, 'placed at the bottom of the feed pipe,
whi~h is fitt'ed with tangential vanes.' The second
. particular consists in increasing the velocity of the
upward currerit by adopting an inverted truncated
·cone shape for the upper part of the classifier.
'
The advantages claimed'for this classifier are that:
it provides more favourable conditions for separating
pulp into the.required grades..
.,
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(C.) 292/10. 'Robert James Galt. Improvelllents
relating to shaking, tables for ore treatment.
21.6.,10.
, '
'This application is in respect of a method of operat
ing a series of shaking tables from one dl'ivin'
eccentric or crank by a rod 'passing along the serie~
of, tables to each of w/lich it is connected by 'a
de.tachable, clip, so as to allow any table to be
stopped.
(C.) 306/10: J!Lmes'L~ster Clark: Improvements
in pipes and launders suitable for oonveying
abrasive or corrosive material. 30.6.10.
This application has reference to pipes and launders
for conveying abra~h'e or corrosive materials such as
sand pulf' etc. This particular application is for
the use 0 solidified wood pulp as the main body of
the pipe or la.under and held together by an aggluti.
nant; The PIIies or launders may be remfol'ced with
wire or furnished with a metal casing.
(C,) 434/10. Arthur Martin Ludwig Dammrich (1)
Charles Hansen (2). Improvements in lHeans fo;
conveying and distributing water or other liquids
in mines and the like. 3.9.10.
This invention relates to means for conveying and
distributing water or other liquids in mines or any
other place where the conditions met with are more
odess similar to those in underground workings.
The ,special obje~t that ,the inventors have had in
view is to layout or provide a water service in a
mine, or any other place where the conditions are
analogous, in such a way that the pipe system shaH
not be subjected to excessive hydraulic pressure
whatever may be the vertical distance between the
point of supply.and the lowest point of the distribut.
ing system.
It is claimed that the improved system is applic.
able for conveying and distributing waLer or other
liquids to any depth without exceeding a safe pres·
s~re, weh pressure, if so desired, not to exceed, say,
50 lb. to the square inch or thereabo)lts.
The invention is fully described in the specification
~ccompanying this application. The upper end of
the main supply pip'e passing down the shaft is fitted
with a fnnnel, and water iB supplied by a stand pipe
and tap by means of this fun'nei. Briefly stated, the
method adopted for preventing excessive hydraulic
pressure in the pipe system is the formation in the
main supply pipe of a single coil opposite each level,
from the lower ends of each of which coils a branch
pipe is taken to supply a tank in each level. As long
as the capacity of the main supply pipe, and of the
overflow pipes fitted to the.supply tanks in the levels
is greater than that of the stand pipe on the surface,
it will be obvious that the hydraulic pressure in the
section of the main supply pipe between any two
levels will never be greater than that due to the
vertical head between 'these levels.
The branch pipes are fitted with ball cocks for
shutting oft' the water when a certain level is reached
in the tanks, and the tanks are fitted with floats and
electric contacts for signalling to the surface when
they are empty.
(C.) 435/10. Arthur Martin Lnd wig Dammrich (I),
Charles Hansen'(2)~ Improvements in means for
com'eying and disti·ibuting. water or othediquids
in mines and the like. 3.9. 10.
This invention relates to mean!> for conveying and
distributing water or other liquids in mines or any
otherplace where the c()nditions Inet with are more
or less similarto those in underground workings. .
The slJecil1l f'bject that tlie inventors have ha~ In
view is to layout or provide a water ser,vic,? In a
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ine, or any other place where th~ conditions are
JIlnalogous, in such a way tha~ the pipe system shall
~ot be subjected to eXCeS9l\'e hydrauhc pressure
'bate ver may be the vertical distance between the
"oints of supply and the lowest point of the distri·
tuting system.
It is claimed that the improved systeql is applicable for conveying and distributing water or other
liquids to any depth without exceeding a safe
pressure such pressure, if so desired, not 'to exceed,
say 50 lh. to the square inch or thereabouts.
'fhe inveut~on is .fully described in specifications
accompany this apphcatlOn ..
BrieRy stated, it consists of supply lanks in each
level liLted with a float, an electric contact for signalliug when the tank is empty, a tap for drawing oft
the water as required, and an overflow pipe near the
top of the tank to act as an air vent and overflow
-outlet.
The main supply pipe is taken from the surface to ,
the bottom of the first tank, and from a point in this!
tank below the level of the O\'erflow pipe, a pipe is
take~ to the bottom of the second tank which act.s
as the supply pipe to. that tank. Similarly th~ water
is taken flOm level to level throughout the nnne. It
will be obvious therefore that as long as the capacity
-of the overflow pipes fitted to the tanks is greater
than that of the main supply pipe, the hydraulic
pressure in any section will not be greater than that
one to the ,-ertical head between the tanks in the
levels above and below the section in question.
(C.) 87/11. Jame9 Drage. Improvements in filtering
machines. 10.2.11.
This refers to improvements in ·filtering machines.
of the drum type. Three or four. are provided in
series, worked continuously, the slime being removed
at a certain point on the drum and re-pulped with
wash solution or water before passing to the succeeding drum.
(C.) 101/11. Andrew Frederick Cro~se. Improvemenls iIi apparatus for the fine grmding of ores
and other material~. 16.2.11.
The inventiou consist's of a portable cylinder lined
the same as tube mills and a muller arrange'd inside
which is mechanically moved reciprocating and
parallel to thl(. axis.of the cyl~nder which l:ttte~ ~a8
tu rotate 'and IS claulled to grmd between ItS hmng
and the muller the ore or either material to a very fine
st.ate.
«( '.j ll-l/ll. Sydney Rnsselillarrett. Improvements
in and relating to pipe joints. 22.2.11.
This invention relates to improvements in' and
relating to pipe joints, and l?as ~or it~ ~bject to provide
means enabling a sonnd flUld tight Jomt to be made
between ordinry screwed pipes and socket fittings for
water, gas or steam, wit,hout the necessity of specially
'I,reparing either the ends of the pipes or the sockets.
This invention relates particularly to the socket or
union type of joints in which an internal ferrule is
provided with a projecting collar between the 'faces
of which and the ends of the pipes, to be jointed
washers of suitable material are placed.
The improvement outlined in the specification
necompanyinl'; this application consists in having the
lIides or faces of the collar machined perfectly smooth,
so that,' when the pipes are screwed home into the
socket.or union, and the rough unmachined ends of
the pipes bed into the soft washers, these washer~ as
Lhey only bear upon the smoothly fac~d sides of the
eolrars, shall rotate with the pipes, am!, instead of
b~ing cut to bits, shall; be gra· ually pressed ou t'"ards
untirthe material of which. the washers are composed
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flows into t.he threads of the socket 01' union, and so
forqls a secure joint.
(C.) 119111. .Jehu Berry. IIl}provements pertaining
to winding and !lauling engines. 24.2.1 L
.This application is for a ,device intended to show
the slipping or surging of a winding rope on a conical
drum hoist, in such a manner .th.at the driver will be
warneu of any. dangerol).s position of the rope. '~'he!l
hois.ting or lowering.
'. . .
It is operate<i by m.eans of l!lvers attached· to, fine
'~'ires which are ~n turn connected to ;tn indic.atpr, on
a dial, in such a manner that in the event of the rope
surging or' winding ullevenly, . the driver is iml!Hidi. ately warned.
(C.) 120/11. Hel:mann \Volf. Improvements in
spraying matter· in suspension and in spraying
nozzles therefor. 24.:l.II.
.
.
. This patent refers to·an improved spraying nozzle
m which the spraying matter is supplied tangentially
to its axis and provided with the means of observing
the work through the nozzle or nozzles by using glass
.,
or other 8ufticient transparent material.
(C.) 122/11. Henry Squarehrig M·ackay. Process
and apparatus for extracting metals from' their
ores. 24.2.11.
.
This specification contains 27 claim", and is essentially applicable to the extraction of copper froIn its
ores by dissol ving the copper in an air-lift vat by
mea!Is. of. an electrolysed solution of common salt,
preClpltatmg the copper electrolytically with iron
a,nodes, and using the residual ferric chloride solution
to dissol ve more copper.
(C.) 130/11. Carl Nitschke. Telescopic lifting ge~r.
27.2.11.
.
This application has reference to lifting O'ear consisting of telescopic tubes extended. and drawn
together by means of a steel band inside the tube.
(C.) 138/11. Peter Mommertz (1), Gewerl~schaft
Deutscher Kaiser (2). 1m pIO\'emen ts' in linings
.'
for pipes. 3.3.11.
This !nvention relates to the lining' of pipes with
porcelam, stone ware,. glass, hard steel; cast iron',
particularly in the form of case hardened castings,
e"tc, the object of the in ventors being to reduce to a
'minimum the wear of pipes exposed to the abrasive
action of materials containing such sharp constituents
as' ~and, gravel, chippings of stone, ash, etc.'
,
139/11. Peter Mommertz (1), Gewerkschaft
Deuischer Kaiser. (2). Improvements in linin'as
for disintegrating machines. 3.3.11.
~
This invention relates to the lining of disintegrate
.ing machines, such as disintegrators, .stMmp mills,
centrifugal mills, scouring mills, pendulum' mills etc,
with snch materials as porcelain, stone ware, glass
hard steel, cast iron, particularly in the form of cas~
hardened castings, etc, the object Of the inventors
being to reduce to a minim 11m the abrasive action of
the substances being operated upon .by any of the
machines above detailed.
'
(C.) 143/11. Emil Schranz. Improvements in jigging
machines for separating·llIinel;\tls. 7.3.11.
'
This device consists. of. a jigging machine with a
vessel arr,mged underneath to catch minerals that
may fall throngh the sieve,' in the event of the latter
becoming dimag-eu.·
.
.
(C.) i44/II. Oscar Hora~e Schuller. Improvements
.
in vibratory sifting machines. 'i. 3.. 1 I.
.
This device consists of a. vibratory sifting machine
mounted 011 rollers on an incline track with irregularities for the purpose of gi v~ngthe .screen a' i'ising

(C.)
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a!'Jxf falling motioir as'weU: as a'shakiilg motion in· the
plane of the track.
(€::)! i53;II. Herm'anll'G'eorg·Spengel. Improyements
in eonveyrn~. apparatus. IIt3.11.
.
.
This' applicatIOn covers apparatus for conveying
material continiio~s(t and is especially' adapted for
ave.rcoming .elev(itiol'is." ]it consists of a eonveyer
With' self levelling. Thuckets. The improvements
cra~med are, firstly, the method of attaching and
detaching the ~onv.eying. btickets from the driving
cliain, $econdly" a;'to!ltli: chain for driving·th·e' bU'ckets,
and' thirdly,· a pecuJi:a,r m'eth<irl: of sectionalising: the
system.
.
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(N:B.-'In this list (P) mean.s'provisio~al. specification, and (C)· complete specification. The number
given is that of the specification, the name that oj the
applicant, and the dale that oj filing.)
(C:) 217/11. John Burdon (I), William Burdon
(2j'and Matthew Mnrray Burdon (3). An improved
apparatus for producing oil. gas. 13.4.11.
(C.) 218/11. Frifz Mueller (I) and Hermann
Strothofl:: (2). Improvements in all(~ relating to grate
stokers. 13.4.11..
(P.) 219/11. Harry August Stockman. An im-proved concrete l'einforcement and apparatus for
producing the same. 15.4 .If.
.
(Po ):. :222/11. Edmund Paul .Millington Jerrard
.II) and, Paul Millington Jerrard (2). Improvements
in 'clutches or similar devices for the tra'nsmission of
:power: 18.4.11.
.
.: (~.) 224/~~. . ThOl.lIas Gni.ham Mal tyn.
.Im,Proveme'1ts m. <ir relatmg to apparatus for. gradmg,
sorting and classifying, gra.nuIar matter. 20.4.11.
(1:'.) . 225/11. Xavier du Homme de Ste Croix (I)
:and Nicolas Emmanuel BertieI' (2). Improvements
in means for automatically indicating or signalling
the approach of tram cars and like vehicles. 20.4.11.
(C.). 227/11. Arthur .Francis BelTy. Improve·.men.ts in or relating. to !'Iectrical transmission and
distribution systems. 21.4.11.
(C.) 228/11. John Lysaght, Ltd. '(I) and Walter
'Rohert'Palmer (2). Improvements in· and relating
.to skylights, sidelights', louvred ventilators and the
.like in corrugated or rlain sheet metal. ~2.4.II.
(C.) 229/11. Emi Ullman. Improvements in
· means for opening. and closing the discharge flaps or
·doors of self-discharging trucl,~. cars and like
vehicles. 24 4.11.
(P.) 231/11. Hobert Kyd Conll. An improved
method of preventing cattle· or other animals from
str,aying o,n to rail way .li~es at .level eroEsings or
other opemng~. .24.4.11. : :
., (p.)··233/11. Thomas J\Iasi)n Howard. A new
ami impro,:erl means for join Ling together the ends
of leather belts. 25.4.11.
· . CP.)· 234/Ii. John WlOiam Petrie (I), James
Watson. Improvements appert'ainillg to the heads
"and' tIle s£ems of the stamps of 8tamp mills. 26.4: II.
.. (P.) 3a5!11.· Hails Charles Behr. Improvements
'iii dri.ving pulleys' for stamp batteries. 26.4.11.
(P.f . 236/11. Hans ChaHes' Behr. Pneumatic
. percussive apparatus. 26A; 11.
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(C.) ?3J/l'I.: Charies'Wash!ngton Metl'ill. Process'
for preclpltatmg and recovermg valuable m'aterials"
from solutions, and' particularly metals from lIydro_
metallurgical solutions. 26.4.11.
(C.) 238/11. Charles' Washington Merrill .. Process
for treating a semi-solid material in the cOlltainers of
filter presses, and'forTeiuoving the sarrie therefroD'
26.4.11.
.
.
(C.) 239/II Wilfred"Watkins Pitchford. Appara.
tus and the method of using the same, for titratingsolutions of arsenical and other active substances ..
27.4.1'1.
(P.) .240/11. Hans Charles Behr. Improvements
in the construction of stamp batteries. 27.4.11.
(C .. ) 241/II. Edgar Arthur Ashcroft. Improve ..
ments in or'relatiJig to the treatment of sulphide ores
and products. 28.4.11.
(C.) 242/11. Anders Ponten. Centrifugal sluicing
apparatus. 28.4.11.
,
(C.) 243/11. Felix Gain. Improvements in ventilating device-. 29.4.11.
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AnmTTI, S. C. B., l/o Cleveland; Transvaal Gold
Mining Estates, Ltd., Pilgrim's Rest.
BASKETT, K G., I/o New Zealand; c/o J. R. Thurlow, Esq., New Modderfontein G. M. Co.,
Benoni.
BELL, K. S., l/o Johannesburg; ·The Rhodesian Exploration and Dev. Co., 1'. O. Box 213, Bul'L'
.
wayo, Rhodesia.'
.
BI~LA.KE, A. E., l/o' Johannesburg; P.· O. Box 7;;'
Boksbnrg.
.
DA VlES,·C. N., l/o Johann'esburg ; 58 Lombard Street,
London, E.C.
GILBERT, T. 'V. 1/0 Cleveland;' Rand Collieries,
Ltd., P. O. Box 13, Brakpan;
,
GRIFFIN, N. H., l/o BUhi,wayo; Oakdene, Cowden,
Kent, England.
HOLDEN, \Y. C., l/o Randforitein; 14, Radnor Park
l'toad, Folkestolle, England.
KHIEKHAUS, K., l/o Ketahoen Mining Co., Salida
Mining Co.; Salida, Tambang, via Padang,
Sumatra.
MINSCH, \Y. C., lid Colorado;' Cortez Associated
Mines, Jacala, Hidalgo, Mexico.
QUINCE, W. ·A., l/o Kllights: P. O. Box 47,
Germistoll.
.
"ROBERTS, E., l/o Randfontein ; Witwatersrand G. M.
Co., P. O. Box I, Knights..
.
ROSS', A. M., l/o Lawlers; .Mitchells Creek G. M.,
:\Vellington, New South 'Yales, Australia:
SCHOCH, E. R., l/o Boksbnrg; The Rooiberg Mmerals
Dev. Co., P. O. Rooiberg, via 'Yarmbaths.·
SHORT, A., l/o Ford~burg ;' French Dobs Mine, P. O.
Louws Creek, near Barberton.
SCHWABE, S. B., l/o Fordsburg; c/o Standard Bank
: of South Africa, lBnlawayo, Rhodesia.
STACEY, D. W., to c/o B. Smallie, Esq., Private Bag,
Bulawayo.,
.
WESTON, E. M., 'l/o' Johannesburg; P. O. Box 64,
B'ulawayo, ·Rhodesia.·
.
WISDOM, G. E., I/o Selukwe; The Hay Mine, Kim·
berley Reefs, Rhodesia.

